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CHAPTER - 1 

"lliTRODUCTION" 

Higher education plays a crucial role in the deve

lopment of a nation. It is considered as a sub-systf.!ID 

of the larger society. The assumption underlying this 

statement is that the obj ecti vea of higher education are 

well defined and the methods Of teaching at this level 

are properly developed. However, quite often this assump

tion does not hold good, as the teaching-learning process 

goes from one generation to . another, and the purpose of 

higher education may or may not serve the purpose of nation-

-· building. 

In 'the early stages of development ot human society, 

education was imparted in an informal w~, ie by (a) Inter

acting with fellow beings, (b) internal.ising the bebaviou~ 

raJ. pattems of others and (c) understanding and inter

acting with environment. But with the passage of time 

~he knowledge of social and natural phEI'lOmSton grew, 

institutional arrangements were made to pass this accumu

lated knowledge to the fUture generations. 

Keeping in view the stages of develOpment of an 

individual from childhood to adulthood; tbe institutional 

process of education is designed in several stageao 

Jirst stage ,is designed to acquaint and prepare an 

individual for learning through written and spoken medium; 
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the ..:::2ne.:.d.::a-.::a:..;t::;.::ae;~e:...:~ to pass on basic information which makes 

an individual aware of the body of knowledge, and to 

acquire i.ndepth knowledge in a discipline 1to develop the 

ability to analyse the same and to provide training in 

capabilities to verify information and generate new 

knowledge. The third and fourth stagt!!in higher education) 

involve· explosion of informat,~on and knowledge which 

develop. capabilities to acquire information and inter

pret 1 t. 

In developing the above capabilities, methods Of · 

teaching - learning process from the first to the fourth 

stage play a signific ~t role. Researches have shown 

that, the effect! veness Of educational process depends 

on the methods of teaching adopted at these various 

stages. The typesof methods of teaching adoptfd at these 

various stages would depend on the objectives o t teaching

learning at that particUlar stage. Since the present 

study deals with higher educationJ JBrticularly Of Jrd and 

4th stage,i t may be more pertinent to discuss the object

ives of higher education before dealing with the methods 

Of teachingo 

OBJECTIVES OF HIGHER EDUCATION:- lt higher education 

level, students are helped to ac'quire in-depth knowledge 

in various subjedt disciplines, the capability to analyse 

8lld verify it and generate new knowledge • Thus, the 
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Objectives of higher-education at the undergraduate and 

post-graduate levels are:-

( i) imparting in-depth knowledge of the subjects .. concerned; 

( ii) developing c:ri tical and analytical abilities; 

(iii)developing the ability to relate and use this knowledge 

in real life situations; 

(iv) developing vocational and professional skills; 

(v) developing soci.al, cultural and aesthetic values. 

· All the above objectives cannot be realised by 

any single method of teaching and learning. Recent 

·researches on methods of teaching have helped to 
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improve the _old methods and develop different methods of 

teaching at higher.aducation level. These different 

methods help to promote the wider Objectives of education. 

The methods of teaching at the higher education 

level in India may be classified into two broad categories:-

(1) MASS METHOD:- It comprises ot:-

(a) lectures (b) Group-discussion. (c) Seminars 

(d) workshop (e) Projectsetc. 

(2) INDIVIDUAL METHOD:- It comprises of (a) Individual 

assignment a ( b ) Computer assi at ed in atru cti on:·· etc. 

These various methods of teaching are explained 

below:-

( 1) LECTURE METHOD:- The lecture method is one ot the moat 

commonly used method, sometimes the only method used in 



higher eiucation. It is useful whE!l the aim is to trans

mit a body of knowledge,or the content of subject to the 

students. This method is alSO referred to as 'talk and 

chalk' method. 

It bas been pointed out that lecture method is 

very effective. Rajamony (1974),conducted a stu~y on 

the effectiveness of lecture-cum-discussion in methods 

of teaching md training, found lecture-cum-disca ssion to 

be very effective. 
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( 2} GROUP DISCUa3IOO :- In the group discussion the teacher's 

role is peripheral and interaction is the essence of 

group discussion. By group discussion, we try to arrive 

at a conclusion wi tb the techniques of analysing, evalua

ting and drawing of conclusion. 

Gr?UP discussion also develops in the student the 

qualities of patience and tolerance, and willingness to 

modify and rethink his views in. the light of arguments 

presented by others. 
is to be 

Discussion methodLtoundtmore effective when 

compared with other methods.,especially lecture method .. 

(Mcleish, 1976, Gall and Gall, 1976 and ~ith, 1977). 

·· $.p~ . study by Dubin and Taveggia ( 1968) found simil sr 

resul ta when compared lecture md discussion methods. 
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()) .SBMlN A.R:- This is considered as 4nost complex: form of 

interactive teaching and can be used very effectively 

in the process of higher education. In a SEminar, a 

group of students may be asked to prepare brief papers, 

or present their point of view orally before the group , 

followed: by discussion and interaction. The objectives 

of seminar are wider than the other methods mentioned 

earlier. 
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(4) PROJECT m!THOD:- This follows the principle of 'Dewey', 

"learn ·by doing". The dictionary meanil'l·g , • of the word 

'project• is,a scheme, design, contrivance, a prospective 

concept sufficiently defined in terms o:t future events not 

yet accompli.shed or im.pleDien ted. 

(5) TUTORIALS:- Soc;tates is credited with bringing the 

tutorial system into vogue. He used to ask questions to 

the youngsters surroundmg him and make them find the 

answers by themselves. If properly. employed,the tutorial 

system, with questions so :framed as to elicit prop«!r 

answer, is very good. Thus tutorial, is the system in 
I 

which a small group of students receive' guidance from 

the tutor. 

(6) .AUDIO-VI,SUAL .AIDS IN TEACHING:- With the help of modem

technology, the effectiveness of teaching-learning process 

has increased. ls mod~.rn technology has placed various 

.~' . 



media like radio, television, audio and video cassettes 

in the hands of educators. 
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No doubt T.V. is very helpful for good teaching, 

but it alone cannot be effective. ls proved by Mckeachie 

Kulik( 1975) for conceptual learning, often a crucis; 

component in college courses, T.v. instruction alone is 

less effective than live interaction between students and 
teachers. However T.V. teaching can be effective when 

viewers are motivated and are required to respond in some 

way to the programme (Ide, 1974) • 

. Audio-t4perecorders are also effective if' the 

studentshave control to start and stop it as they wish. 

This control has. been shown to be an important element in 

the students affective reaction to the materials(:Surtord, 

1971 ). ,.uao students can learn more when they have control 

of the recorder ( .seno·ur, 1971 ). 

Though there are so many methods of' teaching ,each. 

with its own merits and demerits, no single method is 

sufficient for teaching any subject, but a Suitable 

combination ·. of a f'ew methods is found to be more 

ef'fecti ve. 

In order to test whether the teaching task is upto 

the mark one should evaluate the work done,as without 

evaluation the teaching is incomplete. As the Education 



Commission ( 1964-66) had categorically oaid that "the 

crippling effect of examinations on the quality Of 
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education was so great that examination reform was 

cruci~ ·to f.tll progres8 a.'1d had to go hand in hand with 

t.he improvanent in teaching" • 

. ~, teaching and evaJ.uation are part of each 

other. As, at the outset it has to be realised that no 

education reform is possible unless there is simultaneous 

reform in examination system. 

Thus changing practices in teaching and learning 

in high~r education are inevitably rcnected in cbang:lng 

Methods of evaluation (Beard Ro 3lld Hantley, J; 1984). 

The various Methods of evaluation include Annual or 

.Semester examinations, Marking or grading of scripts, 

internal or external assessment Of the scripts Of 

students, practicals and viva voce. Research bas shown 

the semester e:x:amin at ion systen is more sui tabl~h than 

end of year ex.amin ation. Similarly grading is suggested 

against marks, and internal assessment to be given more weight-

age than ext1m1a1. (UGC, 1972). Thus the main 

changes suggested in evaluation system by governmm t 

of India, U.G.c. and Education commission are as 

fOllows:-



( 1 ) ANNU AI/ SEMESTER:-

In annual system students performance is judged 

by giving one examination at the end of the session. 

8' 

The education pOlicy now makes it obligatory to 

introduce semester ~Jsteno Semester systen was recomm

ended by the UG C in 1 ts plan of Action for examination re

fo:aa, way back in 1972. The document stated that the 

performance of students must be assessed over well 

distributed intervals of time so that a course which is 

completed in a year of a semester must come up for 

examination at the end of the semester, without having 

to wait for fin a1. ex am in at ion o 

( 2) MARKS/GRADING i-- A.l'lOther important change that the new 

policy has recommended is, replacement of marks by grades. 

Research in examination bas shov."f'l that mark awarded by an 

· examiner is not the true mark, as it is very likely, if 

he has to reassess the same copy after sometime,he will 

give different marks to it. This is because of unavoida

ble subjectivity. According to H.J. Taylor, "an examina

tion mark has neither the sanctity nor the precision which 

is usually attached to it". 

Thus, grading is suggested in place of markingo 

Grading will not have subjectivity factor and will also 



facilitate standardisation of raw scoreso It will help 

introduce scaling a"ld reduce inter-subject disparity in 

scoringo 

(3) INTERILU/EXTERNAL A.SSES~T:-

9 

The introduction of Internal assessment is m 

important step towards the integration of teaching 

learning and exa'Dinationo Internal assessment does not 

mean only assessment by a teacher who teaches the course 1 

but it meansthat evaluation should become a continuous 

process. The m ai.n purpose is to integrate teaching and 

evaluation and to test those skills and abilities which 

can't be tested through a written examination at the end 
a 

ofLterm or courseo Thus,internal assessment should be 

givm proper weightage in order to make it usefUl. This 

will increase the responsibility of teach~s But teachers 

should not become subjective. 

To conclude the section on methods of teaching 

and evaluation 1 one may say that the researches done so 

far include different methods of teaching and their 

effectiveness ·depE!'lding on subjects. Some, researches 

(eg. Ruja1 1954, Dawson, 1956) have found out effective

ness of combination of methods of teaching in comparison 

to one method aloneo Researches have found defects in 
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examination system and thus suggested changes (UGC, 1972 ). 

No study, done so far, has tried to compare 

differmt uni·versiti es and find out whether teaching and 

evaluation methods differ from one university to another. Or 

whether they differ because of subject1 i.e.1for arts and science 

stream. No, study has tried to find out why a particular 

method is used maximum. Whether it is used because Of its 

effectiveness or because there is no other alt~a.tiveo Also 

studies have not found that whether teachers wfU}t to use .a 

particular method or they are forced to, because they don6t 

have provision to use any other method. Further more studies 

have suggestEd changes to be brought in "the evaluation system, 

though no work has been done Ge> far to find out whether these 

changes are being used or not., 

. ---Thus, the present study proposes to understand comprehen-

sively the objectives of higher education, as perceived by 

different universities and teachers vis-a-vis that of the 

government, the methods of teaching as used by differmt 

teachers belong:ing to different departments and differmt 

universities, and the reasons for the same; their view-points 

and that of students' view-points in regard to teaching methods 

in higher education, as well as the evaluation system as exists 

in the different universitieso 
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The following chapter deaJ.s with the review of literature 

relating to this subject matterc 
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CHAPTER : 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

1 research study: on any topic cannot be undertalum 

without knowing what bas preceded it and which areas 
I 

had been specifically covered in the .earlier studies and 

which areas need' further exploration--and investigation. 

Such an approach helps in formulating suitable hypotheses 

and research designs taking into consideration the limi

tations of the earlier Research Design. 

It is well known that the field of education has 

been one of great interest to rese.archers and educators 

as it contributes to the development ot the child, shapes 

and grooms him to be a fit citizen of a country. 

A review of' research studies on various aspects 

of higher education indicates a spurt of' interest 1n 

higher education during seventies.~ntil 1960, there was 

hardly any study on higher education.--·-a:tter·-1960,-tbe. 

interest in research in higher education developed to a 

significant extent. 

Higher education is the apex of our education 

pyramid. It transmits our rich her~_tage of the past to 

new generation, it endeavours to grasp and throw light on 

our present problems and point to a· right direction for 

preparing a path for our bright future. Thus_,higher · 

education has to be responsible for and responsive. to 
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needs of human and national growth. But the question 

often asked is, <•Has our higher education succeeded in 

fulfilling our expectations and aspirations". Instead 
or 

of eradicating,( even lessening unemployment, it is 

breeding ·- · an army of disgruntled educated unemployed 

youth. Institutes of higher education have become 

socially detached islands of knowledge. Hence our 

education system, (without social relevance) has become 

sterile and a burden to the nation. This is perhaps due 

to the impact of weatan system of education_, as our 
is 

system£designed on western model. 

Our education system is such .. because of t·he· impact 

of western education on it.-._· . 9ur education system, 

designed on the western model over a centu17 an.d a half 

ago, had the sole objective of training personnel for 

wbi te-collar jobs. As is well known, the Bri tisb rul~rs 

of a subject India were conc~ed primarily with mass

producing writer-clerks who would obediently sub sene the 

colonial interest. Possibly,the British rulers would not 

naturally want a questioning mind to be encourag~ in 

India on the consequent system ot tutorials and debate 

to be introduced. Bducation thus, could not care for the 

imaginative or for aesthetic and creative experience. 

Hence, in post independence era, we are carrying on, by 

and large, with .the same pattern . ct eaucatiOJa and 
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constantly struggling to bring about a chrmge. Particu

larly during the last three decades, the need for a change 

in the educational system has be€11 examined by several 

commiss:1ons - Radbakriabnm commission in 1948, Mudeliar 

.commission in 1952 and Kothari commission in 1966. 

Important recommendations of these commissions helped in 

evolving the national Education policy in 1968. lceording 

to this policy, the educational system should be related 

to the life of the individuals, the community and the 

country should have qualitative improvement fOr meeting 

the social needs as well as internationally comparable 

standards. 

To tulflll the above mentioned objeetives_,certain 

changes have to be made. The restrJl.oturing · envisages 

changes in our fixed· curricula and teacher dominated 

unified,... lecture room,. one-way teaching methods >measured 

by only a few periodical tests and one final examination. 

The standard of higher education has been clearly pcrxtrayed 

in Report on standards of university education by UGO( 1965), 

that, "It is widely recognised that the conditions in which 

teaching .and learning are carried in our university and 

college are unsatisfactory". Thus we see that there is a 

immediate need of education reform as stated by UGC, 1949, 

"One of the most important reforms needed in higher 

education is to improve teaching and evaluation "• 

Thus_..i t is seen that teaching precedes evaluation. 

As in ~rder to teat whether the teaching task is done 
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up-to-the mark.one mould evaluate the work done. Without 

evaluation teaching is incomplete. This view is also 

stated by S.R. Dongerpery(Chairman of the committee appoin

ted by U.G.c~~}.n 1957) in his_ Report on EOCamination Reform 

that "etamination-~ is an aspect· o:t··the educational process, , 

which is intimately linked with its other important aspects

teaching· and learning - and that teaching, learning and· 

examination - actually constitute a unity of f'unctions. · 

Teaching ae well as leamtng are bound to be affected by 

a defective examination syste(ll since both are dominated 

by the objectives that govem examinations". 

Thus change in teaching methods, shoUld also be 

fOllowed by change in evaluation. At the outset it has 

to be realised that no educational reform is possible 

unless there is a simultaneous reform in the examination 

system. ~s the Education Commission (1964-66) had catego

rically said th~t, "the.crippling effect of examinations 

on the quality of education was so great that examination 

reform was crucial to aJ.l progress and bad to go hand in 

hand with the improvement in teaching". 

So,. Teaching and evaluation are pert of each other. 
realised. 

.As at the outset it has to be ·L ~ · ~;· that no educational 

reform is possible unless there is simultaneous reform in 

examination system. Thus changing practices in teaching and 

learning in higher education are inevitably reflected in 

changing methods of evaluation(Beard R. and H~tley,J ••. 1984). 
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Researches have been carried out in both these fields 

in order to find out what changes should be adopted to 

make teaching and evaluation suitable, according to the 

situations need. Research studies have been conducted to 

test various methods of t eacbing and evaluation and tried 

to find out which methods can be used to make the education 

system sui table. Thus Research studies done in different 

methods have been given below separately-, In order to see 

what has been covered and what areas needs consideration. 

Thus, methods of teaching and evaluation system are taken 

separately in this worke & explained below : 

METHODS OF TEACHING:-

Before knowing about different methods of teaching 

one should have a clear cut conc.ept of what teaching mean? 

Definition of Teaching:- Most of the researchers defined 

teaching as a process. This process starts ~bar··~ there 

are at least two person. - a teacher who is more infOrmed, 

more accomplished, and a student who comes to the teacher 

wi tb an intention to be instructed. Thus, teaching can be 

defined as, "a process by which one person helps o.thers 

achieve knowledge, skill and aptitudes" (World book Bncyclo

paedia). Gage, an eminmt educationist, bas defined teaching 

as the influence by a more accomplished, mature and skilled 

person on one who is less. But the ·1 eas informed person 
as 

does not remain passive)this perception and response 

influences the teaching behaviour of the teacher. 



It a student does not perceive the. infl.uenoes of the· 

teacher, we cannot name a specific act Of teaching 

(Mitra 1972 ). 

The research done in v crioua methods of teaching 

moat commonly used at higher education level are given 

below:-
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( 1) :LECTURE METHOD - The lecture method is one of the most· 

commonly used method in higher education.. The lecture 

metJ:lod is used mainly to motivate the student to learn, 

clarify points, to review the literature available on 

the subject and to ex:pand the contents which mayo be 

available in the books• The teacher .. taf.ks more or 

less continuously to the class (Keunetllfblis, 1972 ). 

The class listens and may take down notes Of facts and 

ideas the students consider worth remembring. Lectures 

are effective for imparting. ·information( Bligh, 1971 ). 

The lecture can be made e:ttective by asking 

questions; to ensure that 'f;he students have graspEd the· 

material. Lecture method is criticised because -

( 1) students are likely to have information and ideas 
' 

thrust upon them. ( 2) Teaching aids are not usually 

used to supplement the talk and chalk method. 

(3) communication through a lecture is unidirectional, 

:trom teacher to student. ( 4) Feed bac~ and student 

interaction in the communication process are missing. 

This encourages students to become passive and dependent. 
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Thus, for a lecture method to be effective, ri.t 

appears that. these conditions must be fulfilled 

(Mck:eacby, 1974). 

(a) The academic on professional competeace ot the 

teacher. (b) The academic and intellectual maturity o~ 

the learner to :fOllow the subject matter being discuss

ed and (c) Motivating 'potency'. Of the lecture to make 

things clear, appealing, humanly relevant and persona.;. 

lly meaningful. In different degrees, a good lecture 

is a highly personalised combination of all three 

elements. 

Lecture method can be effective if 1 t 1 s not too 

abstract (Trenama.tl 1967), and is explained in little. 

detaj.l (Ereakine and 0' Morchoe, 1961 ). with illustrations 
(\ValliS et al; 1966 ). 

Size of the class also effects lecture( Me Keachie 

and Kulik:, 1975). Al. though· there seems to be no diffe

rmce in achievemmt between large and small classes, 

students seem to prefer smaller group. Rohrer(1957) 

found no significant differences. Tbe Macomber and 

· Siegel experiments at Miamt· University( 1956, 1957a, 

1957b, 1960) fbund,out of nine , eight coarses favoured 

small class. Some other studies made on size of the 

class and effectiveness of lecture method ( Feldhuseb, 

1963, Hoover, Baumann and .Sha'fer, 1970; Hudelson,1928, 

Levell md Haner, 1955). Most of these studies foond 
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That small classes were more suitable for effective 

teaching in a lecture class.,. and they favoured small 

classes to large cl a:Jses. 

Several studies were concerned with course 

emphasising stu.dents participation_,in contrast to 

straight lectures ( Creiger, 1968; French and Cooper, 

1967;. Jason, 1969 ). nso, work bas been done to try 

to identity the type of students tor which the lecture 

works best. Pasocal ( 1971, 1973) - students who need 

guidance or whO have a low t.oldrance of ambiguity tend 

to prefer lecture to independent study. Beach( 1960) a 

Introverts learn more from lecture.tban discussion; the 

reverse .1$ true tor extroverts, McGUl.lough and Van Atta) 

(1958). Pl.exible students perform better with indepen

dent study, while the more rigid or anxious student, 

. find lecture more effectilfe~ . Domino ( 1971) ,fotmd that 

studEnts scoring high on achievement via conformance 

performed better by lecture· than discussion. If studmts ' 

preferences are conaider€d _,Mcleish. ( 1976) '.l\ number 

of studies sJtow that students ga1erally like anything 

other than lecture. 

The way in which lecture is presented also 

affects. They conai at of 'facial expression, eye contact, 

tone of voice, posture and gesture {lrgyle, 1983 ). If 

voice is effect! ve it can keep attention Of students 

(Colson, 1963; Gohdin et-al (1970). 
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The length of lecture also ll1ffects. students 

frequently forget, or never leam much of what is said. 

This problem is more pronounced for longer lectures. 

Joseph Trenaman (as reported by Mcleish, 1976). 

Despite its criticism,lecture method is used 

maximum. Students of science subj ectsconsider that 

lecture is a good way to introduce a new subject, 

putting it in its context, or to present material not 

yet included in books. but _a,..---t s'-studen ts look for 

originalii:ty (Marris; 1964; University Grants Committee, 

1964). 

Lecturing has., no doubt the advantage of presen

ting to the student a comprehensive and verified view of 

the subject matter. Some teachers, especially those who 

prepare their lectures carefully and have fluency of 

expression can create a profound impression on the mind 

of students. 

(2) GROUP DISCU:SSION:- In the group discussion the teacher'!·s 

role is peripheral and interaction is the essence of 

group discussion. The group is left free to interact 

among themselves with occassional intervention :from 

the teacher to put the discussion back into perspective, 

in case it has digressed. It is therefore advanced 

stage of interactive method. There are 5 steps in group 

discussion (Francia, 1977) 



These are:-

DISS 
378.125 
M2951 St 

i ,JIJiW :Iii lui uiMiiMinlliil Mr/1;/li I~L i/11 

TH2556 
'-.....-,._ -- --~- -

(a) Stating the topic for discussion. 

(b) Planning and organising .the discussion. 

( c) Preparing for the di scu sa ion. 

{d) Leading rthe discussion and 

(e) Participating in the discussion. 
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The discussion method is considered to be more 

effective as the difficulty of knowledge increases 

(Costin 1972). Studies conducted by Della - Piana( 1957); 

Bloom and his. colleagues ( 1953); Krauskopf ( 1960), and 

Lewin ( 1952), revealed that discussion method is very 

effective, and these authors also favoured group 

discussion which provides the opportunity to share 

feelings and opinions among students. The revealation 

by some of the studies of •No-difference•~ in effe~tiTm ... 

ess between lecture and discussion, and their. suggest

ions, amounted to preference of discussion over lecture 

as the best sui table method in teaching arts and 

science subjects. In the case of scia1ce students 

this method with demonstration holds better effecti-

veneas. 

J. number of studies have been carried out, which 

compared lecture and discussion method. Since discuss

i.on offers the opportunity tor a good deal of student 
J)lS,S 

~.) 4__; 3 I 44- ( 1\l 8 

~~ 
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activity and feedback, i\• could, in theory be more 

effective than the lecture method in developing conce

pts and problem solving skills. However, since the 

rate of tran smisaion of in formation is slo·w in discuss-

ion classes, we would expect lecture classes to be 

superior in helping students acquire knowledge of infor

mation. Thus lecture method is favoured sometimes, in 

comparison to group discussion (Dubin and Taveggia, 

1968). In another study by Joyce and Weatherall(1959)-
four 

comparing L methods of teaching, the students conside-

red lectures outstandingly the most useful, demonst

rations. fOllowing -some way behind semiaars and thea 

comes practicalao 

The use of lecture or discussion method or both 

also depmds on faculties using then. In ·1964, at 

the tim~ of Hale RepOrts - arts faculties used mainly 

lectures and discussions groups, together with reading; 

where as science faculties used more lectures with 

practicala or laboratory periods, but comparatively 

little discussion • 

. Other studies which compared lecture method 

with group discussion are that of Bane ( 1925), Eglaah 

( 195 4), !fusband ( 1951) and Ruja. ( 1954 )o Ill these 

studies come to the common conclusion that the differe

n• e between lecture metho-1 and discussion 1 ethod was 

.tllight and non-E.r'.gnificanto Other stlJ .lies that 
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supported this view were Bernard ( 1942), Casey and 

Weaver ( 1956), Dawson ( 1956), Divestas ( 1954) end 

Hirschman ( 1952 ). In Klapper•_s study ( 1958), students 

preferred group discussions or. combination of lecture 

and discussion to lecture alone. 

Group discussion method can be most useful men, · 

conducted on an interdiscipl;i:a riry basis; :for this can 

opm up new dimensions in a problem and make partici

pants aware ot concepts and tools of thought :frOm 

other disciplines. But the number of participants 

should be limited depending on number of discipline. 

(3) SEMINAR:- This is consi.dered as most complex: fonn of 

interactive tea.ching and can be used very effect! vely 
-

in the process of higher education. In a seminar, 

group of students may be asked to prepare brief 

papers, or present their point of view orally before 

the group, followed by discussions and interaction. 

The objectives of seminar are wider thm above methods. 

With the help of this method we can test learner's 

grasp of the subject content, awareness, capacity 

for analysis, synthesis and organised and w~ll-ordered 

presen.ta.tion. It also test.'3an individual's capacity 

for research and creative thinking~Teacher's role in 

a aemin ar L:: that Of a guid'!. Ir1 a seminar too ,inter

disciplinary approach may be rewarding. The:1 seminar 

me·~hod is, entirely student based. 
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Thus in seminar, a group of students investigate 

a problen and report . the findings which are then 

discussed and criticised. Seminars give training in pla-, 

nning, organising and collecting data and then discu

ssing and eva.J..uating them. A seminar promotes an 

attitude of co-operation and helps self-learningo 

There are msny variations in SElllinar method. 

According to J.~a (1975) the fUndamental points 

seem to be - (a) the choice of units of learning into 

which a subject matter can be divided. (b) The work 

of the students to be done individually. (c) a point 

of group discussion during which ideas individually 

formula ted are put to the test among the students 

with or without their mentor, and (d) The final 

interaction with the •master• who gets the reports, 

comments on the work done by t~e students either 

individually or in groups,and sums up opening new 

perspectives on the topic. One of the most recent 

arrivals in this field is Keller Method (Keller,1968; 

Green, 1971) which has proved very successful as a 

way of ensuring the men tal involvement of 1 arge groups 

of students and individualizing education to a very 

great e:~tent. 

( 4) PROJECT M~HOD:- A project · a a J:urposef'ul activity 

preceeding in a social envil )Dment and cal: s for 

conHtructive thought and ef:fort. Usualls· this ie 
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group enterprise and calls for a co-operative effort. 
. progra"lllD es 

Independent study l frequently involve 

the execution Of projects in which a student "·or group 

of students undertake: together and int~rate data 

relative to some problem. Project work involves all 

~ypes of activities, mmtal. and manipulative and should 

have evident worth :fbr the individual and the group. 

Project work is conducted under the teacher' a 

supervision. It can be performed individually or in 

a group. The selection of topic can be done either 

from the test given by teacher or studEilt can propose 

.a ~C>pJc. ·ot his/her ·own interest. 

The characteristics of a project are that -

( 1) Generally they_irivolve the solution of a problem. 

(2) They also involve.initiative by the student or a 

group of students and necessitate a variety of 

educational activities. (3) They result in an end 

product i.e. report,.design plan model etc. (4) The 

woik: requiresto be completed w1 thin a specified length 

of time. (5) Involve teaching staff in an adv~sory 

rather than an authoritarian role_,at any or all the 

stages of the project. 

The resul<ts of resee.1'ch on the effectiveness 

Of the project method are !lOt particularly encouraging. 

One Of the first independe·nt study "experim :mts was 

that of Seashore :1928 ). His course C( .1sisted primari

ly of guided ind. vidual study with wr1. ~ten reports on 



8 projects, each of which took about a month to 

complete. Fin a.1 exam in at ion scores, however, were 

no different fOr these students than :fbr students 

taught by the usual lecture - discussion method 

( Scheidemarn1 1929 ). In a college botany course, 
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Novak ( 1958) found that students in convEiltional class

es learned more facts than did those taught by the 

project method. Similarly, Goldstein (1956) found_, 

students learned better in laboratory than by project 

method. Ti~l (1954) found no difference in the 

effectiveness of the lecture and project method. 

(5) TUTORIAL:~ It is the system in which a small group 

of students receive. guidance from the tutor. This is 

considered as beat interactive method. Because.,in 

this intimate personal contact between students and 

teachers is established. The method is found to be !!:: 

very useful in engineering and science subject where 

issues can be explained on person to person basis. 

The experiments done by Mckeachie, Lui, Forrin and 

Teevan ( 1960) showed the result that the "Tutorial" 

students did not 1 earn as much :from the text ·book as 

students taught in lecture and discussion classes. 

(6) LABORATORY TEACHING:- The laboratory method is now 

widely accepted in scientific education. Laboratory 

teaching a.saures that firdt hand ex:perie"'lce in obser

vation and manipulation of the materials o:t science is 
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superior to other methods of developing understanding 

and appreciation. Laboratory traming is also frequ

ently used to develop skills necessary fOr more advanced 

study or research. 

In a course on methods of engineering_,Wbite( 1945) 

found that students taught by a group - laboratory 

methods achieved more than those taught by a lecture

de;tJO~·~.stration method. Balcziak ( 1953) found no signi

ficant differences between laboratory method and other 

methods of instruction. 

Kruglak ( 1952),, Bainter· ( 1955} and Lat~:( 1956) 

have conducted a number of experiments on laboratory 

methods and lecture-cum-demonstration methods. These 

studies b'ave revealed that ,the relative superiority 

of a method depends upon the extent to which under

standing of concepts and general problem -· ~lVing 

procedures are emphasised by the instruction in the 
' laboratory situation. 

i!ccording to Spears and Zollman ( 1977) 'The 
examples 

structured laboratory provided L_ of the activities 

of scientists and, as a resUlt, caused the students 

to leam better the process of Science , Gaurt ( 1978) 

described-Jgreater efficiency has been achieved in a 

laboratory. Ogborn ( 1977 )., r ported that use of 

laboratory b ought rapid anc visible benefj.ta to both 
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staff and students. Renner and Paske ( 1977) found , 

students did better in exams who had experienced the 

practicals than those who depended on lectures, visual 

aids and demonstrations only. 

Thus,goals of 1 oooratory teaching as given by 

Hofstein and Lunetta ( 1982) are agreed. The objectives 

of laboratory teaching stressed by pure and applied 

scientists alike, are: the_acqisition of practical 

skills ,J!~&arning about apparatus and measuring techni- .. 

ques; development Of observational skills, le~ing 

to interpret data; the development of ability to write 

clear ~eports; appreciation of the practical signifi

cance Of theory and 1 ts applications; the acquisition 

of skills of inquiry;. a critical approach to experi

mentation including an ability to recognize telling 

questions, the development of problen - solving 

strat~ies and, depending o'Q parat experience and on 

knowledge, responsibility of the students for their 

own 1 earning. 

( 7) mniVIDU AL l«ERCISE:- A college student is mature to 

take decisions. COnsequently a student is likely to 

choose and prefer one self-learning appro ~b over 

others. A comprehensive researchprLigramne .. on indepen

dent study was carried out by Churchill, 1957; 
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Churchill and Baskin, 1958.. The experiment involved 

courses with varying periods of independent study 

in humanities, social science and science, the findi

ngs were that not all students are ready to work 

independently. 

(8) AUDIO-VI.STJAL .AIDS:- With the help Of modem techno-
' 

logy the effectiveness of teaching - learning has 

increased, •. a modem technology has placed various 

media like radio, television audio and Video cassettes 

in the hand of educators. 
an 

Television is considered as,Limportant mediun far 

educating students living in remote areas. T.v. can 

become major instrument of education and inform tion 

as well as significant compona1t of distance and 

alternative learning system for various categories 

ot learners. 

. . 
Murphy and GrQss {'1966) and Evans and Leppman 
' ( 1967) have oonducted studies on faculty resistance to 

television. These studies revealed that reasons fbr 

resistance to television, were the personal .character

istics of faculty members and the characteristics of 

traditional college as a social system. The same 

reason to resistance were found by Brown and Thorotion 

( 1963 ). 



Other atudie~ which compared reproducible media

based programmes with conventional instructional methods 

found no significant results (Davia, Johnson and Dietrich, 

1969; Erikson, 1967; Menne, Hannum, Klingensmith end 

Nord·, 1969; Orr, 1968; Taylor, lipseomb end Roaemier, 

1969; White, 1970). 

A. summary of 100· studies of the effecti venesa o t 

television reviewed by Schramm ( 1964) indicated that 

84 of the investigations reported no signific mt 

differences in achievement betwem television and 

conventional instruction. Several of the findings, 

however, did indicate signific.mt differences in 

attitudes (Davis, Jo~n and Dietrich, 1969; Deeming 

1966; and Menne et-al, 1969 ). 

Raj amony ( 1977) bas conducted an experiment 

in teaching through films. Findings of the experiment 

showed good and positive results. Mckeachie and 

Kulik ( 1975) suggested that fOr conceptual leaming, 

often a crucial component in college courses, T •. v. 
instruction alone ia less effective than live inter

action between student and teacher. Ide ( 1974) , 

Telev·ised instruction has been shown to be moat 

effective when viewers are motivated and are required 

to respond in some way to the program. 

It was found by Allen (1975) that students 

Of higher mental ability may benefit more from 

motion picturecr T.V .. than thoaeoflower ability. 

' 
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Besides T.V. and films the other devices used fbr 

teaching are taperecorder, cassettes, slides, charts 

etc. Bligh (1970 b, 1974) found in his experiments 

that students obtained comparable scores on post 

tests although live lectures took about twice as 

long as identical tape recorded talks.. .Students 

bearing recordings of lectures obtained better 

scores on multiple choice question requiring aome 

thought than those who heard the lecture live. 

The use of tapes or books with information and 

question together with slides has proved very effee

ti ve in the teaching of veterinary scimce(lpplel>.Y'' 

and Poland, 1968) ·Engel et.al.( 1974) - when be used 

audiotapes with other supporting material they were 

as efficient a.s face to face teaching, but less 

popular. Their popularity is greater when personal 

contact with others is assured. 

T.V. no doubt has certain merits and is more 

effective in teaching information than traditional 

methods, but that its relative merits fOr this 

objective in higher education are probably lower 

than in any other sector or age group (Bligh et-al., 

1975 ). 

Besides single media approaches, there have 

bem efforts, though few, of use of multiple media. 
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Jhc.cumented experiments in this field include those 

by Patki (1978), Mukhopadhyay,Jtatbuar:ia and Delaney 

( 1982 ). SOme of the media used are lecture, progra

mmed learning, group discussion, seminars, ref'erEilce 

library study, films and filmstrips, slide tape -

sequences, tape recorded material, T.v. and radio 

lessons, computer-aided instructions, laboratory 

practicals, field experiments etc. Yadav and Mukho

padhyay ( 1976) argued in favour of multimedia approach 

to collegiate instruction as it fascilitatea a multi

ple set Of objectives at various cognitive and affect

ive levels. 

Johnson (1969) concluded that~junior college 

students were quite receptive to the use of' different 

forma of instruction. 

In India very few efforts have been made in 

multi-media approach. :Amongst these are o:f_,.Sensanwal. 

(1978), Yadav and Govinda (1976)- They found multi

media approach significantly better in terms of 

student outcome. 

The multi-media approach to teaching not only 

facilitates achievement of higher level of objectives 

but aJ.so find acceptance among the learners because 

it is a welcome departure from lecturing, breaking 
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the monotony and often reqtliring involvement of the 

learner. Thus teaching aids alone are not instructi

onal methods, but the combination of these aids with 

other teaching methods, make for an effective teaching 

process •. 

Concluding. we can say that all methods are 

useful. The effectivmess of any particular method 

depends on the area it is being used and Researches 

proves that it is better to use combination of these . 
methods inspita Of using only one methodo 

.Since, one of the chief objective of students 

in entering university is' to obtain a qualification, 

the form Of assesanent employed has a con•iderable 

influence on emphasis in content and methods of 

study. The effectiveness Of teaching and of teaching 

methods is influenced by the ways in which students 

are assured. Let• s look at the evaluation system 

and the Research done to find changes to be done in 

it, to make it appropriate. 

EV A.LUATION:- Evaluation signifies a more comprehen

sive and continuous process of assessing a student• s 

progress. It seeks to evaluate tbe student as a 

whole and not merely what he knows. Its purpose is 

to improve instruction and not merely to measure its 
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achievements. Thus, evaluation attempts to measure 

students personality, behaviour habits, learning 

experiences, . attitudes and social responsi venesso 

Evaluation_,as defined by Bloom ( 1970 )_.,is a 

process of determining the achievement of specific 

educational objectives - objectives relating to . 

student achievement•· He also stressed the importance 

of evaluation fbr determining the effectiveness of 

courses, curricula on form,s of instruction. 

·AIMS OF EVALUATION~- , , ·· Given by Mehta, More V.D. 

and P~a.-ttJ 1977 artj 1) Evaluation testa th_e students 

ability and his depth of knowledge. (2) It exposes 

the strengths and weaknessre of the methods of teaching 

and material of instruction. I~,thus,acts as a 

search light and raises the level of efficiency in 

education. ( 3) Evaluations are basis :for admissions 

to higher studies and merit scholarships. (4) Evalua

tion provide$Opportunities to the pupil for relear• 

ning and reviewing the knowledge acquired in a parti

cular period of time. It gives him training·in 

organisation and using his knowledge in original 

thinking,andclotbing these ideas in most appropriate 

manner. 



Criteria for effective evaluation are:-

( a) clearly defined objectives (b) valid instruments 

of measuremen~s (c) objeqtivity (d) reliability 
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(e) accurate evidence of change and (f) Pract:i·cability 

Before knowing our present evaluation system, 

let• s go through,briefl.y ,with the history of evalua

tion. 

HI.STORY OF EV ALU AT ION:- Evaluation is considered as 

professional practice. .~, no introduction to eval~

ation , _as a field of professional practice,would be 

complete without giving some attention to the histo

rical develOpments of the field. Most of the histori

cal analysis is based on the seminar work of Ralph w. 
Tyler , who is oft'en spoken' as father of educational 

evaluation. According to his work we can have_ 5 major 

periods:-

( 1) The p:- e-Tyler period which includes development 

before 1930. {2) The Tyleria.n Age, which spans,1930-

1945. (3) The age of Innocence - 1946 to 1957. (4)The 

Age of realism - 1958 to 197~ • (5} The Age _of profe-

ssion ali fin - · • from 1973 to the presmt. 

~he Pre-Tylerian P§riod :- Systematic evaluation was 

not unknown before 1930. The concept of evaluating 

individuals andP!Ogrammewas evident as early as 2000 Be. 
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Socrates and other Greak teacher used evaluative 

questioning as part of their teaching in 5th CEI'ltury 

:s.c. , .. In 19th Century England used evaluation in 

public services. Then Horae e Mann, 1845~ led an eval- . 

uation based on performance testing ,and b_etween 

1887 to~ 1898, Joseph Rice made his contribution of the 
' .first formal educationaJ.J:x~t evaluation in America. 

Another major approacn _to evaluation~ that developed 

in early 1900' s,was that of ·standardized testing. 

N . 
( 2) THE TYLERIAL AGE:- In the early 1930' a ,Ralph Tyler 

coined the term "educational" evaluation". His work 

was different,as ita concentration was on clearly

stated objective. He defined evaluation as,determi

ning whether objectives had been achieved. 

J}J.ring the period of depression 1~ e. in 1930's 

in America,schools and other public insti tutiona were

stagnated. Tyler, directed a research( Smith and 

Tyler, 1942 ) .. With this study Tyler at once expanded 

test and demonatrate:l his conception of educational 

evaluation in .America Schools, and by the tlfiddle of 

1940·· a Tyler bad set the stage for exerting a heavy 

influence on the educational scene for the next 

25 years. 

, ( 3) THE AGE OF INNOCENCE:- Tr1e late 1940's and 1950' a 

was the period of expmsion throughout America. 
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There was expinsion Of education3:1 ~offering new kind 

of educational build.ings _ erected_,such as,commu-

ni ty college emerged. As there was a great E!XJ&nsion., 

society had no interest in s:>lving _the problems of 

educational system. Though educators .. worked on 

eval.uation,but did not use it for improvement in 

educational services. This led to tne -?t development 
each of the 

otLtechnical aspects of evaluation. This was so, 
· internal 

because ot lack ot ~_·l :_support and pressure tor 
r 

evaluation at all levels of education. This led to 

arrival Of next period in history ot evaluation. 

(4) lHB AG·E OF REALISM:- In 1960's educators found,they 

cannot do. evaluation as they pleased. In 1957, Russia 

launched sputnik-! by macting the National .DefEilce 

education Act. This let provided for new educational 

programmes in mathem at ice, Science and foreign langu.:. 

age. Funds were allocated to evaluatinthese progra-

mmes. 

In 1960, leaders in educational evaluation. 

realized that their work was used. Tbus,new educa

tion al evaluation community were involved to evaluate 

new curricula. But this a1 ro didn't succeed~.as clear 

from Cronbach'a Criticism (1963). 

The negative findings of evaluation resulted in 

:ittlun dation of National study committee on evaluation 
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by Phi Delta Kappa. This committee c~cluded that » 

education at evaluation was ".Seized with a great 

illness", and called for the development of new theor

ies and methods of evaluation, as well as training 

programmes fOr evaluations. Provus (1971) Hammond 

( 1967), Risner ( 1967) and Metfessel and Michael( 1967) 

proposed reformation of Tyler model. Geaser( 1963), 

Tyler ( 1967) and Popham ( 1971 ), point~ to criteri~

referenced testing as an alternative to norm-refere

nced testing. Cook (1966) callEd fOr the use of 

systematic anal~ic approach to evaluate programme. 

Scriven ( 1967), .Stuffiebeam ( 1967, 1971) and Stake 

( 196 7) ·introduced new models for evaluation that 

departed radically from prior approaches. Thus~late 

1960's and early 1970's were vibrant with descriptions, 

discussions and debates concerning bow evaluation 

should be con·cei ved. 

( 5) THE AGE OF PROFE.S:JION ALISM:- Beginning in about 1973, 

the field of evaluation began to emerge as a distirict 

profession. A number of journals like Evaluation 

Review, Evaluation and programme plnnning, Educational 

evaluation, CEDR Qparterly and Policy analysis studies 

in evaluation, N: ~ directions fOr program evaluation~ 

and Bvaluation news were begun so that evaluators 

could exchange their ·~~i~ws 
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This is the history of evaluation. Now there 

are numerous books in evaluation.. In fact, the problem 

of today is not as to find literature in eval.ua-

tion but to keep . ·:up with it. Irispite of growing 

research. for a.ppropriate methods, increased communi-
-cation and understanding among the 1 eading methodologi-

sts ,and the development of new techniques, the actual 

practice of evaluation has changed very little in 

the great majority of settings. 

Till today_, students ,are examined on the basis 

of one annual external exam. This system has bem 

criticised,thereby demanding reform in present 

evaluation system. As stated by the Radha Krishnan 

Commission ( 1948) that, "We are convinced that if we 

are to suggest any single reform ~n University 

education it would be that of exam". This was follo

wed by one of the most scath ing criticisms of the 

examination system by Sec ctldary Education Commission 

( 1952 ),It observed: 

"The examinations today dictate the curriculum 

instead of following it, prevent any experimEI'ltation, 

hamper the proper treatment of subjects and sound 

methods Of teaching, foster a dull uniform! ty rather 
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than originality, encourage the average pupil to 

concentrate too rigidly upon too narrow a field and. 

thus help him to develop wrong values in education. 

Pupils assess evaluation in terms of success in 

examinations ----- In abort, external examinations 

are exercising a restricting influence over the entire 

field of education to such an extent as almost- to IDUl

tify its real purpose". 

Realising that the present aysten of examina

tion is the greatest obstacle in the path of educatio

nal reconstruction, the matter of examination reform 

was seriously taken up by Govt. of India. Thus reforms 

were suggested in examination and evaluation system. 

As evaluation is done on exams. The various areas 
ore 

are taken!by one below:-

( 1) SEtlfESTER/ANNUAL EX:AMIN ATION :- In India much emphasis 

is placed on one tool 1. e. "final examination "• This is 

stated clearly by Dr. Kothari in his report on 

Education commission ( 1966 ). It remarked - "In the 

present system, when the future of the students is 

totally decided by one external examination at the 

end of the year, they (student-s) pay minimum attention 

to the teach era, do little independed study through 

most of the academic year and clear accurately for the 

final examination. 
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In order to avoid this defect,a studmt should 

be judged on the basis of his performance throughout 

the year i.e. a student should not be judged on an 

inadequate sample. of 'questions at a particular 

moment but he should be judged on large nU!nber of 

questions spread over a certain ap~:m of time. To 

remedy these examinations to some extent most Universi

ties use semester-system" • 

.Semester system was recommmded by U.G.c. in 

its plan of action for examination refOrm way back 

in 1972. The essence of semester system is that, 

academic year is divided into 2 or 3 sessions each 

one of which is c al.led a semester. ,lt the end of a 

semester, examination is held.' A student who fails 

in a courae,is required to pass that course only 

and not all the courses studied in that semester. 

Its advantage is that ,work lOad is divided and 

practically no one failsor.failure in one course doesn't 

put the student back by 8 months or one year. 

It also faces problems_) · eg. teaching should 

start immediately as semester starts and secondly, 

splitting up Of course into several units may lead 

to compartmentalisation. :k> care should be takm at 

the planning stage. 
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( 2) ~TERN AL/INTERN.AL A.SSESSMEr-fT:-

The system of internal. assessmm t was takm 

up in recent years. .In external assessment was 

criticised. As related in the Report of the 

Education Commission ( 1964-66) at p. 290 "one line 

of attack would be to abolish set· syllabuses and the 

external examinati.on based on them, and to repl ~e 

them by a system of internal and continuous eva.lua

ti.?n by teacher's themselves". In a report by UGC 

( 1973) on Elcamination Reform ,External examinations 

were criticised. It stated, "External examinations, 

in particular,encourage selective study and Cramming 

because they are more likely to have a set stereo

typed and general questions". 

Thus internal examination ,.was; devised. But 

it was criticised, as some students used other 

questionable means to impress their teachers, and 

in other cases teacher used their power · over 

students in an arbitrary, wilful and oppressive 

m a:mer i.e. by giving less marks to those who deser-

ved.ffiore. . 

Despite this criticism internal assessment has 

been more successful at post graduate level, _as the nun

ber of students at this level is snaller, ani .the 

quality o.f studen·t.Sand teachersis also better. 
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( 3) ES-S·AY/OBJ'SCTIVE TE.ST: ~ 

Essay type exams have been criticised because 

of partiali"llj~ 

factor comes. 

., 
in evaluating them i.e. subj ecti V' 

' ... 

.As the report of secondary education 

commission, 1952 suggested, "reduction in number of 

examinations, minimization of the el anmt Of aubj ecti

vi ty in the essay type examinations". 

In objective type tests the students are 

re_quired to select one of the response already given 

in the question paper. It is recognised that object

i ve teats ·are not an exact substitute for the essay -

type, but they have immense pedagogic value. ls in 

intern a1 assessment alSO, iJ; helps in avoiding 

partiality by teachers. 

( 4) PRACTICALS:- There are certain educational outcomes, 

which cannot be examined by paper and pencil tests eg. 

handling of instruments, ability to set up and conduct 

experiments etc. For such things practical examina

tio~sare indispensable. There are difficulties in tlhe 

assessment of practical> i.e. the element of sabjectivity 
' 

on the part of examiner. His physical, mmtal. and 

emotional situation, the condition of apparatus, 

temperature of rooms, ventilation etc. infiuence 

stud en~ _performances. 
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Despite all this, if practical exam is not 

there, the student may not develop any skill. So, it is 

possible to improve the reliability Of practical 

exam. ie by assi~g equally difficult task to all 

students~and planned by the examiner much ahead the 

exalllltnation. 

(5) VIVA-VOCE:- The viva-voce exam. should follow the 

written exams and not precede it ,and should be · 

conducted by a board of three examiners at least. 

One of th,..~m should be internal,and one external. 

Each student should be given atleast 15 minutes_,and 

marks o_f viva-voce should be combined with written 

exam. But the precaution should be taken that ,each 

student secur~minimum percentage of marksin each 

cat~ory. It should form es'Bential part of practic a1 

eX:ams at all levels. 

( 6 ) MA...lU\:-S/G HADING&-

It is seen that,present marking system,in 

comparison to Grading aystem,is bad. It is shown by 

studies and investigations that, the pre_sent ~arking 

system is subject to large scale ·errors and also 

the idiosyr.cracies of examiners. Even ~UGC criticised 

marks, :in its Report on examination Reform ( 1973). 

It stated, "The performance of students cannot be 

measured so accurately and so unambiguously as to 
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be recorded in marks: and since the standards Of 

judgement fOr various subjects are also differ~ t _, 

students must be awarded grades and not marks i~rthe 

examination and assessment. (.1 may stand fOr distin

guished performance such as may be expected trom not 

more than a f.ew percent of students; B., for satis

factory;C :ror poor; and D for unsatisfactory). 

Thus, Grading is another important change 

that the new policy bas alao recommended in place ot 

marks. Research in examination has shown that~mark 

awarded by an examiner is not the true mark as it is 

very likely that ,if he were to reassess the same 

script often sometime, he will himself assign a 

different mark to it. This is because there is inav

oidable subjectivity in marking and the marks awarded 

in script may differ frOm examiner to examiner • 

. According to H.J. Taylor, "an examination mark baa 

neither the sancti tynor the precision which is usua

lly attached to it"o 

Grading in' place of marking will not.only do 

away to a large extent the subjectivity inherent 

in evaluation of students, it will also facilitate 

standardisation of raw-scores. 

It will help introduce scaling and reduce 

inter-subject disparity in scoring. 
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What· is now urgmtly required_,is adequate 

.Planning and preparation to implement the decision and 

training of teachers and examiners on a 1 arge scale 

to administer the ch~ge. The cmtre should ·immedia

tely decide the nature of scale (ie 5,7, or 9 point) 

on which grades should be awarded. ldoption of · 

uniform scale will be desirable for the country, 

otherwise it may lead to unavoidable problems of 

equivalence and ~ack Of parity betwem different 

states, Boards and institutions. 

From the above presented review of 11 terature 

covering some of the important methods of teaching 

and evaluation system in higher education, it is 

observed that most. of the studies have taken one or 

more methods of teaching and tested their effective

ness. No study has been conducted to know what 

methods, teacher and students want? Secondly' 

whether, teaching differs from University to Univer-
whethe:r 

sity?· Thirdly,Lthe reforms suggested by Education 

Commission, U.G.C. and Government of India in 

Evaluation and methods of teaching are practisEd 
why 

orLthey are using old methods , i.e. whether they 

dooOt want to use them or they donf)t have the provi-

sion to do so? 
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Therefore an attempt has been ma:ie in thie research 

to answer these questions related to methods of 

teaching and Evaluation system in the field of 

higher education. 
the 

The following chapter present ~Methodology 

used in this research study. 

J 



CHAPl, ER : · 3 

METHODOLOO Y 

As mmtioned in the earlier chapter the present 

study, mainly exploratory and descriptive in nature. 

aims to ascertain the methods of teaching and eval.uation 

system of higher education in three universities;~Y 

Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), Jamia Milia Islamia(JMI) 

and Delhi University ( DU ). 

THE OBJECTIV:ElS OF TH1S STUDY:-

( 1) To ascertain objectives of higher education as perceived 

by the t·hree universities ia, JNU, JMI and DU. 

(2) The various methods of teaching and evaluation system 

being used in these three universities and to find out 

if there is a difference amongst these three universitieso 

( 3) To find out, if different subject disciplines such as 

science md social science fOllow any different methods 

of teaching and evaluation systen. 

( 4) To find out, if sex factor of teachers and studmts i.e. , 

males end females vary in their perception of methods of 

teaching and evaluation system being usedo 

(5) To ascertain if the methods of teaching and evaluation 

system were beU!g considered in the same manner by both 

teachers and studentso 
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{ 6) To find out, which method of teaching was used maxinnfliDally 

in science and social science disciplines of all the 

three universitieso 

.Since the study was exploratory in nature,no typical. 

hypothesis have been iaid down, i~wever certain broad dire .. 

ctionaJ. conjectures were worked out, baaed on review of 

literature and personal interviews with educationists in 

the field of higher education, which were as fOllows:-

( 1) The objectives of higher education may be perceived diffe

rentially by the three universities viz - JNU, JMI and DU. 

(2) While the methods of teaching may not vary much among 

the universities yet within the general trend of the 

lecture method being used there nay be a difference among 

the universities, amongpt the subject discipline in regard 

to other methods of teaching being adopt edo 

{3) There may be a difference between teachers and students 

in regard to their favouring particular method of ~eaching. 

~uch differences may be obtained even in regard to sex 

factor and subject discipline. 

(4) While evaluation exists in all the three universities, 

there may be a variation in the typical· method of eval.ua

tion and the typical content that is being eval.uatedo 
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(5) Teachers and students may vary in their perception of 

what is being evaluated,as well as in their idea:JOf self

evaluation and students' evaluation of teacherso 

METHODOLOJY:-

As me1tioned earlier, since this is an exploratory 

and descriptive study, no typical research design has been 

adopted. However, a comparative paradigm has been used 

for the same variables, to compare the obtained data 

(a) amongst the three universities mainly Jawaharlal Nehru 

University {JNU), Janda Milia Islania (JMI) and Delhi

University (DU)j (b) between teachers and students; 

(c) between male and female, teachers and students; and 

(d) between subject disciplines viz science and social 

scienceo 

.SAMPLING : -

UNIVERSITY-WISE:- Since the main objectives of the study 

as mentioned elsewhere was to ascertain the differential 

perception of the teachers and students of the universities 

in r~ard to the objectives of higher education, only those 

universities in the union terri tory of Delhi were selected 

which were offering M.Phil/Ph.D. programmeo Since in Delhi, 

only three universities were offering M.Phil/Ph.D. programmes 
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all the three uni versi ties were selected, which ·are 

Jawaharl al Nehru University ( JliiU), Jamia Milia Islamia( JMI) 

and Delhi University (DU). Thus the university sample 

consisted of 3 universities in Delhio 

.XEA.CHER SM,fi'LN:- The teachers at three levels ie 

professor, reader and lecturer, teaching at M.Phil/Ph.D. 

levels,was the universe f'rom which one-hal.f of the total 

strength Of' teacher's employed in science and social 

science departments were randomly selected. There were 

in all 151 teachers which included 68'professors, 77 readers 

and 06 lecturerso 

STUDHi T' .s .SAMFLE:- From the same departments as mentioned 

above .from the three universities from where teachers were 

selected, students sample was also selected. One in every 

fourth student in each department was selected for the 

sample, and there were in all 110 students constituting 

the students sampleo1 

The details of the proportion of mal.e and female 

teachers and students in the three different universities 

belonging to science md social science subject-disciplines 

are given elsewhere in the thesis (refer to chapter IV ·page

for detail~~. It may be mentioned here that it was thought 



more appropriate to present these details in result

chapter because comparisons made in that chapter are 

based on number of teachers t:rld studentso By presenting 

it th.ere,it would be easy to compare and contrast and 

refer to table as and when required )o 
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.SUBJECT DISCIPLINE: - The subject discipline was broadly 

classified into two disciplines, vfz science and social 

scienceo The science discipline has Physics, Chemistry, 

Biology (Botany and Zoology), environment a.1 science and 

life science departments and social science had Economics, 

Political .Science, .Sociology, F.istory and C.S.R.D. derart

mentso 

cll.l these disciplines are represented in the sample 

by taking one-half of teachers and one-fourth of stude1ts 

in each discipline. 

TOOL FOR DATA COLLECTION:- The tool for cOllecting the 

above said information as per Objectives of this study 

was a questionnaire with 3 parts, prepared exclusively 

for this purpose, keeping in mind the objectives laid down. 

The questionnaire was common for both teachers and students. 

Wherever_ certain aspects were relevant only to teachers 
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the 
and not to,L students and vice versa., the same was accommo-

dated in that particular question by an oblique for differ-

entiation purposeo 

The questionnaire covered the basic socio-demogra

phic information from both teachers and students belonging 

to the different uni versi tieso 1'hia covered name of the 

university, the deJRrtment concerned, the course they were 
. 

doing, educational qualification and Income. After cover-

ing the personal data on the teachers md students the 

second section covered (a) areas pertaining to objectives 

of higher education. The method of teaching and other 

related issues concerning the same as perceived by 

teachers and students; their satisfaction with the methods 

of teaching and the suggestions for improving the methods 

·of ~eaching, (b) Whether training is to be imparted to 

teacher• s before they take up the assignment of teaching 

at higher education level. The kind of training that 

should be imp~to the trainees etc. (c) The third 

section of the questionnaire dealt with the evaluation as 

being prac~ised in the universities. This section covered 

the existing methods of evaluation, the conte1ta that were 

being evaluated, the typical process used in the method 

of evaluation; self-evaluation and studmt-evaluation of 

teacherso 
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PROCEDURE:-

This questionnaire was administered personally 

by the researcher to the teachers and students selected 

as sample for this study. The researcher personally 

visited each teacher and student belonging to the different 

departments of the three universities and got the questionn

aire filled up with their help. .Some teach era who prefe-
/ 

rre:d to fill up the questionnaire on their own were handed 

over the same to be later picked up from them by the 

researcher o 

The questionnaire was both structured and unstruc

tured in.nature. This was so,because (1) The study itself 

was highly exploratory and descriptive ~d needed much 

information Which would not be obtained without having 

open-ended questions. Where ever possible the questions 

were structured, based on the eXperience of the ~ilot study 

and where not possible the same were left open-ended. 

( 2) The open ended i terns were able t~gaJ,her :frank view 

points of teachers a1d students regarding a particular issue. 

PILOT -~UDY:- Before embarking on the final study of this 

research,a pilot study was undertaken to test the questions 

and also to see if it was possible to have information on 

the issues raised in the study. Since the number of teachers 



( 1 ) 

( 2) 

and students in certain post graduate departments 

(M.Phil/Ph.D.) were limited, it was decided to take up 
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the pilot study at M.A. level, so that the number of 

students and teachers a:t M.Phil/Ph.D. level was not 

a~hausted for the final data collection. FOr the pilot 

study one college,.offering science and social science,was 

selected from which 40 teachers and 60 students were 

administered the constructed ~estionnaire mentioned above. 

On receipt of the filled-in questionnaire the data 

were analysed .and found that the questionnaire needed the 

following changes:-

The objectives of higher education which was 1 kept 

opm .... ended initially, was converted into structured type 

on the basis of the responses given by teachers and students 

in the pilot study. 

The questions related to methods of teaching had 

to be drastically changed from open-ended to structured 

with various options,and few questions were restructured 

to make them simple, so that students and teachers get the 

same meaning out of them. :Ul these changes were carried 

out and the final questionnaire was prepared and got ready 

for final data collection • 

.Af!!LYSI.S OF DA.TA.:- .Since this study was to be explora

tory and descriptive in nature, the entire data could be 
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analysed more meaningfully in terms of percentiles. 

Evm where comparisons had been attempted between teachers 

and students, seoc and subject disciplines, again this has 

been wo:rked out in terms of percentageo 

Though it would have been ideal to use some of the 

statistical techniques such as Chi-Square and percentile,, 

the data obtained were so varying and in certain cases 

with suc_b lOw frequency ( eva1 zero frequency) that., a 

statistical treatmmt WOU;ld have led to either a sweeping 
of a 

generalization,or a skewed type of result or ,Ltotally 

distorted result. This is why no attempt has been made 

to use statisti.cal analysiso 

If the exploratory study is able to· indicate a 

typical trend or directional results, a further study will 

be undertaken, using sui table hypothesis on the basis of 
l~ 

indica.t ed trends. Such a study, even on a small scale .,I 

was not feasible at MoPhil level due to time and financial 

limitation. It is proposed to take up such a study at Ph.D. 

levelo 

The next chapter presents the results of analysis 

of the data collected as per the methodology presented in 

this chaptero 
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Having presented the methodology in the previous 

chapter, the results of analysis of data are being presen-

ted in the fOllOwing sections. 

As mentioned elsewhere in the methodology chapter, 

three universities were selected from amongst which profe-

ssors, readers, lecturers as well as students were chosen 

to constitute the sample. Thus there were in all eleven 

university departments with 110 students being taught by 

151 teachers. The break up of the sample in terms of 

university and departments is presented in Table-1 below. 

The three selected universities mentioned in Table-1 are 

Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), Jamia Milia Islamia 

(JMI), and Delhi University ( DU ). 



TABLE - 1 
Distribution of teachers and students in t~rms Of 

the de::Qartmen ts in the universities 

SUBJECTS JNU JMI DU TOTAL 

S.No· TEACHER STUJJEN'T TE!CH"ER STUD'El-TT T'BACHER STUDENT TEACHER STUDWT 

1. POlitical 09 05 05 05 07 05 21 15 
Science 

2. Sociology 12 05 05 05 06 05 23 15 
3. History 10 05 06 05 07 05 23 15 
4. Economics 07 05 05 05 08 05 20 15 
5. Centre :for 12 05 12 05 

studies in 
Regional 
Development 

6. Social Work 

7. Li:fe Science 06 ·05 - 06 05 
8. Fn vironm en tal 06 05 06 05 

Science 

9. Chemistry 04 05 06 05 10 10 
10. Physics 08 05 08 05 16 10 
1 1 • Biology .· 95 e5 05 05 

.. ·Bgt<omy ... . 05 05 05 05 . •"\,.: .; 

ZO'P:l.Ogy 04 05 04 05 

TOTAL 62 35 38 35 51 40 151 110 

U'l 
(X) 
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As is seen from the table, there were more teachers 

from JNU i.e. 62, then DU (51) and lowest number of teachers 

were from JM'I i.e. 38. The number of students are same i.e • 

. five from each department. 

All these teachers were then Classified into profe

ssors, readers and lecturers. Table-2 below presents the 

break up of teacher' a into three groups in terms of three 

universities. 

TABLE - 2 

Brea.ki.ng of teacher• s into three groups 
in terms of three Universities 

DE.3IGN ATION 

Professor 

Reader 

Lecturer 

TOTAL 

JNU 

28 

32 

02 

62 

JMI 

15 

19 

04 

38 

DU 

25 

26 

00 

51 

TOTAL 

68 

77 

06 

151 

F.rom Table-2 it is seen that there were more number 

of Readers thm professors/lecturer• a in all three univer-

ai ties. .second came professor• a number, whereas lecturer' a 

were third and very few ( 6 ). 
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When· the teacher's qualifications were considered, ex

cept su. teacher's who were lecturers md had done M.Pbil, 

all the other were Ph.D holders in three. uni verai ties. All 

these teacher's of three universities were receiving the UGC 

grade and so there was no difference in the salary that they 

received at each level of the profession. 

Of the.se teacher's 112 were male and 39 were female 

teachers. Amongst students 53 were male and 57 were female. 

When taken in terms of three universities it is seen that 

JNU had 68% (42) male teacher as against 32% (20) fe11ale 

teachers. On the other h~d JMI had 84% (32) male and 16~ 

( 6) female· teachers ·and in DU there were 75% ( 38) male and 

25% (13) female teachers. 

Amongst student's JNU had 49% (17) male and 51% i.e. 

( 18 )' female students. Whereas in JMI had 51% ( 18) male and 

49% ( 17) female students and in D.U. there were 45% ( 18} male 

and 55% (22) female students. 

When· the sex-wise distribution of teachers was seen 

in terms of their Designation following picture emerged 

( Table-3 ). 



TABLE 3 . 

.Sex-wise Distribution of Teachers in the three 
Universities and their Designation 

JNU JNI DU 

DESIGNATION MALE F'EMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE 

Professor 20 08 14 01 21 04 

Reader 22 10 15 04 18 08 

Lecturer. 00 02 03 01 00 00 

TOTAL 42 20 32 06 39 12 
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TOTAL 

68 

77 

06 

151 

From the above table it emerges that the number of 

female teachers i_s less than male teachers and in each 

university number of female Reader is more than professor 

and lecturer number. .Similarly number of male Reader• s is 

more than professor and reader in JNU and JMI whereas in DU 

male professors are more than reader. There is no lecturer 

taken t.rom n.u. as very less number of 1 ecturer• s are employ

ed in few departments. 

OBJECTIVES OF HIGHER EDUC .ttTIOO : 

(a) ObJectives - Universitf!ise Comparison : 

All 151 teachers and 110 students of the three univer

sities were asked about what they thought were the 

objectives of Higher Education. Many responses emerged 

which were classified into 11 categories i.e. j to K 

in all. Table 4 below presents university wise the 

percent of respondents for each category of responseo 



CATE-
GORY 

A.. 
B. 

c. 
D. 
E. 

F. 

G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 

I 

TABLE - 4 
Percent of Respondents University wise in regard to 

Objectives of Higher Education 

JNU JMI 

OBJEC'l'IVES OF HIGHER EDUCATION TEA- S!'U- TEA- ~U-
CHER DmT CHER DENT 

Development of human and intellectual capacities 18 46 67 46 
Development of knowledge for employment and ·evolve better 28 40 74 60 
society. 

Broadening vision and mental horizon to solve their problems. 11 20 59 20 
~light erun m t, ~cial. commitment and Technical training. 17 6 42 49 . 
To increase creativity, analytical and critical knowledge for 35 49 43 34 
economic and social development. 

Providing knowledge for the emergence of rational, logical and 19 9 52 51 
balanced intellectual personality. 
To make them perfect in the profession they choose. 20 23 75 31 
To develop understanding of particular subject. 19 14 57 17 
Overall development of Personality and understanding power. 16 '47 29 
Training for teaching, administration and better employment. 11 46 14 54 
Imparting information, ability to think and make them discuss 23 3 23 29 
problems and question so 

ro 

T"gA- STU-
CHER DENT 

48 53 
46 50 

25 50 
44 20 
46 48 

35 45 

39 23 
22 43 
35 50 
22 30 
24 52 
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When students and teachers are compared university 

wise in regard to the objectives of higher education it is 

seen that in JNU largest percent of teachers and studmts 

i.e. 35% and 49% respectively have given the objective of 

higher education to be one of increasing creativity and deve

loping analytical a1d critical ability and contribute towards 

economic and social developm_ent. On the other hand in JM!, 

·largest percentage of students {60%) and teachers (74%) have 

responded that the objective of higher education i a develop

ment of knowledge for employment and for evolving a better 

society. In n.u. largest percent of teacher (48%) and 

students (53%) consider objective of higher education as 

development ·of human and intellectual capacities. 

Thus, one finds from the above table that the three 

universities appear to differ to an extent in their perception 

of objectives of higher education, with emphasis on enhance

ment of creativity, analytical abilities and critical knowledge 

tor economic and social development by JNU, development of 

knowledge for employment and for evolving bet~er society by 

J.MI and development of human intellectual capacities by Delhi 

Univeraityo 

b. Objectives -Sex wise comparison (Teacber!s2 : 

When all the three universities are considered together 

and seen of as ix> which of the obj ecti vea of higher educa

tion bas been responded to by larger percent of respondents, 
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it is observed that the objective 'B' namely 'Development 

o£ knowledge for employrrw:nt and evolving better society•, 

has been responded to by larger percent of teachers. The 

least responded objective was 'K' 1. e. • Imparting informa

tion, ability to think and make them discuss problems and 

questions' o 

Within this the sex break-up indicates again the 

same trend, though slightly more percent of women than 

men teachers have stated 'B' as the first objective of 

higher education followed by objective • A' • as seen from 

table-5. 

(contd •••• Table-5 follOws) 



TABLE -.2 
Percent of Teacher R~s12ondqnts of three universi~ies 1 __ 

Sex: wise in regard to objectives of Higher Education -

JNU JMI DU 

CATE- OBJECTIVES OF HIGHER EDUCATION MALE FEM- 'MA.I,E FEM-. MALE _F'EJvT- 'I 
GORY ALE ALE ALB ~ 

1 
j 

-A.· DeveJ.opmen t of human and intellectual capacities. 21 15 50 67 53 54 
B. Development of knowledge for employment and evolve 26 30 81 83 45 46 

better society. 

c. Broadening vision and mental. horizon to solve their 7 15 56 67 26 23 
problems. 

D. Enlightenment, .SOcial commitment and Technical training.24 10 -so 33 34 54 
E. To increase creativity, analytical and critical know-

ledge for economic and social development. 
29 40 53 33 42 38 

F. Providing knowledge for the emergence of rational, 12 25 53 50 39 31 
logical and balanced intellectual personality. 

G. To make them perfect in the profession they choose. 19 20 50 100 -32. 46 
H. To develop understanding of particular subject. 12 25 47 67 29 15 
I. Overall development of personality and understanding 17 15 44 50 32 38 

pO\-Jer. 
J. Training for teaching, administration and better 24 20 28 13 31 

employment. 
K. Imparting information, ability to think and make 31 15 28 17 16 31 

them discuss problems and questions. 
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From the above table· it is seen that largest percent 

of male ( 29%) and female ( 40%) teachers of JNU considered 

objectives of higher education to that of enhancement of 

creativity, analytical and critical knowledge for economic 

and social development. Whereas in JMI. largest percent ot 

male teachers (81%) and female teachers (83%) considered 

objective of higher education to develop knowledge for 

employment and for evolving better society. D.U. male tea

chers-(53%) and female teachers (54%) considered objective 

of higher education is to develop human and intellectual 

capacities within the same university. One finds that there 

was no difference in the perception of objectives of higher 

education, between male and female teachers. 

c. Objectives of Higher Education, .sex wise comparison 
(.Students) 

When students responses in term of sex factor was 

considered, following trend emerged as is givE!'l in table-

6. 



TABLE - 6 

Percent of .students Respondents of three universities, 
Sex wise in r£gard to objectives of Higher Education. 

CATE
GORY 

OBJECTIVES OF HIGHER 'EDUCATION MALE FEM
ALE 

.A.. Development of human and intellectual capacities. 47 44 
B. Development of knowledge for employment and evolve better 41 39 

society. 
C. Broadening vision and mental horizon to solve their problems. 11 28 
D. Enlightenment, Social commitment and Technical training. 6 6 
E. To increase creativity, analytical and critical knowledge for 53 50 

economic and social development. 
F. Providing knowledge tor the emergence of rational, logical 6 11 

and balanced intellectual personality. 

G-. 'fo make them perfect in the profession they choose. 23 22 
H. To develop understanding of particular subject. 11 17 

I. Overall. development of personality and understanding power. 

J. fraining for teaching, administration and better employment. ~ 47 39 
K. Imparting information, ability to think and make them discuss 6 

problems and questions. 

MALE FBM
.lLE 

. 39 53 
72 71 

. 17 23 

28 47 
28 41 

56 47 

22 41 . 
11 23 

17 41 

61 47 
28 29 

MAL'E FEM
AI/1? 

56 64 

39 59 

39 45 
22 18 

39 54· 

44 . 45 

22 23 

50 36 

44 54 
44 18 

39 64 

51 

54 

27 

21 

44 

35 

26 

25 
39 
43 
33 



From the above table one may conclude that like 

teachers amongst students also except in D. U. sex: factor 
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did not appear to make for any difference i]l the perception 

of higher education objectives. Fbr instance, in JNU, 

around 50-53% of males and female students considered objec

tive of higher education to be one of enhancement of 

creativity, analytical and critical knowledge for economic 

and social development. In JMI 72% male and 71% female 

students stated that -the objectives of higher education 

was to develop knowledge for employment and for evolving 

better society. Whereas in n.u. 56% male and 64% female 

students said objective of higher education is to develop 

human and intellectual capacities. 

One observes that largest percentage of students 

and teachers had stated that the objectives of higher edu

cation was as to Development of knowledge for employment 

and evolve better society and Development of human and 

intellectual capacities. :1\mongst students alone more than 

40% had also stated objective as to increase creat~.vity, anal,,-. 

ytical and critical knowledge for economic and social deve

lopment and also to overall development of personality and 

understanding power, to be important objectives. Whereas 

very few teachers had considered these objectives as 

important. Vihile least percent ( 23%) of teachers had 



considered 'K' i.e. 'Imparting information, ability to 

think and make them discuss problems and questions' as 

an objective of higher education. In other words very 
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few students thought'enlightenment, social commitment and 

technical training' were important objectives of higher 

education; and amongst teachers very few conaidered'impar

ting of information·, ability to think, discussion of 

questions and problems' as important objective of higher 

education. 

So this extent teachers and students differed in 

their concept of objectives of higher education. 

d. Objectives of Higher Education - Subject wise 

(Teachers) : 

Response of Teac:Per' s were compared between science 

and social science subjects. The picture that emerg~ 

is presented in table - 7. 



CiTE
GORY 

1 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D • 

E. 

F. 

TABLE - 7 

Percent of Teacher Respondents .SUbject wise in regard to 
Objectives of Higher Education 

JNU JMI DtJ 

OBJEC·TIVES OF HIGHER EDUCATION . .serE- .socr- SCIE- SOCI- SCI'a- SDCI- TOTAL TOT AT 

2 

Development of human and intellectual 
capacities. 

Development of knowledge for employment 
and evolve better society. 

Broadening vision and mental horizon to 
solve their problems. 

Enlightment, Social commitment and Tech
nical training. 

To increase creativity, analytical and 
critical knowledge for economic and social 
development. 

Providing knowledge for the emergence of 
rational, logical and balanced intellec
tual personality. 

NCE 

3 

42 

33 

17 

17 

83 

17 

AL 
SCI'E-
NCE 

4 

14 

24 

8 

20 

20 

14 

NCE A.:L NCE AL P,.,RCE- PBRC i;. 

SCIE- sen~- ~rT OF NT OF 
NCE NCB . scrm- socru 

CB RES-SCI'l'N-
POND'P,- CB 
NTS RESPON-

D~JTS 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

76 81 30 57 49.3 50.6 

59 52 35 54 40.2 43.3 

65 52 30 21 37.3 27.0 

47 48 39 46 34.3 38.0 

41 57 39 57 54.3 44.6 

65 43 30 36 40.3 3'1.0 

Table contd. on next page. -...] 

0 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

G. To make them perfect in the profession they 42 14 35 76 22 46 33.0 45.3 
choose. 

H. To develop understanding of particular 17 16 59 43 22 29 32.6 29.3 
subject. 

I. Overall development o:f personality and under- 33 12 53 38 39 29 41.6 26.3 
standing power. 

J. Training to~ teaching, administration and 58 14 35 14 17 18 36.6 15.3 
better employment. 

K. Imparting in formation, ability to think and 58 18 29 24 13 14 33.3 18.6 
make them discuss problems and questions. 
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From the above table following conclusions emerges : 

1. Almost 5~ of science and social science teachers con

sidered • A' and 'B' i.e. • development of human and 

intellectual capacities• and 'development of knowledge 

for employment and evolve better society~ as objectives 

of higher education. irrespective of the university to 

which they belong. 

2. While largest percent (54.3%) of science teachers 

considered' enhancement of creativity, development of 

analytical and critical ability• as objectives of higher 

education. Large percent (59.6%) of the social science 

teachers considered objective 'A' i.e. 'development of 

human and intellectual capacities as the important 

objective of higher education. 

3. When one observes the above results in terms of the three 

universities, it is seen that in JNU objective 'E' (To 

increase creativity, analytical and critical knowledge 

for economic and social development) is considered impor

tant by 83% of teachers. Aloo • J' and • K' (Training for 

teaching,administration and better employment, and Impart

ing information, ability to think and make them discuss 

problems and questions) are considerEd by nearly 60% of 

science teachers a.s the objective of higher education, 

whereas only 14-18% of JNU social science teachers consi

dered these two as important objectives of higher educa

tion. 
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4. In Jamia Milia Islamia (JMI) largest percent of science 

(76%) and social science teachers (81%) have considered 

~A' i.e. development of human and intellectual capacities 

as objective of higher education. This is followed by 

objective 'C' i.e. broadening vision and mental horizon 

to solve various problems - being chosen as second 

important objective of higher education by 65% science 

and 52% soci a1 sci m ce teachers. 

5. In Delhi University (DU), to increase creativity, develop 

analytical and critical ability have been considered as 

objectives of higher education by 491o science teachers 

and 57% social science teachers. All other objectives 

have been responded by less than 40% science teachers. 

On the other hand 'A • , 'B', and • E' have been considered 

as objectives of higher education by social science 

teachers of Delhi University. 

Thus, from abOve analysis, one may infer that not 

only there is a difference amongst the three universities, 

in the perception of objectives of higher education t 

but between the science and social science teachers also 

there appears considerable difference. While science tea

chers appear to emphasis enhancement of creativity, analyti

cal and critical ability, the social science teachers appear 



to stress on development of knowledge for employment 

and evolving a better society. This difference is 

more conspicuous in JNU and DU rather than in JMI. 

e. Objectives of Higher Education - -Subject wise 

(..:»tud en t s) : 

rtesponses taken from students of science and 

social science, in regard to objectives of higher 

education are presented in Table-8 below : 
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CATE
GORY 

1 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

·~ 

~. 

F. 

Table - 8 

Percent of student Respondents .Subject wise in regard to 
Objectives of Higher Education 

OBJECTIVES OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

2 

Development of human and intellectual 
capacities. 

Development of knowledge for employment 
and evolve better s:>ciety. 

Broadening vision and mental horizon to 
solve their problems. 

' 

Enlightment, .oiocial commitment and Tech-
nical training. 

To increase creativity, analytical and 
critical knowledge for economic and social 
development. 

Pro~iding knowledge for the emergence of 
traalt~onal, logical and balanced intellec-

u personality. 

JNU JMI DU 

SCI- SOCI- SCI- SOCI- .SCI- 30CI- 'TOTAL TO'l 
'ENCE AL ffi CE AL ffiCE AL P'I:/IRC- P'ERO ~1-

3 

40 

40 

30 

20 

40 

30 

SCI- SCI- SCI- ~TT NT OF 
]}TCE 'FiliCE ~CE OF SOCIAL 

4 5 6 7 

48 69 32 50 

40 85 45 55 

16 46 5 45 

77 32 

52 62 18 50 

69 41 40 

8 

55 

45 

55 

40 

45 

50 

SCJF- SCIBNC. 
T<NC~ R141$PON 
RF.SP- D~TT 
()J D"Tt1-
'HT 

9 10 

53.0 45.0 

60.0 43.3 

40.3 25.3 

48.5 36.0 

50.6 38.3 

45.5 

....,]. 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

G. To make them perfect in the profession they 10 28 62 14 10 35 27.3 26.6 
choose. 

H. '.Co develop understanding of particular 6 46 45 40 45.5 23.0 
subject. 

I. Overall development of personality and under- 62 9 50 50 56.0 29.5 
at an ding power. 

J. '.fraining for teaching, administration and 70 36 54 55 35 25 53.0 38.6 
bet t er employm en t. 

K. Imparting in formation, ability to think and 10 54 14 50 55 . 38.0 34.5 
make them discuss problems and questions. 
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From the above table following ·COnclusions emerge : 

1. Largest percent i.e. 60% science students (irrespective 

of university) have stated objectives of higher education 

to be 'B' (Development of knowledge for employment and 

to av.olve better society). Whereas largest percmt (45.5~) 

of social science students have stated • F' i.e. to provide 

knowledge for the emergence of rational logical and balan

ced intellectual personality to be the main objective of 

higher education. In other words while science students 

felt that higher education objectives are to develop 

knowledge for employment, social science students appear 

to feel that higher education should make them perfect 

in the profession they choose. 

2. When the students perception of objectives of higher edu

cation is seen in terms· .of universities and subject wise 

break up it is seen that, science students of JNU have 

indicated 'J' to be the objectives of higher education; 

that is, higher education should have objectives of teach

ing and training students for administration and better 

employment. On the other hand, JMI and DU science students 

are of the view that higher education objectives should. be 

more to develop knowledge fOr employment and to evolve a 

better society. 



3. As per social science students, in terms of the three 

universities concerned, it is seen that largest percent 

of JNU social science students consider objectives of 

higher education to be to make the students perfect in 

the profession they choose. Whereas JMI social science 

students consider the objective to be training them for 

teaching jobs, administration and better employment. On 

the other hand, oocial science students of DU hold that 

development of human and intellectual capacities as well 

as broadening of vision and mental horizon in s:>lving 

their problem to be important objectives of higher educa

tion. 
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Thus, there appear to be considerable difference 

between science and social science students in their per

ception of objectives ·of higher education. In addition 

there appears also considerable difference in the percep

tion of science students of the three universities and 

social science students of the three universities. 

One may conclude that not only universities teacher 

and students differ in their view of objectives of higher 

education but the discipline that the students have chosen 

(for example. Science and social science)also appear to 

effect considerable influence in the perception of the 

objectives of higher education. 
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METHODS OF TEACHING AND OBJECTIV'B3 OF HIGHER EDUCATI<.ll : 

An attempt bas been made in this section to ascer

tain if method of teaching in any way is associated with 

the varying perception of objectives of higher education. 

Both teachers and students responded with indicating if 

the effect was definite, to some extent or no effect at 

all. Table 9 presents the percentage of teachers and 

students who responded to this query. 

T • .ffiLE:-9 

Percent of Respondents University wise in 
regard to contribution of Methods of 

teaching for achieving objectives 
Higher Education 

JNU JMI DU 

R'E ::n' ON 3E TEA~-- STU- T'P.A- STU- TBA- STU-
CR'ER Dm-TT CH~R DEJITT CHER DE!'TT 

Definite 50/ 55\ 73i. 52: 47, 48: 

To some 36~ 28~ 10:' 45;·.~ 45~. 32~. 
extent 

No 14' 1T 17: 3:. 8· 20: .. 

From the above table we may conclude that largest 

percent of teachers and students of three universities are 
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of the opinion that methods of teaching defini tly contri

bute to achieving of objectives of higher education and 

only 14-17 percent of teachers and students of three univer-
,:,!· 

sities say that methods of teaching does not contribute :all 

in achieving objectives of higher education. 

Larger percent of students of JNU (55%), DU ( 48%) 

in comparison to teachers of JNU (50%) and DU (47%) say 

that definitely methods of teaching contribute in achieving 

objectives of higher education whereas in JMI nearly 1! 

times more teachers then students felt that methods of 

teaching contribute to objectives of Higher education. 

:Amongst those who said that methods of teaching did 

not contribute to objectives of higher education largest 

percent of students were from Dq (20%) followed by JNU (17%) 

and least were the JMI (3%). .Amongst teachers largest per

cent were from J.MI ( 17%) followed by JNU ( 14%) and DU (8%) 

in that order. 

a. ]\'T~thods of Teaching and Obj ecti ves of Higher Education 

Sex wise (teachers) : 

In order to see whether sex factor make any differ-

ence in response, the response of teachers of three 

universities sex wise is presented in table-10 below: 



TABLE - 10 

Percent of Teacher Rewondent s Sex: wise in regard 
to contribution of methods of teaching for 
achieving objectives of higher education 

JNU JMI 

RE:lPONSE MALE FEMALE M-ALE FEMALE MlLE 

Definitly 55' 55 63 8} 47. 

To some extent 33'. 40 21' 37. 

NO 12 15· 16· 17' 16 

81 

DU 

FEMALE 

46· 

54: 

From above table we ma.y conclude that largest percent 

of male and female of ali three universities said that methods 

of teaching definitly contributed towards achieving the objec

tives of higher education. Whereas percent of female and male 

respondents were equal in JNU and DU saying that methods of 

teaching de:f'initly contribute in achieving objectives of higher 

education, in JMI the percent of female (83%) teacher was more 

than that of male teachers (53%) in saying so. 

When the least contribution of methods o:f teaching to 

higher education is considered, only in JNU, there were rela

tively more :female than male teachers who felt so, whereas in 

the other two universities, there was no female teacher who 

fe:tt that methods o:f teaching did not contribute towards 

achieving objectives of higher education. 
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From the above analysis, one may state that relati

vely fewer female teachers than male teachers felt that 

method of teaching did not contribute towards objectives 

of higher education. By and large in all the three univer

sities, more than half the teachers,. felt strongly that 

methods of teaching did contribute towards achieving ·.the 

Objectives Of higher education and Slightly lesser percent 

felt that methods of teaching only contribute to an extent 

towards realising the objectives of higher education. 

c. Methods of Teaching and Objectives of Higher Education 

(,Sex_ wise - students ) : 

While seeing response of students sex-wise, the 

results obtained are shown in table-11. 

TABLE - 11 

Percent of ·Student Respondents Sex wise in regard 
to contribution of methods of teaching for 

achieving objectives of higher education 

JNU • JMI 

RESPONSE MALE FEMALE MALE F'EM ALE MALE FEMALE 

Definitly 53 56 50 53 56 41 

To some ex tent 41 17 50 41 22 41 

No 16 28 0 6 22 18 
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d. Methods of Teaching 21Jld Objectives of Higher Education 

· ( ·Subj ect-\1\/ise - teachers) : 

When the responses were compared amongst teachers 

of science and social science following picture emerged 

( Tabl e - 12 ) • 

TABLE - 12 

Percent of Teacher Respondepts ~~bj ect-wise in 
regard to contribution of methods of teach

ing in achieving objectives of higher 
education 

JNU JMI DU 

REsPONSE SCIENCE SOCIAL SCIENCE SOCIAL .SCIJ!NCE SOCIAL 
SCIENCE SCIEfiTCE 3CI'Ji.NCE 

Definitly 50 50 70 62 44 50 

To some 50 32 12 19 43 39 
extent 

NO 0 16 18 14 13 11 

From the above table it is seen that largest percent 

of science and social science teachers felt that definitly 

methods of teaching contributed to achieving of objectives 

of higher education and very few percent of respondents in 

all the three universities felt that methods of teaching did 

not help in achieving objectives of higher education. 
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From above table it is seen that largest percent 

of male and female students of all three universities said 

that methods of teaching definitely contributed towards 

achieving of objectives of higher education on comparing 

responses of male and female students from each university, 

. i'tiis seen that percent of female respondents is more than 

male respondents in JNU and JMI in saying that there is 

definite contribution of methods of teaching in achieving 

objectives of higher education. On the other hand, those 

students who said that methods of teaching does not contri

bute to achieving higher education objectives. One finds 

slightly more than one-fourth JNU female respondents and 

five percent of male students stating so. Following this 

trend is the Delhi University students amongst whom one 

finds. that 22% males and 18% female students had felt that 

methods of teaching does not contribute towards achieving 

objectives of higher education. 

As one compares the students and teachers in r~ard 

. to this issue, i.t is interesting to observe that more stu

dents tha.n teachers appear to consider methods of teaching 

not contributing to acheivement of objectives of higher 

education. .Similarly within teachers and students, relati

vely more females than males appear to feel that methods 

of teaching does not help in realising the objectives of 

high er ed uc ati on. 
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Within this trend, when science group teachers 

are compared with social science teachers, it is observed 

that in JNU, while almost equal percent of these two groups 

of teachers had felt strongly that methods of teaching 

contributed to achieving objectives of higher education, 

in JMI, relatively more percent of science teachers bad 

felt so and in DU, relatively more percent of social scie

nce teacher had responded so. 

Thus, we may conclude that irrespective of the 

science or social science subjects largest percent of 

teachers from all the three universities said that methods 

of teaching definitly contributed towards achieving of 

objectives of higher education. 

d. Methods of teaching and objectives of higher e4ucation 

(subject wise - stUdents) : 

When the students were classified into science and 

social science group and their responses for methods 

of teaching contribution to o.bj ectives of higher 

education was noted the following- picture emerged as 

shown in table -13. 



TABLE - 13 
Percent of Student Respondents Subject-wise in regard 
to contribution of methods of teaching in achieving 

Objectives of Higher Education 

JNU JMI DU 

RESPONSE SCIJ'!'TCE SOCIAL SCI~TCE SOCIAL 3CI15NCE SOCIAL 

86 

scr~rcE scn•}TCE SCI '-"T C'E 

Definitly 60 16 62 45 40 19 

To some 30 28 54 41 25 40 
extent 

No .10 20 0 5 35 5 

From the above table, it is seen that largest percent 

of science students from JNU (6(Pfo), JMI (62~) felt that methods 

of teaching defini tly contributed to achieving of objectives 

of higher education, whereas only 40% of science students 

from DU felt so. A.s for social science students while 45% 

of JMI students responded positively, very few from JNU and 

DU responded so. 

It is also seen that no science student from JMI and 

more than one-third of science student (35%) of DU said that 

methods of teaching did not contribute towards achieving the 

objectives of higher education. 

To sum up one may state that largest percent of science 

students from the three universities stated that methods of 



teaching definitly contributed towards achieving objec

tives of higher education, whereas largest percent of 

students of social science (except from JMI) state that 

methods of teaching only to some extent contributed 
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towards achieving the objectives of higher education. Thus 

students of science and social science appeared to vary 

in their view point. 

METHOD.S OF TE.o\CHING CONSIDERED VERY .SUCCESSFUL 

"As moat of the teachers and students stated that 

methods o'f te~ching contributed to achieving the object

ives of higher education, it was thought worth while to 

consider how the teachers and students perceived different 

methods of teaching in terms of their being successful. 

The responses obtained related to this from teachers and 

students of all three universities is shown in table-14. 

(contd ••••• table-14 follows) 



TABLE - 1!! 

Percent of Respondents University wise in regard 
to methods of teaching considered 

very successful 

JNU JMI DU 

88 

ME'rHODS OF 
TEACHING 

TEACR1m .STUDH-TTS TEACHER STTJD~T3 TEiCHER STU
D14NTS 

Lecture 73 17 42 15 56 25 

Group Discussion 65 74 50 72 61 73 

.seminar 81 69 65 52 71 62 

Tutorial 10 10 9 3 

Project 12 3 5 3 

Individual 3 6 20 23 19 10 
Exercise 

Audio-visual 8 15 

Assignment 42 14 10 4 

Work shop 4 2 3 7 

Combination 35 '43 26 44 

From the above table it is seen that largest percent 

of teachers of JNU {81%), J!H {65%) and DU (71%) opted to 

consider seminar method to be a very successful method, where

as largest percent of student of JN"U ( 7 4%), JMI ( 72%) and DU 

(73%) were of the opinion that group discussion method was 

very successful. 
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Second preference by large percent of teachers (73%) 

of JNU -was the lecture method whereas that of JMI (50%) 

and DU ( 61%) teachers was the group discussion method.fi 

which is given third preference in JNU (65%). In this 

regard, the students gave second preference to seminar me

thod in all the three universities. Very snall percent of 

students from JNU ( 17%), JMI ( 15%) and DU ( 25%) in compari

son to teachers from JNU, JMI and DU (73%, 42%, and 56% 

respectively) considered lecture method to be very success

ful. It is surprising to note that quite a percent of 

teachers frOm JNU (42%) and JMI (14%) and DU (10%) consider

ed Assignment to be very successful whereas no student from 

JNU and JMI and a negligible percent (4 %) from DU consider

ed Assignment to be very successful. Also no student of 

JMI and DU gave combination of methods to be very successful 

said combination of methods to be very successfUl. 

Thus, it is seen that students and teachers varied 

in their opinion in regard to methods of teaching being 

successfule While teachers considered Seminar, Group 

discussion followed by lecture to be very successful, in 

that order. .Students found group discussion, seminar and 

then lecture method as successfUl in that order. 
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When the success of methods of teaching was consi

dered in form of universities it is seen that JNU teachers 

found lecture to be more successfUl than group discussion, 

whereas in the other two universities, JMI and DU, group 

discussion was found to be more successfUl then lecture 

method. As for students of the three universities they 

all preferred first group discussion and second the seminar 

method. In regard to the third preference, JNU students 

opted for a combination of methods, the JMI students wanted 

Individual exercise and DU. students gave third preference 

to lecture method. The latter method was given the fourth 

preference by JNU and JMI students. 

a. Methods of teaching as successful.- Sex: factor (teachers) 

When compared on the basis of sex the response of 

teachers showing methods of teaching very successfUl are 

shown in Table-15 below. 

(contd ••••• Table-15 follows) 



TABLE - 15 

fercent of Teacher Respondents Sex:-..vise in 
~ard to method of teaching consid

ered very successful 

JNU JMI 

METHODS OF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
TEACHING 

Lecture 71 75 66 17 50 

Group Discussion 60 70 66 33 68 

.Seminar 81 eo 63 67 79 

Tutorial 10 10 19 5 

Project 14 10 9 5 

Individual 5 6 33 29 
Exercise 

ludio-viaual 10 5 

Assignment 38 45 28 8 

Work shop 7 3 

Combination 29 40 34 17 34 
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DU 

FIDtlALE 

61 

54 

62 

8 

54 

From the above table it is seen that largest percent 

of male (81%) and female (80%) teachers of JNU said that 

seminar method was very successful. In DU slightly lesser 

percent of male (79%) and- female (62%) teachers said that 

. seminar v1as very successful, whereas in JMI still lesser per

cent of male teachers (63%) considered seminar as a successfUl 

method of teaching. 
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In second very successfUl method according to male 

and female teachers of JNU was the lecture method. Where

as according to JMI male teachers (63%), it was seminar 

and according to female it was group discussion and indivi

dual exercises. In DU on the other band group discussion 

was favoured by male teachers and 1 ecture method by fen ale 

teachers. 

1'he third preference by large percent of male (60%) 

and female (70%) teachers of JNU was given to group discuss.:. 

ion. In JMI 34% of males and 17% of female teachers gave 

the third preference to a combination of methods for success

ful. In DU more than half the male and fel:lale teachers 

found lecture, group discussion and combination of methods 

to be very successful and gave "tilem "third preference. All 

the other methods of teaching except assignment were preferr

ed by negligible percent of teachers. The assignment method 

was preferred by 45% of female in comparison to 38% of male 

teachers of JNU and 28% of male teachers of JMI and 8% male 

teachers of DU in comparison to nil females of both the 

latter two universities. 

Thus, from the above, one may sum up by saying that 

by and 1 arge there was a difference between male and female 

teachers of DU and JMI, in regard to their idea of which 

methods of teacbing they considered very successful. In 

JNU, no such differences was obtained between the two sexes. 
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b. Methods of teaching as successful - sex factor ( studf>nts) 

Following results were obtained in regard to methods 

of teaching being considered successfUl by students. 

Percent of .Student Respondents Sex-wise in 
regard to method of teaching consid

ered very successfUl 

JNU JMI DU 

METHOD$ OF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE Mi\LE A':ALE 
TEACHING 

Lecture 33 17 12 17 32 

Group Discussion 76 72 67 76 78 68 

Seminar 65 7~ 56 47 67 56 

Tutorial 11 6 

Project 6 0 

Individual. Exercise 6 6 33 12 1 1 9 

.Audio-Visual 1 1 18 

1ssignment · 6 14 

workshop 6 14 

Combination 41 44 

From the above table it is observed that maximum 

percent of male and female students of the three universities 

considered group discussion as the most successful method 
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followed by the seminar method. It is surprising to note 

that JNU male (41%) and female (44%) students preferred 

a combination of methods to lecture. Whereas no student 

of JMI and IXJ responded for combination of methods. Both 

male and female student of the two universities however, 

considered lecture method to be very successfUl, whereas 

no JNU male student considered lecture as very successfUl 

though 33% female students of JNU felt that lecture was 

very successful and gave it as their fourth preference. 

All other methods were considered as successful by negli

gible percent of students or by none. 

Thust it is seen that sex factor did not make any 

difference in setting heirarchy of very successfUl method 

except in the qase of lecture method by JNU studmts amongst 

whom no male but 33% females respondents considered it to 

be very successfUl. 

C$ .M~!ll2l!£L9f t§.~hing successful ,Subject-wise (teachers) • . 
When compared on the basis of discipline the 

responses obtained are presented in the following 

table-17. 



·TABJ,E - 11 

Percent of Teacher Respondents :Subject-wise 
in regard to methods of teaching 

considered very successful 

JNU JMI DU 

METHODS OF SCIENCE SOCIAL SCIENCE SOCIAL SCIENCE 
TEACHJNG SCIEHCE .SCIENCE 

Lecture 67'' 74 76 43 52 

Group Discussion 58 64 65 57 57 

.Seminar 58 86 65 62 74 

Tutorial ' 5 10 24 10 

Project 25 10 18 

Individual 5 2 12 10 52 
Exercise 

Laboratory 83 10 88 83 
Exercise 

A.udio-visual 33 2 -
Assignment 17 46 47 5 9 

Workshop 17 2 6 

Combination 33 32 35 29 39 
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SOCIAL 
SCI~TCE 

46 

10 

14 

43 

32 

7 

36 

21 

From the above table it is seen that largest percent 

of science teachers from JNU (83%) • JMI (ss%) and DU (83%) 

considered laboratory exercise, being method of teaching as 

very successful~ None f.rom JMI and DU and only 10% from 
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JNU social science teacher said laboratory ·erercise was 

a very successful method. The 10% strength of JNU is of 

those who teach geography. 

Largest percent of social science teachers of JNU 

(86%) and JMI (62%) said that seminar method was very 

successfUl, whereas in DU only 14~ considered it so. Seco

nd preference by science teachers of JNU and JMI was given 

to lecttire method whereas DU science teachers gave seminar 

their second preference. 

Amongst social science teachers large percent of 

teachers of JNU (74%) gave second preference to lecture 

method where as that of JMI (57%) gave to group discussion 

and that of W (43%) to tutorial. It is surprising to 

note that large percent of JNU (64%) and JMI (57%) teachers 

preferred group discussion whereas in DU very less prefer

red th_is method ( 10%h -~e social science teachers of DU 

preferred other methods like project (32%) and assignment 

( 36%) which were not preferred by many in JNU and JMI. 

Around 60% and above of science teachers of JNU 

(58%), JM! (65%). and DU (57%) preferred group discussion 

and seminar as very successful method. Very few teachers 

of science and social science group of all the three 
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universities appeared to consider a combination of methods 

to be very successfUl. 

d. Methods of teaching as successful, subject wise 

J..studm t) :-

T.ABLE - 18 

Percent of ·Student Respondents .£ubject-'Yvise 
_in regard to methods of teaching 

being considered very successfUl 

J1fU JMI DU 

METHODS OF 
TEACHING 

SCIENCE SOCIAL SCIENCE SOCIAL SCIENCE SOCIAL 
SCIENCE .SCIENCE SCI"ENCE 

Lecture 10 20 15 14 25 25 

Group Discussion 80 72 69 73 75 70 

Seminar 50 76 54 50 35 85 

Tutorial 14 

Project 10 

Individual 6 33 10 10 
Erercise 

Laboratory 
Exercise 

80 12 23 90 

Audio-visual 30 

Assignment 5 15 

Combination 60 
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From the above table it is seen that most of the 

science students of JNU (80%) and W (90%) considered 

laboratory method to be very successfUl, whereas in ~ni, 

only 23% science students considered laboratory method 

as successful. As for group discussion being a success:t'ul 

one, 80% of JNU students considered it to be equally 

successful as a laboratory method, wherein DU only 75% of 

science·students from the group discussion method to be 

very successful. Seminar method was preferred by 35% in 

DU, 54% in JMI and 50% by JNU science students. According 

to most science and social science students of the three 

universities lecture method was not considered as a succe

ssful method with the less than one-fourth considering it 

to be successful. 

It is surprising to note that 60% of social science 

students of JNU alone gave preference to a combination of 

methods as very successful, and no other student of the 

other universities gave any preference to oombination of 

methods. 

One may thus conclude from the above that amongst 

very successful methods comes seminar, group discussion and 

lecture method in that order, for all students, whereas 

laboratory method is preferred by science studentso 
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METHODS OF TEACHING CONSIDERED O.K. 

In the previous section, the methods of teaching 

as considered very successful by teacher and students was 

dealt with, and it was seen that while universities did 

not differ much in their choice of methods of teaching, 

there was difference between teachers and students, science 

and s:>cial science discipline and males and femaleSo 

The present section considered the methods of 

teaching which were considered just O.K. by the respondents. 

The responses received from all the teachers md studmts 

of the three universities are shown in ta ble-19. 

(Contd •••••• Table.19 follows) 



TABLE - 19 

~ercent of Respondents Universi ty-vJise in regard 
to methods of teaching considered O.K. 

J1TU JMI DU 

METHOD.S OF TEA- STU- TEA- STU- TEA- STU-
TEACHING CHER nmT CH3R DENT CHER DENT 

Lecture 27 75 59 83 44 73 

Group Discussion 3 17 5 2 

.Saninar 1 18 15 15 8 

Tutoria~ 25 3 31 12 31 19 

Project 1 31 25 

Individual 12 37 26 37 10 10 
Exercise 

Audio -visual 1 8 9 24 3 

Assignment 17 26 34 26 29 18 

Workshop 10 6 

Combination 4 3 13 
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From the above table it is seen that largest percent 

of teachers and students of all the three universities cons-

idered lecture method to be o.k. 
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When university wise break-up of the responses is 

considered, it is observed that next to lecture method which 

is considered o.k. by 51% of JNU and 70% of JMI teachers 

and students nearly 25% of the former and 30% of the latter 

considered individual exercise as the next o.k. method. On 

the other hand, 25% of DU students and teachers considered 

Tutorial as next o.k. method. 

Assignments are ·considered as the third choice by 

studmts and teachers of all the three universities. Remain

ing methods of teaching were considered o.k. only by negligi

ble percent of respondents. 

Having made university wise differentiation, an attempt 

was also made to ascertain if students and teachers in any 

way differed in considering the different methods of teaching 

as o.k. 

Table-19 presents the differences between teachers 

and students in terms of the respective universities. It 

is seen from the results that more students than teachers has 

considered lecture method as o.k. in all the three universi

tieso In JNU while the proportion of student to teacher 

in this regard was 2:1, in JMI it was nearly 3:2, in mi 

1 t was more than 3:2 and less than 2:1 and further very few 
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students {8 times less in JNU, twice less in JMI and 1i 
times less in DU) as compared to teachers considered tuto

rials as an o.k. method of teaching. 

A.s for group discussion method five times more 

students than teachers of JNU considered this method as 

o.k., whereas no student from JMI and ro considere it so. 

Thus, one may conclude on the basis of the above 

analysis that of the methods of teaching considered as o·.k, 

lecture me~hod followed by assignmmt, individual exercise 

and tutorial.s in that order have been stated as o.k by one 

fourth to two-thirds of the teachers and students sample 

taken together. However, between teachers and students of 

the three universities, there appeared considerable differ

ence in regard to the methods of teaching considered as o.ko 

For instance, more students than from all the three univer

sities considered lecture method o.k. whereas relatively 

more teachers than students preferred the tutorial metho.d. 

While in DU and JMI more teacher than students con

sidered assignments as o .. k, in JNU, more students than 

teachers considered it o.k. ,. 
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a. Method of teaching considered o.k .. by teachers of three 

,llni_v.ers:ities (Sex wia§ break-up) : 

When responses were seen on the basis of sex factor, 

following picture emerged as shown in table-20. 

TABLE - 2p_ 
:Percent of Teacher Respondents Sex-wise in regard 

to Me_thods of Teaching considered o.k 

JNU JMI DU TOT!L 

METHODS OF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEM AL1i1 MALR FBMALE 
TEACHING 

Lecture 24 25 34 83 50 38 108 146 

Group Discuss- 5 9 3 17 0 
ion 

Seminar 2 13 17 8 8 23 25 

Tutorial 24 30 28 33 39 23 91 86 

Project 2 28 33 11 38 41 71 

Individual 19 5 34 17 11 8 64 30 
Ex:cercise 

Audio-visual 2 16 24 23 42 23 

Assignment 19 15 34 33 26 31 79 79 

Work shop 10 10 10 10 

Combination 2 5" 6 1 1 15 19 20 
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One may infer from the above table :• 

1. There appeared a diff~rence between male and female tea

chers in considering lecture method as o.k. with 36% 

males and 49% female teachers saying so. In other words, 

more female teachers particularly from JMI and DU appear 

to consider lecture method of teaching as o.k, whereas 

almost equal percent of male and female teachers from JNU 

consid·ered this method o.k. 

2. Tutorial method was considered o.k. next to that of 

lecture method by almost equal percent of male and female 

teachers (without differentiating in terms of university). 

It was interesting to note that more female teachers of 

JNU and JMI preferred this method, whereas less percent 

of DU female teachers stated this method to be o.k. 

Individual ex·erciae as a method of teaching was preferred 

as o.k, more by male than female teachers in all ·~he 

three universities, with male to female proportion being 

4:1 in JNU, 2:1 in JMI and nearly 3:2 in DU. 

Assignment as a method of teaching was considered o.k. by 

equal percent of male and female (26% each) teachers, wben. 

no differentiation was made amongst the three universities. 
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However, when each university was considered separately 

slightl~ more males than female teachers of JNU and JMI ha 

had considered this method o.,k, whereas in DU, slightly 

more female than male teachers considered this method o.k. 

To, sum up large percent of respondents from the three 

universities considered lecture method as o.k. first, follow

ed by individual &ercise ,, tutorial md assignmmts in that 

order. More students than teachers considered lecture method 

o.k. and more teachers than students considered assignmmt 

method as to be o.k. 

Also male and female teachers differed in their pm'

·ception of different methods as o.k, with more of the latter 

considering lecture method o.k. and more of the former, 

individual exercise. 

b. Methods of Teaching considered o.k •. sex factor ( studmtsl: 

Table-21 similarly presents students response sex

wise. 

(contd •••• Table-21 follows) 



TABLE - 21 

]2ercent of St~E!Q!S Respondents sex wise in 
regard to methods of Teaching considered o.k 

METHODS OF 
TEACHING 

Lecture 

Group Discu-
ssion 

.Seminar 

Tutorial 

Project 

Individual 
Exercise 

Audio -vi au al 

Assign m en t 

Workshop 

Combination 

JNU JMI TOTAL 

MALE FEM- MALE FEM- MALE FEM- MALE FF..M-
llE liE liE liE 

94 56 78 88 78 68 250 212 

12 11 12 11 

24 1 1 1 1 18 35 29 

6 6 18 1 1 27 17 51 

35 39 33 41 1 1 9 79 89 

11 6 - 5 11 11 

29 22 11 41 17 18 57 81 

12 12 

-
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It is seen from above table that largest percent of 

male and female students of the three universities appear to 

find lecture method to be o.k, followed by individual exercise 



methods, assignment and seminars in that order. There 

appeared no difference in the choice of lecture method 

as o.k. amongst students of the three universities. How

ever more male than female students of JNU and DU stated 

lecture method to be o.k, whereas more female than male 

students of JMI felt oo about this method. 

Individual exercise method was considered o.k. by 

equal percent of male and female students in the three 

universities, though relatively more of the latter from 

JNU and JMI opted for this methode 

It is interesting to note that only a few of the 
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JNU male students consid~ed work shop method of teaching 

as o.k and none felt either project or combination of diff

erent methods to be o.k. 

Thus, there appeared considerable difference betwem 

teachers and students as well as between male and female 

(both a:nongst teachers and students) in oonsidering the 

different methods of teaching as o.k. 

c. Methods of teaching considered o.k. - Teachers 

(.SUbject-wise~ :-

In order to see whether subject discipline made any 

difference in the o.k responses, analysis was carried 

out and the results are presented in table-22 below. 
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TABLE - 22 

Percent of Teacher Respondents, Subject-wise in 
regard to methods of teaching considered o,k 

JNU JMI DU TOTAL 

METHODS OF .SCI- SOC- .scr- soc- sci- soc- scr-"~ soc-
TEACHING ENCE IAL . EfJCE IAL 1'NCT.'1 IAL 'EN'CE IAL 

.sci- .SCI- -SCI- SCI-
ENCE ENCE '[IJ}T C'E 'ENCE 

Lecture 25 24 24 57 48 46 97 127 

Group Discu- 8 2 14 4 22 6 
aaion 

Seminar 8. 24 14 8 38 

Tutorial 32 24 33 26 43 50 108 

Project 8 29 29 32 37 61 

Individual 18 29 33 13 7 42 58 
Ex:ercise 

Audio-visual 2 18 10 48 66 12 

Assignmen.t 25 16 29 38 17 36 71 90 

Work shop 8 10 18 5 18 15 

Combination 4 12 21 12 25 

From the above analysis, following conclusions emerged: 

1. While science teachers taken tog'ether from the three univer

sities, considered the lecture method followed by Asa:ignment
1 



audio-visua.l.s method and tutorial as o.k, the social 

science teachers considered lectt~e method, followed 
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. by tutorials, assignments, project and individual ex

ercise as o.k in that order. 

2. When university wise break up was considered, almost 

equal percent of science and social science teachers of 

JNU and DU considered lecture method o.k. In JMI how

ever, twice the.· social science teachers as compared to 

.that of .scif"..rice consl¢iered lecture meth::>d as o.k. 

3. · Furtter more, while nearly 607~ of JMI social science 

teachers and slightly less than 50% of sci t~nc e and social 

scit::nce teachers of DU considered lecture as o.k method, 

only one-fourth of JNU teachers considered this method 

as o.k. 'Evm in JMI only one-fourth of sci~nce students 

considered lecture method o.ko 

4. As for assignment method considered o .k next by science 

teachers, the university wise break up showed that only 

in JNU, slightly more percent of scimce teachers consi

dered this method o.k whereas in both JMI and DU more 

social science teachers appeared to opt for this method 

as a second choice. 

5. Tutorials were not considered o.k by any JNU social 

science teachers though 32:7~ social science teachers of 
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this university had considered it o.k in the third 

choice. T:b.is method appear to be preferred as a third 

choice by social science teachers of both JMI and DU. 

While only one-fourth of science teachers considered 

this o .k as , third choice. 

6. The science teachers of JNU considered lecture and 

assignments methods as o.k whereas social ooience 

t·eachers considered lecture and totorial methods as o.ko 

The science teachers of JMI considered project, 

individual exercise and assignments as o.k, whereas social 

science teachers considered lectures, assignments, indivi

dual exercise and tutorials in thatorder as o.k methods. 

In DU, science teachers considered lecture and audio

visual methods as o.k, whereas social science teachers con

sidered lecture method, tutorial and assignments as o.k 

methods. 

Thus, there appeared considerable difference between 

science and social science teachers· across, as well as with 

the three universities in regard to considering different 

methods· of teaching as o.k 11 with same teachers opting for 

assignments, audio-visual etc. as o.k, whereas social sci

ence teachers appeared to opt for lecture, totorial and 

assignment, type of methods of teaching. 
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Negligible percmt of teachers considered combina-

tion of various methods as o.ko 

do Methods of teaching considered o.k - .Studepts (.Subject 

wise) : 

Similarly student respondents from science group and 

social science group were taken. Their response is sho

vm in table - 23. 

TABLE - 2'3 

Percmt of student Respond.m;tts subject-wise in 
regard to method of teaching considered o.k 

JNU JMI DU TOTAL 

METHODS OF SCI- liOC- SCI- 30C- .SCI- SOC- SCI- SOC-
TEACHING ENCE IAL ENCE IAL ENC'E IAL EWCE IAL 

SCI- SCI-· SCI- SCI-
ENCE ~TOE ENC~ Et-TCE 

Lecture 90 68 92 75 70 257 138 

Group Discu- 16 0 16 
ssion 

Seminar 10 20 23 10 43 

Tutorial 10 38 9 40 48 7A 
Project 0 0 

Individual 40 36 38 36 15 5 93 77 
Ex:ercise 

Audio-visual 15 5 5 14 
Work shop 20 20 0 

A.ssignme~t 10 32 23 27 
' 35 33 94 

Combination 0 0 
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FOllowing conclusions emerge from the table-23 above :-

1 a· While 70% to 90% of science students had considered 

lecture as o.k method in all the three uni varsities, 

only 68-70% considel'OO. it so in JNU and DU and more 

from JMI considered lecture as o.k method. 

2. About one-third of science students and still lesser 

:percent of social science still considered Individual 

exercise as o.k, next to lecture method. Within this 

trend, slightly more percent of science student a had 

preferred this method than social science students. 

3. The other method except to an extent totorials and 

assignment, have b em considered o.k by very few stu-

dent so 

:METHODS Ol, TEACHING CONSIDERED NOT SUCCES-SFUL : 

·After dealing with methods which were considered 

very successful and o.k, the response of teachers and stu

dents was seen in regard to methods of teaching considered 
• not successful. Table-24 presents the resultso 



TABLE - 24. 

Percent of Resnondents Universitv-wise in 
- regard to methods of ~ea£hing con

sidered not successful. 

JNU JMI 
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DU 

METHODS OF 
TEACHING 

TEACH&'t Sl'UDWTT 'fEACHER 3TUD~T TEACHER .3TtJD"BI~T 

Lecture 5 3 3 

Group Discu- 2 
ssion 

Seminar 

Tutorial 3 

Project -
Individual - 18 3 
Exercise 

Audio-visual 3 6 

Assignment 20 26 13 

Work shop 3 

Combination 

From the above table it is seen that no teacher had 

found any method as not successfUl, whereas a small percent of 

students of the three universities had considered Assignment 
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to be not successful and JNU students ( 18%) also found 

·the individual exercise to be not successful. 

MAXIMUM USED M'ETHOD3 OF ·:rEACHntG : 

As had bem observed in the earlier section there 

are methods of teaching which had been considered very 

successful or o.k by teachers md students. Hence the 

question arises whether all these methods were being used 

in the universities ? If not which methods were being 

used to the maximum ? The response to these questions 

by all respondents are shown in Table-25. 

(contd ••••••• Table.25 follows) 



TABLE - 25 

Percent of Respondents University-wise in 
regard to methog of teaching used maximum 

JNU JMI 
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DU 

METHOD£ OF 
TEACHING 

TEACHER STUDE'TT TEACHER S·rUD'FNT TEACHER STUD-mT 

Lecture 95 94 98 100 98 100 

Group Discussion 29 52 33 21 34 47 

Seminar 26 42 5 6 19 12 

Tutorial 6 3 7 

Project 2 

Individual 2 
Exercise 

Audio-visual 

.Assignment 10 20 3 

Work shop 

Combination 

From the above table it is seen that the maximum used 

method was the 1 ecture method followed by group discussion 

and seminar in that ordero 
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Assignments a."ld tutorials appear to have been used 

by mainly JNU teachers and still less by JMI teacherso 

Thus, one may conclude that 1 ecture is the maximum 

used method in all the three universities according to both 

teachers and students fOllowed by other methods such aa 

Group discussions and seminars. 

a. Methods of teaching ( Subj ect-.vise} : 

Having dealt with the perception of teachers and 

students university wise regarding the methods of tea-

ching being used to the maximum,an attempt was made to 

ascertain whether there was any difference subject wise 

in the use of a method of teaching. 

Table 26 present the results. 

( contde ••• Table 26 fOllows) 



TABLE - 26 

Percent of Teacher Resnondents Subject wise 
in regard to method of teaching used maximum 

METHODS OF 
TEACHING 

Lecture 

Group Discu-
ssion 

.Seminar 

Tutorial 

Project 

Individual 
Excercise 

Audio-visual 

Assjgnment 

Work shop 

Comb in at ion 

JNU 

sci- soc
ENCE I 4.L 

SCI
"!mCE 

92 96 

8 36 

17 28 

8 6 

17 6 

JMI 

sci- soc
ENCE IAL 

3CI
'F.NCE 

100 95 

6 33 

14 

19 

6 

6 

-
6 5 

DU 

SCI- SOC
'SNCE IAL 

SCI
ENCE 

96 100 

39 32 

4 21 
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.From the above table one may in fer that most tea

chers of science end social science feel that the maximum used 

method was lecture method. However, slightly more than one-
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third of DU teachers (both science and social science) said 

that they used group discussion method. . As for JMI and JNU 

teachers slightly more than one-third of social science tea

chers stated that they used group discussion method. Negli

gible percent of science teachers of the latter two units 

said so. Only very few reported that they used seminar 

assignments and totorial methods of teaching. Remaining 

methods were not reported to be used within this, seminars 

appeared to have been used by relatively more social science 

teachers whereas assignments method appeared to be used by 

a few of the JNU science teachE·rs. 

'fhus there appeared considerable difference in the 

use of methods of teaching other than lecture method between 

science a1d social sclence teachers in the three universi

ties. .t semilar trend in response was obtained from students 

also in this regard. Table 27 presents the results of sci

ence and social science students, as they perceive the method 

of teaching used maximum by their teachers. 

( contd •••• Table-27 follows) 



TABIJE - 21 

Percent of Student Respondents Subject-wise in 
regard to methods of teaching used maximum 

JNU JMI DU 

METHODS OF 
TEACHJNG 

SCIENCE SOCIAL SCIT<JNCB SOCIAL 3Cifin\TC~ SOCIAL 

Lecture 

Group Discu
ssion 

~eminar 

Tutorial 

80 

50 

30 

10 

SCIENCE SCIENCE SCIENCE 

100 

52 

48 

.. 

100 91 

32 

100 

45 

100 

50 

25. 

.SATISFACTION wr·rH PREVAILING TEA.CHD{G METHODS : 
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'.rhus in the previous sections it was seen that the meth

ods of teachings considered very successful , o.k and unsucceaa-

ful differed in terms of university teachers, students md sex 

factors. In addition an at temnt was also made to ascertain 

which method of teaching was used the maximum. These findings 

led to the n&t question. whether the used method of teaching 

were also found satisfactory by teachers and students. 



The responses received from this question by all 

respondents of tbree universities are presented in table-28. 

~E -28 

Percent of resnondents university-wise in regard to 
satisfaction wi tb pre·vailing teaching methods 

JNU JMI DU 

RESPONSE TEACH'SR STUDENT TEACHER STUD"Sf'JT TEACHER STtJD~TT 

Yes 

No 

67 

33 

52 

48 

43 

57 

35 

65 

67 

33 

39 

61 

F.rom the above table it is se~n that 59% of teachers 

as against 42% of students appeared 'to be satisfied with the 

method of teaching irrespective of the universities to which 

they belonged. 

However, when the teachers and students are considered 

in terms of t be university and their satisfaction methods of 

teaching, it is seen that in both JNU and DU two•thirds of 

the teachers appear to be satisfied with the prevailing method. 

On the otherhand only 43% of JMI teachers felt so about the 

method of teaching presently prevailing. 
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While in JMI and DU less than 407' of students had 

expressed satisfaction about the present method of teaching, 

in JNU, more than 50% of students appear satisfied with 

the sameo 

From the abOve analysis one may· state that in .mu 
larger percent of teachers and students appear satisfied 

with the prevailing methods of teaching as compared to 

teachers. a1.d students of JMI and DU. 

a. S~x factor's opinion about prevailing methods of 

teaching (teachers) : 

. ·:-. 
An attempt was also made to ascertain of there 

(i ~ •; f )i_~.~s a difference between male and female teachers in 

~~-;~~egard to their satisfaction with the presents method 

of teaching" · The 'responses of teachers sex wise is 

presented in 'rable 29. 

TA13LE - 2_2 

Percent of Teacher Respondents Sex wise in regard 
to satisfaction with nrevailing teaching methods 

JI'iU JMI DU 
RE~'PONSE ~1ALE FEi'r~ALE M.ll1E FE'i:~AI,'E ~.1ALB FEMALE 

Yes 64 65 69 17 71 62 

No 36 35 31 83 29 38 
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From the table p..,')ove, follovdng inferences could be dra.wn: 

1. 68% males as against 48% female teachers were satisfiOO. 

with the present methods of teaching, irrespective of 

their belonging to any ·Of the three univers itieso 

2. When university wise analysj.s is made, it is observed 

that in JNU, equal percent of (65%) male and female 

teachers were satisfied vd~h the present teaching metho

ds.. :As against this, in JMI, four times more male 

teachers were found to be satisfied with the present 

teaching methods as compared to female teachers. In 

DU slightly more percent of males than female teachers 

were satisfied with the prevalent method of teaching. 

b •. sex and opinion about teaching methods (students) : 

Yes 

No 

Similarly students response is also taken and pre

sented in table )0. 

Percent of Student Respondents sex wise in re~ard to 
· sa€1sfaction with prevailing teaching me bods 

JNU JMI DU 
MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE F:B!JrALE 

59 40 44 24 33 45 

41 60 56 76 67 55 



From the table above, one may infer the following :-

1. Nearly one and half times more male than females, stu-

dents said that they were satisfied with the present 

methods of teaching. 

2. University wise a~alysis shows that only in JNU, 59% 

male students had reported to be satisfied with the 

prevailing method of teaching, and in the other two 

universities only 24-45~ were satisfied with teaching 

methods. 
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c. .Satisfactiop. with prevailing teaching methods (·Subject

yvi}3e (teachers) : 

An attempt was also made to ascertain if there 

were any subject wise difference in the satisfaction 

over the present teaching methods. The obtained respo-

nsea are shown in Table 31 o 

TABLE - '31 

Percent of Teachers Resnondents Subject-wi~n 
tegard to satisfaction with pr~-

vai ling. teaching method~ 

JNU Jrn DU 
RBSPON S1i1 SCI:El(CE S0CL~1 5C r~r c~ socr AL sc I'8f'T c~ socr ~ 

scr~rc-c: SCT~TCB scrmrc~ 

Yes 58 66 71 52 61 75 

No 42 34 29 48 39 25 
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1 o .From the above table it is seen that maximum percent 

of science and SJcial science teachers were satisfied 

with the preva'iling teaching methods. 

2. On seed.ng university wise analysis it is seen that 

d. 

percent of social science teachers is more in JNU and 

DU in comparison to science teachers, who say that they 

are satisfied with prevailing teaching methods. Whereas 

in JMI, percent of science teachers is more than oocial 

science teachers in saying so. 

methods - sub ect 

On considering views of students related to satis-

faction with prevailing teaching methods, r espon sea 

gathered are shown in table-32o 

T.WLB - 32 

Percent of .itudent Respondents Group wise in z:egard 
to satisfaction with prevailing teaching 

!'ethod.s 

JNU JMI DU 

RESPONSE SCIENCE SOCIAL SCIENCE SOCI.AL SCIENCE SOCIAL 

Yes 

No 

40 

60 

SCIENCE SCI:2NC'E SCI'Pll CE 

56 

44 

46 

54 

35 

65 

40 

60 

40 

60 
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It is seen that relatively larger percent of students 

from the three universities were not satisfied with the 

present method of teaching. Within this relatively more 

science students appeared to be dissatisfied with the pre

sent teaching methods as compared to social science studentso 

When these results are seen in terms of three universities 

it is seen that in JNU relatively more social science stud

ents (56%). were satisfied with the prevailing teaching methods 

then science students, of whom around 60% of students were 

not satisfied. In JMI and DU 60-65 percent of science and 

social science students were not satisfied with the present 

method of teaching. It j_s interesting to note that while 

in JNU, nearly l~ times more scia1ce than social science 

students were dissatisfied and in JMI relatively more social 

science than science students felt dissatisfied with the 

presenx method of teaching. In DU equal percent of science 

and social science students expressed dissatisfaction with 

the prevailing methods of teaching. 

Until this point an attempt was made to show the 

differences between universities, between teachers and stu

dents, as well as, in tenr:s of sex dichotomy, as to whether 

they were satisfied with the prevailing methods of teaching 

in the uni versi tief>. As inferred from the analysis of the 
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results, there did appear considerable difference in the 

perception of ·.the methods of teaching being satisfactory 

between universities, teachers and students and sex factor. 

e.. Teachers cmd _s,tud~nts and_ sex: factor changes suggested 

The present section has attempted to analyse the 

responses of those who were dissatisfied with the pres

ent methods of teaching and also has attempted to 

indicate the suggestions offered by them to render the 

present methods of teaching more effective. In the 

process the differences in the suggested changes betwem 

universj.ties, teachers and studen.ts and sex factor may 

also be highlighted. 

Table 33 presents the changes suggested by the 

teachers and students of the three universities in term.s 

of sex factor as well as subject wise break up. 

(contd •••••• Table 31 :fbllows) 



TAIHE - 33 

Changes suggested by nercent of Responden~ 
not satisfied with nrev~ling tea£~ng 

methods 

TABLE -_]3.1 : Comparison Students and Teachers 

JNU JMI 
I 

DU 

ORANGES .SUGGE~TED TEA- STU- TEA- STU- TBA- Sl'U
OHER D'FNT CHER D'FNT CHER D:ENT 

All teaching should be rela- 4 8 2 6 

ted to real problems instead 

of history. 

More personal interaction 4 11 8 3 3 
and emphasis on overall 

development of students. 

Leaving lecturP-, adopt other 11 15 21 32 13 34 
methods of teaching more 1r1 d 

their combination. 

Reorientation of entire tea- 6 6 13 21 6 23 
ching method to. make it more 

interesting and rele;vanto 

Organise workshop, seminar 1 3 10 
and conference whl.ch will 

help young generation tre-

mendously. 

127 
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T~.WLE - )3~ : .sex factor teachers 

JNU DU 

CHAnGES SUGGESTED 1,~ALE Fm~~- ~.~ALE Fm'.~- l~.llL~ Fm\1-
UJE .~B -'L"E 

All teaching should be rela- 7 3 
ted "00 real problems instead 
of history. 

More personal interaction 7 22 6 

~d emphasis on overall 

development of students. 

Leaving lecture, adopt other 1 ,., .:. 15 11 39 11 15 
methods of teaching more and 

their combination. 

Reorientation of entire tea- 2 15 11 22 3 8 

ching method to make it more 

interesting and relevant. 

Organise workshop, seminar 2 6 6 15 
and conference which will 

help young generation tre-

mendOUS11• 
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TAB!/~ 33.3 : Sex Factor Student~:~ 

JNU JMI DU 

CHANG E3 3UGG EST ED MALE FE!VT- MALE FEM- MALE FEM-

All teaching should be rela

ted to real problems instead 

of history. 

More personal interaction 

and ~ emphasis on overall . 

development of students. 

Leaving 1 ecture, ooopt other 

methods of teaching more and 
their combination. 

Reorientation of entire tea

ching method to make it more 

interesting and relevant. 

6 

24 

Organise workshop, seminar -, 

and conference which will 

help young generation tre
mendously. 

llE llE llE 

11 6 6 

22 6 

6 22 41 33 36 

11 '7 
' 24 28 18 
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~~biect factor teachers 

JNU JMI DU 

CHANGE,£ SUGG E Sl'r ED SCI- .SOC- SCI- soc- SCI- soc-
ENCE IAL lliCB IAL l;}TCE IAL 

SCI- SCI- SCI-
ENCE 'l!}J CE »iTCE 

All teaching should be rela- 6 7 
ted to real problems instead 

of historyo 

More personal interaction 1 1 4 5 1 1 12 
__ and emp~asis on overall 

development of students. 

Leaving lecture, adopt other 11 12 7 19 1 1 3 
methods of teaching more and 

their combination .. 

Reorientation of entire tea- 20 2 8 14 1 1 3 
ching method to make it more 

interesting and relevant. 

Organise workshop, seminar 2 7 5 6 7 
and conference which will 
help young generation tre-
mendoualy. 



l'ABLE : 33,5 ,!»"ubj ect Factor Students 

CHANGES ~'UGG ESTED 

All teaching should be rela-

ted to real problems instead 
of history, 

More personal interact ion 

and emphasis on overall 
d.evelopm6nt of students. 

Leaving lecture, adopt other 

methods of teaching more and 
their combinationo 

Reorien-tation of entire tea-

ching method to make it more 

intereating and relevant. 

Organise workshop, s.gninar 

a'1d conference which will 

help young generation tre-

mendouslyo 

JNU 

.iCI- .soc
E'NCE IAL 

SCI
i'Jf\T CE 

15 12 

15 16 

16 

30 
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JMI DU 

SCI- SOC- SCI- 300-
H'lCE l.AL ENCE I AL 

sci- scr-
~~CE Ef'TCE 

8 8 

5 

38 30 30 40 

23 21 25 20 
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From the nbove tables following conclusions emerge·:-

1. Largest percent of teachers md students in all the 

three universities suggested that in addition to the 

lecture. method that is being used presently, teachers 

should adopt als~ other methods of teaching m d where 

possible they should suitably combine more than one 

method. ·rhe second important suggestion was given 

that there should be a complete reorientation of the 

entire teaching methods so that the teaching becomes 

more interesting to the students and relevant to their 

learning~ The third more popular suggest ion was that 

there should be more personal interaction between tea

chers and stud en t·s ·with a high exphasis on the overall 

development of the students. The fourth suggestion 

was that teaching methods should be related to real 

problems as is encountered presently rather than on 

historical account. In other words, narration method 

of teaching should be replaced by illustrations, case 

study, problem oriented end problem solving type of 

teaching. The last ~Jggestion was that the present 

method of teaching could be made more effective if 

workshops, seminars and conferences are organised more 

frequently in which involvement of the students should 

be made compulsory. Such a"f1 involvement would help 
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students imbibe many of the things that are taught 

in the classroom lectures with lesser boredom, greater 

interest' and with considerable meaning. 

2·. All the above suggestions were considered in terms of 

the three universitieS and it was found that while the 

trend of changes suggested remained more or less the 

same. There was no respondent from DU who mentioned 

that teaching should be related to real problems rather 

than historical account. Negligible percmt from JNU 

and JMI suggested organising of workshop, seminar etc. 

whereas.10% of DU respondents suggested this as a method 

to improve the present teaching in universities. 

3. VVhen teachers a'1d students were compared in regard to 

the suggestions made to offer changes to make teaching 

more effective it was seen that more teachers than stu

dents suggested organising of the seminars and workshop 

etc. whereas in all other suggestions, there was more 

students, woo asked for more personal interaction, real 

problem oriented/problem solving methods, combination of 

more than one method of teaching and reorienting the 

entire teaching method to make it more interesting. 

4. When the changes suggested in terms of sex dichotomy 

it was suggested that between male and female teachers 

there was considerable difference, for instance -
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a. Only male teachers and that to of JMI and JNU said 

that teaching should b~ related to real problems, no 

female teacher felt so$ 

bo In case of all other suggestions, they were made more 

by females than male teachers. This trend shows that 

the suggestion3 obtained from female teachers is al

most similar to that of students of three universities. 

c. When the changes suggested by students, is seen in 

terms of sex factor, it is seen that maximum percent 

of male and female students of the universities except 

JNU, femaie students suggested for adopting other me

thods of teaching besides lecture method. Vfuereas 22% 

Of JNU female students suggested more personal intera

ction with the teacherso 

d. Complete reorientation of the present teaching methods 

was suggested by four times more, female students 

than male students from ~ru. In t~e other two univer

sities relatively more female students gave the sugges

tion than male students. 

5o Suggestion offered for rendering the present teaching 

methods, more effective was considered in terms of the 

subject discipline. It was observed that broadly within 

the general trend of the suggestions offered relatively 
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more science than social science students asked for 

reorientation of the entire teaching methods and making 

i.t' more interesting. Relatively more social science 

students than from science discipline suggested for 

combination of different methods of teaching other than 

lecture method. The discipline base analysis bas shown 

similar suggestions from both students and teachers. 

Besides these changes in teaching methods the question 

arises, whether the teachers employment (i.e. fresh M.Phml/ 

Ph.d's) are fit to teach students? If yes, how? and if no, 

why? In relation to these questions all teachers and stu-

dents gave their views. 

FITNE:iS OF TEACHER~ IDI!PLOYED :-

In regard to, whetrer just M.Phil/Ph.D student is 

fit to teach or they need training, teachers and students 

of all three universities responded which are sho~~ in 

Table 34., 

TABIE - 34 
-..-:~ 

Percent of Hespondents un.tver.sitY wise in regard to 
Fitness ~f Tea£..b_e!"S r..m;loyed who a~ 

.J.U.St Ml'~j),i,l}Ph_D. 

----------------~-~------------~~------------------

Yes 

No 

JNU JMI DU 

l'BAC"P.•m Sl'lJD~~rT"''TB'IcBBH STrtJDm·T TBACHER S'I'UD1.~N'l' 

7'7 59 78 

23 .11 '. 2 ') 
'-

58 

42 

66 

34 

60 

40 

-----------~-------------------------------
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From the above table it is seen that maximum _per-

cent of teachers and students of all the three universities 

agreed that a fresh M.Phil/Ph. D student will be able to 

do justice to the subject matter to be taught to the stu

dents. The percentage of teachers ~xpressing this view was 

more then students in all the three universities. 

a. Fitness of teachers employed - Sex factor : 

To see if sex factor leads to any difference in 

results, the responses of teachers and students sex 

wise i.a given in table - 35. 

T.ABLE - 35 

wise 

JNU JMI nu 
RE£Pot-T3E 3K.C T"E.A- STU- TEA.- 3TU- T~A- STU-

CHER DENT CHER D~~T CH'ER D"Et~T. 

Male 79 47 72 40 63 60 
Yes 

Female 75 70 83 76 69 59 

Malt: 21 53 28 60 16 40 
No Female 15 30 17 24 15 41 
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From the above table following conclusions emerges :-

1. It is seen that maximum percent of male and female tea

chers felt that a M.Phil/Ph.D student if employed to 

teach is fit. We see that in saying so the percent of 

females in comparison to male teachers is more in JMI. 

( 83% in comvarison to 72%) and DU ( 69% in comparison to 

63%). Whereas in JNU percentage of male teachers (79%) 

is more than female teachers (75%), though the differen-

ces are very less. 

2. Amongst students~ itis seen that maximum percent of 

female students of JNU ~d JMI and male and female 

students of DU say that a M.Phil/Ph.D is fit to teach 

w~ereas maximum percent Of male st~den~ s of JNU and JMI 

say tha.t they are not fit without trainingo 

Thus,we can conclude that sex factor leadt to differ-

ence in opinion. 

b. Fi ~<>s of ~teachers emnT.2~~-:: Sub i ect wise 

To see, if subject brings any change in views of 

teachers and students, their responses were also gather

ed on the basis of subjects and are shOV'Jn in table-36. 

\ 



TkBLE - 36 

J!ercent of Teach~_r & .Student Resnondents, Subject 
wise in r _ ard to fitness of Teachers 

emnloved who are -·ust M.Phil Ph.D 

J'NU JMI DU '. ,. 

REsPONSE .SUBJECTS TEA- STU- TEA- .STU- TEl- .STU-

Yes 

No 

Science 

.Social 
Science 

.Science 

Social 
.Science 

CHER DEHT 

70 60 

80 60 

30 40 

20 40 

CHER D"f?JT CRt~ D~T 

76 46 63 45 

71 64 82 70 

24 54 37 55 

29 36 14 30 

From the above table following conclusions emerge :-
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1. We see that maximum percent of science and social science 

teachers say that a newly recruited teacher without train

ing is fit to teach. When oompared university wise it 

is found that percentage of social science teachers is 

more than science teachers of JNU and DU in saying so. 

Whereas in JMI, percentage of sciencP- teachers is more 

than social science teachers, who say that training is 

not required to teach. 
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2. Afulongst students, it i-s :seen that equal percent of 

science and social science students of JNU (60%) say 

that a .M.Phil/Ph.D is fit to teach, whereas in JMI and 

· DU, maximum percent of social science teachers say so. 

Thus, we can conclude that subject wise respon sea 

differo 

.S'J far • an attempt has been made to show the 

differences between universities, between teachers and 

students, as well as in terms of sex dichotomy as to 

whether training is required for better teaching or 

just a M~Phil/Fh.D is auffic·ient for teaching. As in

ferred from· the analysis of. the results, there did appear 

consiclerable difference in the perception of whether 

trc-.d.ning is ·nec,essary or just M.Phil/Ph. D is sufficient. 

The present section has attempted to analyse the 

responses of those who favoured training is. necessary 

and also of those who said that there is no need of tra

ining, and also has attempted to give reasons for the 

same. In the process the difference in the suggested 

reasons between university 11 teachezs and students and sex 

factor may also be highlightal .. 

Table 37 presents the reasons given by the tea

chers and studE:n ts of the three universities, in term 

of sex factor e.s well as subject wise break up. 



Chq_ng~s sq_gqested b'£ P~E:ln~_Q.L~esponqents in 
regard to ...n.eed of tra~ning or just 

!i:£h~h oD ~li for T eachiU9 
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TABLE : 37,1 1 Students-Teac~s com2arisono 

y 

E 

s 

JNU JMI DU 

REASONS TEA- sru- TEA- STU- TEA- STU
CHER DENT CHER DENT CHER DENT 

Student gets enough Xnow- 21 

ledge. by doing Ph.D, atten

ding seminar and keeping 

himself up to date with 

current knowledge, if all-
owed to teach topic of 

their choice it will incre-

ase their confidence. 

Through continued Research 19 

in modern areas 9-nd of con

siderable standardo 

Through interaction with 

students and fellow collea..-

gues. 

The new person with him 

brings new ideas and is 

really motivated to do so

mething. Whereas training 

will turn him 1 ike the rest 

who. orient or train him. 

15 

8 

26 

3 

-

20 

26 26 25 21 

20 14 -

2 - 3 -

15 23 9 30 

(contd •••••• Table'37o1 follows) 
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(TABLE a 37.1 follO\oiS} ;:rn'u JMI DU 

REASONS TEA- STU- TEA- STU- TE..~ STU
CH ER DENT CHER DENT CHER DENT 

A t~l read student can 

teach well so new advanc

ed course should be part 

of syllab~s at Post Gradu

ation;t.JJ..I'hil o 

They should be aware of the 

current problems in respec

tive and latest technology 

as well as have the capacity 

to deal individually with 

such problemso 

Training in language and 

teaching methodologyo 

A real thorough refresher 

courses and S8minars to be 

conducted by the specialistso 

14 

4 

2 

5 

A training of the student 5 

mind and priorities. A pro

per under standing of what 

should be taught and why and 

how to get across to the 

studentso 

2 Teaching sh~uld not be just 

obtaining knowledge from boo

ks. They should. have know

ledge of tac)fl:ing students 

problems i.e. practical train

ing should be given., Teaching 

should not confine to classroom. 

10 

11 

11 

3 

3 

18 

5 6 13 -

3 - 2 -

4 18 8 10 

2 11 2 18 

2 11 2 18 

2 14 3 15 
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TABLE s 31.2 a Se;t factor, Teachers 

----·- -- -----·-· -------------J~N~U~---J=MI~---1Itiij~--

------------------~--------------~-------------·---------------------------

y 

E 

s 

REASONS 

Student gets enough knowle
dge by doing !Jh.D attending 
seminar and keepingpimself 
up to date with current know

ledge, if allot.-~ed to teach 
topic of. their choice it will 
increase their confidenceo 

Through continued Research in 
mooern areas and of considera

ble standardo 

Through interaction with stu

dents and fellow colleagues~ 

The new person with him brings 

new ideas and is really motiva

ted to do somethingo ·Where.as 

training will turn him like the 

rest who orient o.r train him. 

A well read student can teach 

well so new advanced course 

should be part of syllabus at 

Post GraduationjM.Phil. 

MALE FEM- M.'U..E FEZV'l- M.~E FEM-
ALE A1.LE ALE 

14 . 25 34 17 2 9 20 

24 15 6 32 8 26 

19 12 6 - 5 -

5 12 13 17 3 15 

12 11 13 17 18 8 

---- ~-----.-~...:..-----------------------

( contd. • ....... Table 37 o2 follo\:;s) 
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(TABLE : 37.2 follows) 

JNU JlVU DU 

---------------~~"~ -·~·-~-----

REll',SONS MALE FEM- 1'-'.LALE FEM- MALE FEM-
1U.E ALE ALE 

--------------·---·--------------------------------------------------------

N 

They should be a tiare of the 

current pr::>blems in respec

tive and latest technolOCJ'J 

as well as have the capacity 

to deal individually with 

such problemso 

Training in language and 

teaching meth:)dology. 

A real thorough refresher 
C:)Urses and seminars to.be 

conducted by the specialistso 

A training of the student 

mind and priprities. A pro

per understanding of What 

should be taught and why and 

~ how to get across to the 

student so 

Teaching should not be just 

obtaining knowledge from books. 

They should have knowledge 

of tackling students problems 

i.eo practical training should 

be given. Teaching should not 

confine to classroom. 

5 5 

5 -
2 10 

2 -

7 -

6 3 -

9 3 15 

3 5 -

6 17 3 -

3 8 -
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TABLE : 37o3 1 Sex factor, Students 

JNU JMI DU 

REASONS MALE FEM- MiU.E FEM- MI\LE FEM-
ALE ALE ALE 

------~----~-~-------------------------------------------------

y 

Student gets enough knowl ed

ge by doing i>h.D attending 

seminar and keeping himself up 

to date with current knowledge, 

if allowed to teach topic of 
their choice it will increase 

their confidence. 

Through cont~nued Research in 
modern areas and of considera

ble standard. 

'l'hrough inter~ction with stu-

E dents and fellow colleag.tes o 

s 

The new person with him bri~gs 

new ideas and is really moti
vated to do something. Whereas 

training will turn him like 

the rest Who orient or.train 

him. 

A well read student cant each 

well so new advanced course 

should be part o~ syllabus at 

Post Graduation~Phil. 

29 22 

6 -

- -
6 33 

6 17 

22 29 33 15 

- - -

-

17 29 28 30 

2 12 - 14 

(contd •••••• Table 3'7 • .3 follows) 
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(TABLE I 3·7 o3 follows) 

JNU JMI DU 

REi"\SONS MALE FEM- MALE FEM- MALE FEM-
ALE ALE ALE 

--
They should be aware of the 18 6 -
current problems in respec-
tive and latest technology 
as well as have the capacity 

to deal individually with 

such problems. 

Training in language and 12 11 17 18 11 9 

teaching ITte~hodol ogy. 

I 

A real thorough refresher 6 - 22 17 18 

courses and seminars to be 

conducted by the specialistso 

A training of the student - -
mind and priorities. A pro-

per understanding of mat. 

should be taught and why and 
how to get across to the 

0 studentso 

Teachihg should not be just 18 17 22 6 17 14 

obtaining knowledge fr·om books. 

They should have knowledge of 

tackling students problems 

i.e. practical training should 

be given. Teaching should not 

confine to classroom. 



TABLE 1 37.4 : Subject factor, Tee3,chers 

y 

REASONS 

l 

Student gets enough knowle

dge by doing Ph.D attending 

seminar and keeping himself 
up to date with current know

ledge, if allowed to teach 

topic of their choice it will 
increase their confidence. 

JNU JMI 

SCI- SOC- SCI- SOC-
ENCE Ii~ ENCE IAL 

SCI- SCI-
ENCE ENCE 

2 ·3 4 5 

25 20 40 24 

Through continued Research in 15 

modern areas and of consi

derable standardo 

18 - 18 

Through interaction with 16 6 5 

E students and fellow collea-

s 

gueso 

'i'be :1ew per son vrl th him 

brings new ideas and is rea

lly motivated to do someth

ing. Whereas training will 

turn him like the rest who 

orient or train himo 

15 

A well read student can tea- 15 

ch well so new advanced. 

course should be part of 

syllabus at Post Graduation/ 

M.Phil. 

11 12 14 

15 18 10 
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DU 

SCI- SOC
ENCE IAL 

6 

21 

13 

8 

14 

8 

SCI
ENCE 

7 

14 

4 

4 

25 

---·-------------------
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--------------~--------

N 

1 

They shoula be a\..rare of. the 

current problems in respec

tive and latest technology 

as well as have the capacity 

to deal individually with 

such problemse 

Training in language and 

teaching methodologyo 

A real thoroug..l-l refresher 

courses_and seminars to be 

conducted by the specialistso 

A training of the student 

mind and priorities. A pro

per understanding of what 

should be taught and why and 

how to get across to the 

2 

15 

15 

0 studentso 

Teaching should not oe just 

obtaining knowledge from books. 

They should have knowledge of 

tackling students problems 

i.e. practical training should 

be given. Teaching should net 

confine to classroomo 

3 5 6 7 

2 10 

6 16 5 

4 - 5 10 

2 6 10 lO -

4 5 .17 

147 

2 

8 

2 

2 
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TABLE 1 37o5 1 Subject factor, Studentso 

REASONS SCI- SOC- SCI- SOC- SCI- SOC-
ENCE IAL ENCE IAL ENCE IAL 

SCI- SCI- SCI 
ENCE ENCE ENCE 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Student gets enough know- 40 20 23 27 15 ',30 

ledge by doing Ph.D atten-

ding seminar and keeping 

himself up to date with curr-

ent knowledge, if allowed to 

teach topic of their choice 

it will increase their confi-

denceo 
y 

Through continued Research . 4 5 

in modern areas and of con-

siderable standard a 

Through interaction with 

students and tello-.1 colle-

agues. 

The new person w.ith him 20 20 23 23 25 40 
brings new ideas and is 

really motivated to do so-

mething. ~hereas training 

will turn him like the ·rest 

who orient or train him. 

s 
A v1ell read student can tea.- - 16 14 
ch well s:::> new adv.:Jnced 
course should be part of 
syllabus at Post Graduation/ 
M .!:!hi 1 
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(TABLE : 37 e5 follO'nS) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

They should be aware of the 10 12 - - -
current problems in respec-

tive and latest technology 
as well as have the capacity 
to deal individually with 

such problems. 

N Training in language and 10 8 8 23 15 5 

teaching:methodology. 

A real thorough refresher 4 20 5 25 5 

courses and seminars to be 

conducted by the specialists. 

A training of the, student - -
mind and priorities. A pro-

per understanding of \o\tlat 

should be taught and why and 
howto get across to the 

0 students. 

Teaching should not be just 30 16 26 8 10 20 

obtaining kno\'dedge from books. 

They should have knowledgs of 

tackling students problems 

i.e. practical training should 

be given. Teaching should not 

confine to classroom. 



From the above table following conclusions emerge .. Those 

who said no training is required -

1 o Jl.mongst largest percent of teachers and students of 

all three universities except DU students suggested 

that while doing M.Phil/Ph.D, student gets enough kn-

owledge by attending seminars regularly and reading 

lit eratu:re and if allowed to teach topics of their 
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choice, it w).ll increase their confidence. DtT students 

gave the reason that, new person brings with him new 

ideas and is really motivated to do something whereas 

the training for teaching will turn him, like the rest 

who train him which was also given as second preference 

by studen1B of J}!U and JMI.. Thus, training is nor requ

ired, as a11 M.Phil/Ph .. D is sufficient to tea.cbo Nex:t 

preferred reason was that an M.-·Fhil/Fh. D will be fit 

to teach because of continued research in modern areas 

of considerable standard. Next reason preferred by 

considerable percent of teachers and students of three 

uni versi ties except DU students where none said that 

a \'Jell read student can teach well, thus new· advanced 

courses should be part of syllabus at post graduate/ 

M.Phil level. The other reason given by negligible 

:percEmt of only imcher respondents of three universities 



a."ld no students was that through interaction v1i th stu

dents and fellow collegues one becomes fitJwhereas the 

teacher and students~ who opined that merely a M.Phil/ 

Pho D does not make one fit to teach said that some 

training is requi.red.. Liaximum percent of JNU teachers 

(5%) and DU students (18~-r,) said that a real thorough 

refresher course and seminars should be conducted by 

I 
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specialists in order to train them. On the other hand 

students of JMI and DU teachers said training should be 

given in language and teaching methodology. Whereas 

maximum percent of J1~U students ( 18%) said that teaching 

should not just be limited to obtaining knowledge from 

books. Rather they should be able to tackle all kinds 

of students problems. Thus, practical training should 

be given. T·he JMI teachers who were in favour of train-

ing said that training should be directed towards how 

student think i.e. a proper understanding of what should 

be taught and why? ~Also to know how to get ideas across 

to the studentso Thus, reason given by respondents of 

all the t}'l..ree universities did differ rnucho 

2. All the above reasons suggested were considered in terms 

of sex: factor. Among teachers who said training is not 

required maxi.'llum percent of JMI and DU male teachers 

gave the reason that they get enough kno·wledge by atten-
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ing seminars regularly', reading literature and keeping 

them self up to date with current knowledge and if allow

ed to teach topic of their choice it will increase their 

confidence. J1JU female teachers also gave the same 

reason, whereas maxim1.im percent of JMI and DU female 

teachers gave their reason as, they get enough knowledge 

through continued research in modern areas which is also 

given by J1~U males. 

Amongst those, who said training should be given, 

maximum percent <Jf male teachers of J1TU and DU gave the 

reason that teaching Hhould not be just obtaining know

ledge from books, they should have knowledge of tackling 

students problems io e. practical training should be given. 

whereas J~ . .H females, gave the reason for giving trai.ning 

is for development of proper understanding of what should 

be tanght and why? Whereas males teachers who were in 

favour of training sa .id that it should b t"'! &i ven in lan

gua;:,; e and teaching methodoJ.osy. 

On seei.ng reasons g) ven by students in terms of 

sex dichotomy, it was seen that maximum percent of male 

students who were not in favour of training gave their 

reason as to that, students get enough knowledge by doing 

Ph.D, attending seminars and keeping thernself up to date 

with current knowledge. vrncreas female students of three 

universi ti~?.s said that the n e.,~ person with him brings 
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new ideas and is· really motivated to do something. Whe

reas training will turn him like the rest wbo train him. 

The r-easons given t·y .students who ·were in favour 

of training by maximum percent of JMI and DU male students 

was that, seminars and refresher courses nhou).d be con

ducted by the specialists and t.eaching sh:mld not be just 

obtaining knowledge from books, but they should have 

knO'Nledge of tackling students problem i.e. practical 

training should be gi v:en. JNU male students gave reason 

for need of training to make them aware of current proble

ms artd knowledge of latest technology to deal the sa."ne. 

·rhis reason has not been given. by any student of JMI and 

DUo 

Female students of JNU gave the Sai!le reason as 

given by male students of JMI and DU whereas female stu

dents of JMI suggested for training in language and teach

ing methodology and that of DU suggested for a thorough 

refresher course and seminars to be cond~cted. 

o When the reasons given were seen on the basis of subject 

discipline by those teachers who said that just a M.Phil/ 

Ph.D is fit to teach i.e. there is no need of training, 

it vms seen that maximum y)ercent of science and social 
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science teachers of all three universities gave the reason 

that students get enough knowledge by doing Ph.D, attending 

seminar and keeping themself up to date with current know

ledge. Amongst those who were in favour of training the 

reason given by maximum percent of science teachers of JNU 

and social science teachers of JMI said that they should be 

aware of current problems and should have the capacity to 

deal individually with these problems. Whereas maximum per

cent of J!-'!'U and DU social science teachers and JMI science 

teachers suggested for training in language and teaching 

methodology and science teachers of DU suggested that teach

ing should not confine to obtaining knowledge from books. 

Rather pr~t:tic?..l training should be given.~ so that they can 

solve students pro'blemso 

Reelsons given by students who were against training 

in terms of subject discipline, it was observed that maxi

mum percent of science and social science students of JNU 

and JMI said that as studr~nts get enough knowledge by doing 

:Ph.D, attending seminars and keeping themself up to date 

with current knovJlP.d;~e7 there is no neE'd of training and if 

allowed to teach to'91c of their choice, it will increase 

their con.:.'idence. ~'fhereas maximum percent of science and 

social science students of DU suggPsted ibr trl':lining of the 

stud£-n t s mind .?In d '!'Jriori ti esc A pro11er und erst &'1 di.ng of wl:at 

should be t8.ught and Y..'hy? 
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Amongst, those students wbo were in favour of training 

maximum percent of science students of JN'U a.'1d JMI and social 

science students of JNU and DU said that as teaching should 

not be just obtaining knowledge from books, but one should 

have knowledge to tackle problems. Thus, pr~ctic~l training 

should be given. Whereas soci.al science students of JMI 

and science students of DU said training in language and tea

ching methodology should be given. 

Thus, one may conclude that there was difference in 

reasons given tor, whether training in required or just a M. 

Phil/Ph.D is .fit to teach? It was found that the reasons 

differed considerably mnongst three universities on the basis 

of sex factor, Stlbject discipline and teacher-students. 

Having discussed the methods of teaching as prevalent 

in the three universities and having observed the methods 

perceived as successful, O.k, and unsuccessful by teachers 

and students belonging to different universities and the sex 

factor and sub,ject disciplines, it was thought worth while 

to find out if methods of teaching is not very successful as 

is practised presently and if the fresh recruits were not 

considered effective in teaching then would training in teach

ing methods, help to improve teaching in colleges and uni~

rsi tieso 
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To tbe above query, responses were obtained from 

teachers and students of the three different universities. 

·TABLE - 38 

P ere en t of Respondents Un i versi ti: wise in reg a.rd 

-co inn;rovemen t in· Te~<lr.d.n£~by giving Training 

J1iJiJ Jf\CI DU 

RE3P0l~ :iE TBACBER S'rlTDNlT TEACHER STUD~;rT TBACHBR STUD'!:'}TT 

Yes 

No 

Depends on 
subject 

28 54 

54 31 

13 15 

42 

48 

10 

66 

34 ,-

17 

50 

32 

63 

25 

13 

--------------· ------------------------------------------------
:l!rom a.bove tabl;;1 v.;e see tbF.tt maximum percent of tea-

chers of all three i<.niverr.;5tte.s ,say that training in various 

methods of t e:c1chine 'Nill not improve st 9ndard of t e3.ching 

in collegr~ and 1.miversity. \'{1-!ereas maximum percent of stude-

n t s are of the opinion tliat t:r-a:i.ning in methods of teaching 

will imr:rove teach5.ng.. Thtwt '<'Je see that tlwre is :::1 difference 

b etwefm t eacr> ei· s and student::: view~ 
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In order to see :i.f sex f:=t.ctor also made any difference 

in th.is regard res1')on:..1es of teacbers and students on the 

basis of se.x are presented in 'l'able-39 belovvo 

'I' /iliLE - /.9. 

Percent of Teacher and .Student Respondents: sex 
wise in regard to i@urovement in tea.., 

qhj.ng by giving training 

JNU JMI DU 

RE..i'PON J!E .SEX 'l'EA- .STU- 'I'EA- STU- TEA- sru-
CE~ DEI'TT CHER DJ!NT CHER DE!'TT 

Hale 24 52 34 67 27 61 

Yes Female .. 35 56 50 65 8 64 

Male 52 24 63 33 46 22 

No " Female 55 38 33 35 54 27 

Male 24 24 3 27 17 
Depends 

Fern ale 10 17 38 

From the above table following conclusions emerge :-

1. More than half the male md female teachers said that 

training would not contribute to improvement in teachingo 
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On the other hand, more than 50~~ and slightly less than 

7C~~ males and females students felt that training teach

ers would contribute to improvanrot in teaching. 

2. When university analysis was carried out, it was obser

ved that both in DU and JNU very few teachers felt that 

training of teachers would improve teachingo In JMI 

however, more than 40% of teachers felt training would 

improve teaching. 

Thus, there ·appeared considerable difference 

between the university in regard to the teachers opinion 

about training, contributing to betterment in teaching. 

3. AS for students in the three <Ufferent universities; 

more than two-third of Dc1hi Uni,;ersity and JMI students 

felt that trai.ning would 1 ead to im-provement in teaching. 

However, only slightly more than 50% of JNU students 

felt so. 

4. WhE-n tbe male and female teac·hers were compared for their 

views about training of teachers~ it is seen .that while 

in JNU sJ..tghtly more than one-third of female tBachers 

felt that training would. lead to bptt crment in teaching, 

in JJ\II only ~bout one-third of female ten.chers felt so. 

'..i.'o this e:t tent thF:r e '1:'r· G':l.r ed a diff·2ren ce in the m8.le 

and. female teacl:ers of tl1e different 1Jniver2ities re

garding training of teacr,ers leading to betterment in 

tAaching. 
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5. On the other hand, there \\las very little difference 

in the percent of mal·e and female studentsr v.'J:o felt 

that tr2.in:'i.ng wculd :lead to bettermffit in teaching. AEJ 

mentioned elsewhere in this section, more students than 

teachers had opined that training of teachers would 

lead to betterment in teaching. 

b. Improvemoot in_'reaching by ,giving trai.VJing - subject wise 

An attempt was also made in order to see if different 

subject discipline 1 ead to difference in opinion of 

teachers and students. 

;percent of Teacher and Student Respondgnts, .SUbj ecJ! 
wise in regard to imnrovement in teachin,.g 

RESPONSE 

Yea 

No 

Depends 

by giving training. 

.Science 

JNU JMI DU 

TEA.- STU- TEA- STU- TEA- STU
CHER DFNT CEER D'ffiT CHER D'mlT 

28 60 29 77 19 75 

----------------------------------------------
~cial 26 52 39 59 50 
Science 

.Science 36 30 65 23 50 '10 

Social 5B 36 53 40 46 
Jcience 

Science 36 10 6 31 15 

Social 
""' . o.liC1ence 

16 12 8 29 10 
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From the above table, the following conclusions emerge:-

1. More than half, the science and social science teachers 

said that training would n·ot contribute to improvemen1i 

in teaching. Whereas more than 50% and slightly less 

than 80% science and social science students felt tba1; 

tra.ining teachers would contribute to improvement in 

teaching. 

2a When the science and social science teachers were com·· 

pared for their views atout training of teachers, it 

is seen that while nearly equal percent of science and 

social science teachers felt that training would lead 

to betterment of teaching, in JMI and DU more social 

science teachers than science teachers felt so. 

3. On the other hand, amoncr,st students it was seen that 

more percent of science students in comparison to socl.,. 

al science sbJdents of all three universities, said that 

training of teachers would result in bettermrnt of 

present teaching. 

·rhus, we see that there appeared a slight diff
~ 

erence between the universities and considerable diff•~r-

ence between the science and social science teachers 

and students. 
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EV 11LUitriON 

Methods of teaching to a'1 extent contribute~ to the 

performance of students, the latter, which requires evalua

tion to ascertain if performance has improved or deteriora

ted. Evaluation is the process by which a task given and 

accomplished is assessed against a predetermined cri teric1n. 

If the accomplished task reaches the criterion, one may 

consider that the goal of the task has been reached. In 

teaching, if the method of teaching used is able to bring 

the performance ofstu.dents to a prescribed level, then the 

method of teaching can be considered successful. To ascer

tain whether performance has reached a prescribed level, 

one needs to evaluate it. Just as there are many methods 

of teaching, so also there are many methods of evaluation, 

and many aspects to be 'evaluated. It is therefore important 

to know in teaching what is to be evaluated and also undelr

stand what concept the teachers have in regard to what is 

evaluated at higher education level. 

WHAT I,£ BEING EV !.LUATED f 

Table-41 presents the responses of teachers and 

students as to what is evaluated at higher education levelo 



TABLE - 41 

Percent of ~~spgnden~-~n!Y~~ity_wise in regard to 
what do they ev~luate ! 

WHAT .UO :t OU ;YOUR TEACHER EVALUATE 1 

AREAS OF EV..:U.UATION 

How much a teacher has put access to student mind and how 

much they have assimilated .. 

To evaluate critical analysis capability, ~ccumulation of 

knowledge. 

Creativity, endurance, honesty and Innovative qualities. 

Basic understanding of concepts of subject 

Regularity in studies, capacity to grasp and remember. 

J.NU JMI DU 

TEA- Sl'U- TEA- STU- TEA- sru
CHER DENT CHER D~T CHER DENT 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

10 26' 10 9 13 8 

19 15 13 24 -
13 8 3 9 

10 37 11 23 11 30 

20 9 12 32 3 35 

(Contd •••••••••••••• Table. 41 follows) 



(TABLE .41 follows) 

AREAS OF EN ALUATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Whether the Perspective has broadenedo 2 12 3 

Students seriousness in perception of fundamentals and 16 15 32 23 3 22 

his cramming power. 

Transfer and assimilation of knowledge and ability to express 21 - 13 12 3 
the sane o 



From the above table the following inferences could be 

rn ade :-
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1 o Twenty percent of respondents of the three universities 

mentioned that in higher education, the basic under-· 

standing of the students concerning the subject matter 

is evaluated. 

2. The .next 1 argest percent ( 18%) said that capacity to 

grasp and remember, regularity in studies, seriousness 

in perceiving the fundamentals etc. are evaluated. 

3. The third largest percent { 17%) said they evaluated 

the critical and analytical ability as well as accumul

ation of knowledge. 

4.. :it:Lll lesser percent ( 12-13%) said that they evaluated 

how much the teacher had conveyed to students and how 

much of it had been grasped and how much knowledge had 

they assimilated and their ability to express the same. 

5. AnothEr 5-3% ~valuated the creativity endurance, tonesty, 

innovativeness ~ts well az whether the students percep-

tion had bro:;,.d.ened etco 

6. 'rl'ben univer;:;d.ty wise analysis is made, it is seen that 

teachers of JNU said tbey eve?.luated the trcn sfer and 
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assimilation of knowledge and abilities to ex: press the 

same, followed by capacity to grasp and remember, how 

much have been assim'ilat ed vis-a-vis input by teachers 

and also evaluate the abi1.i ty for critical analysis. On 

the other hand in JMI largest percent were evaluating 

students seriousness in perception of ftmdamentals; and 

in DU largest percent said they evaluated the ability 

of students to critic ally analyse and the amount of 

assimilation of ·knowledge. 

Thus, tt is seen that the three universities evalu

ated re.lati·vely different aspects of student learning. 

1. 1Nben teachers and students were comp\ared regarding their 

perception of what is evaluated, it was seen that in JNU 

largest percent of students said that the basic under

standing of subject is evaluated. Whereas the teachers 

perceived, tbey evaluated, the degree of knowledge · 

assimilated by students and their ability to express the 

same. 

8. In JMI when teachers and students were compared the 

students felt that they were being evaluated on their 

capacity to grasp and remember. Whereas teachers felt 

they evaluated the students seriousness in perceiving 

the student So 



9o In DU when teachers and students were compared the 

latter felt that their capacity to grasp and remember 

were being evaluated. ·whereas the teachers said 
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that they evaluated the students capacity to critically 

analyse and degree of knowledge accumulated. 

Thus, from (7), (B) and (9) above, one may con

clude that perception of what is evaluated varied con

siderably betwem teachers and studentso 

:Perception 6f what is be.ing evaluated ? - 2f_.x factor. 

Responses of teachers and students were seen to 

know if sex made any difference in perceiving what is being 

evaluated? Thus, these resnonses are shown in Table- 42. 

( contd ••••• Tab 1 e. 42 follows) 



SL.NO 

1 

1. 

2. 

TABLE - 42 

Percent of Teacher and Student Reswndents, Sex wise, in 
regard to What is beina Evaluate 1 

AREA OF EVALUATION 

2 

How nuch a teacher has put access to student 

mi.nd and how JTUCh they have as similat eel. 

To evaluate critical analysis capability. 

accunul at ion of knowl eel ge. 

JNU JMI DU 

SEX TEA- STU- TEA- STU- TEA- STU
CHER DENT CHER DENT CHER DENT 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Male 14 2 9 3 11 11 11 

Female 5 22 17 6 15 15 

Male 17 12 25. 39 

Female 20 17 8 -

(conta •••••• o •• Table. 42 follows) 



1 

3. 

4o 

s. 

2 

Creativity, endurance, honesty and Innovative 
qualities. _ 

Basic understanding of concepts of subjecto 

Regularity in Studies, capacity to grasp 

and remember. 

3 

Male 

Female 

Male 

Female 

Male 

Female 

(Table. 42 follows) 

4 5 6 7 '8 9 

10 19 3 

15 . - 6 15 

14 41 22 6 13 33 

5 33 24 8 27 

24 6 6 39 5 33 

15 11 17 41 - 36 

(contd ••••••• Table.42 follo~;s) 



1 

8. 

2 

Whether the perspective has broadened. 

Students seriousness in 'percP.ption of 

fundamental and his cramming power. 

·fransfer a1d assimilation of knowledge 
and abilit,y to ecpress the same. 

3 

Male· 

Male 12 

l"emale 20 

N!ale 12 

. Female 30 

(Table. 42 follows) 

5 6 7 8 9 

3 11 

12 

12 13 11 

17 50 12 25 32 

9 8 6 

17 15 
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From the above table foll01..·1ii.YJg conclusions emerge :-

1. Yrbe.'1 sex VJise comparison ''.":as mad.e amongst teachers, 

male teachers of JNU said that they evaluated students 

regularity in r:Jtudies, capacity to grasp and remember, 

larger percent of female teacher said they evaluated 

trar1sfer and assimilation of knowledge and ability to 

express the sarne. On the other' band in JI~1I and DU more 

male teachers evalua,ted critical analysis capability, 

accumulation 0 f knowledge. 

2. When se.'{ wi.se comparison was made am:>ngst students in 

regard to what they pe:-ceived is being evaluated? It 

was seen that in JNU, more male student felt they are 

being evaluated in how much a teacher has put access 

to student mind and how much they have assimilatai, 

and female student in regularity in studies, C::Ipacity 

to grasp and remember. In JMI and DU larger percent 

of male and female student felt they werebeing evalua

ted on, regularity in studies, capacity to grasp and 

rernemb er. 

Thus, .rrom the above we see not only there is 

differ.ence between teachers and students on what is 
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being evaluated but male students differed from female 

students and male teachers differed from female teachers. 

:Perception of v;hat is being evaluated ( subiect wise) 

An attempt was made to ascertain if the subjects 

disci:plin e choosen by teachers and students in any way 

affected the perception of what is being evaluated? Table-43 

present the respons~ of teachers and students on subject 

discipline and perception of w'hat is being evaluated? 

(con td ••••••• Table-43 follows) 



.SL.NO. 

1 

1 0 

2. 

TABLE~ 

:Percent of Teacher and Student Respondents, Sub.iect_wise in 
regard to what is being Evaluated? 

AREA 0 F FN .4LU AT I ON 

2 

How much a teacher has put access to 
student mind and how much they have 
assimilated. 

·ro evaluate critical analysis capa

bility, accumulation of knowledge. 

S(ffiJECT 

3 

Science 

.Social 
Science 

Science 

.Social 

.Science 

JNU J?::I DU 

TBA- S'rLT- 'J.l"RA- STTT- ·r~,1-
C:tT"SI1 DET··T'r C!~~R D'ffi·rT C}11~R 

4 5 6 7 e 

- 10 6 8 17 

14 32 5 9 7 

17 20 24 26 

18 12 19 36 

STU~ 
D~rrr J -

9 

15 

(con td ••••• Table. 43 follows) .... 
..J 
[\J 



1 

3. 

4 .. 

!:::; 
_.; 0 

(Table .. 42 follows) 

------- ---------------~--,_;-~~--

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0reat i vi ty, 0..,."1 durance, ~on esty and -Science 17 - 18 - 4 
Innovative ~lalities~ ------:..-=-

Soci'a1 10 - 14 ~ 7 / 

Scirnce 
-~-- ----D.~~.-

.Basic understandin.c~ of c')::iCepts of Science 33 20 24 15 0 35 ./ 

SlJ. b .j ec t • 

Social 6 44 14 27 14 35 
Science 

_ ... ---~----

Hegr< 2. ari ty j.::-1 Stndies, capacity to Science 8 30 - 46 4 40 
grasp ill"ld remember. 

-------------------

.Social 24 - 14 23 4 20 
Science 

(contd ••••• Table.43 fOllows) 

~ 
..,J 
w 



1 

r o. 

7. 

8. 

2 

Vlhether the Perspective has broadened. 

Students seriousness in perce-ption of 

fundamentals and his cramming nower. 

transfer and assimilation of knowledge 

and ability to express the sa'lle. 

3 4 5 

.Science 

(Table 43 follows) 

6 

6 

7 

1 ~· ) 

8 9 

--------~ ... --~ 
Social 
.Science 

Cl • .;)Cl.ence 

Social 
Science 

Science 

,social 
Science 

17 20 

18 12 

8 

20 

9 5 

12 31 4 25 
~ 

24 18 4 20 

12 9 

10 18 5 



From above table following conclusions emerge :-

1. When subject wise comparison was made amongst teachers, 

science teachers of JNU said that they evaluated basic 

understanding of the con~epts of subject, larger percent 

of social science teachers said they evaluated students 

regularity in studies, capacity to grasp and remember. 

On the other hand in JMI and DU science teachers and DU 

social science teachers said they evaluated critical 

analysis capability, and accumulation of knowledge. 
' 
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Whereas social science teachers of JJ.U said they evalua-

ted students seriousness in 1.;ercepti.on of fundamentals 

and his crrJ...rnming power. 

2. When subject wise compari.son was made amongst students 

in re:.<sard to what they perceived is being evaluated, it 

was seen that in J}TU, JMI and DU more science students 

felt they are being evaluated in regularity in studies, 

capacity to grasp and remember. Whereas maximum percent 

of aocial science studf~nts of all three universities 

felt they are being evaluated for b asi.c understanding 

of concerts of t1:a subject. 

:i.'Jms, from tll e e.bovc we see that not only tbere is 

difference betv·;pen universities, on v-1hat is being 

but also sciP."::lCe and social science disciplines, 

cJ;ers and students also differo 

I 
evalua~ed 

tea-
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IH P ARTICULl.R C01JH~E 

Having discussed the perception of what is being 

evaluated in terms of subject sex etc. it was thought worth 

while to find out how many of them in fact felt that evalua-

tion was necessary to know the achievement of students. in 

u course. Table - 44 below presents the perception of 

teachers and students aex wise in regard to evaluation n ece-

ssary to know achievement of students in particular course. 

( contd •••••• Table. 44 follows) 



Yes 

J:.A:BLE - 44 

:J:.:ercent of 'reacher and Student Respondw.ts sex ·wise in regard to necessity 
of evaJ..uation to know achievement of student in particular cours~ 

J1IU 'JMI DU 

~-.ra-~ r z A. c :r-~~~lt ~Tt~J~·!'l' TBACE'BR JT U1)'8'1T T TB~\C1.TER STtTD'o/l"T 
TO?~ TOT :\L TO'l' AL 'l'OT ;IT, rOTAL TOT \L 

r' -,,1aj_ e 100 100 100 94 94 94 

98 95 100 94 96 97 
E'emale 96 89 100 94 100 100 

1£al e 6 6 

2 5 6 4 3 
4 11 6 
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From above table following conclusions e::::~erge :-

1. Irrespective of university al~nost all the teachers (95%) 

said evaluation was needed to know the achievement of 

students in particular course~ 

2. However, when students response was seen, though the 

trend was almost the same ,slightly less percent of fem

ale students from JNU felt so. To be more specific 11% 

of female of JNU said that evaluation was not needed to 

know the achievement of students in particular course. 

Thus, w.e see se,"{ factor did differ slightly. 

Necessitv of Evaluation to know achievement of students in 

particular course (subject-wise) :-

An attempt \vas also made to ascertain the percent 

of teacher-students belonging to different subject discipli

ne as to whether- they considered evaluation was necessary. 

Table-45 below presents the results. 
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TABLE - 45 

l:.§rcent of .Student and Teacher Respondents 
5'ubject-wise in regard to necessity 

Yes 

No 

of evaluation to know achieve-
ment of student in parti-

cular course 

(1NU JMI DU 

SUI3JECT/ ·rEA- STU- TE1- STU- TEA- STU 
CHER DF.'r-TT CIJER DElfT CHER DEnT 

Science 94 100 100 100 93 100 

.Sociu 100 92 100 91' 96 95 
Science 

Science 6 7 

Social 8 .9 4 5 , . 
~c1 enc e 

From above table it is seen that maximum percent 

of science a'1d social science teachers and students said 

evaluation is necessary to know achievement of students in 

regard to particul::rr- course • .lmonst students it was seen 

that very less percent of social science students (5% - 9~0 

of a11 the thrAe universities said evaluation is not nece-

ssa.ry to len ow students understanding of particular course, 

whereas no -teacher said so. 'rhus, we m ey conclude that in 

case of students subject discipline did made difference. 
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Thus, one may conclude that whether teacher-students 

belonged to different universities or sex or subject disci

pline, almost un animou<Sly they said evaluation is necessary. 

The faculty and students of university preferred 

evaluation •. An attempt was made to find out which type of 

evaluation they used. As mentioned elsewhere in the section 

there are different methods of evaluation such as Grading, 

Marlcing, Internal assessment, ·external assessment etc. 

In JNU, it was it>und that the evaluation system 

was semester based and mostly internal, except for disser

taticm s, both at M.Phi1/Ph. D levels external evaluation was 

sought.Grading system was prevalent in JlJU and no marks 

were given. 

In J.MI and DU the evaluation system was once in a 

year through the annual examination. Mostly they were 

internal and they used marks for evaluation in each subject. 

In DU in certain subjects the evaluation was also external.. 

AREAS IN WHICH STUD~T£ ARE '!NA.LUA'rED :-

In all subjects, written examination were taken by 

all the three universiticB, while in JNU and (H~I written 
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test was bei.ng evaluated by internal exarniners,in DU it 
I 

was P.Valuated by external e..xaminers. Only in JKU class 

participation was also evaluated and grades ascribed to 

the same. 

SELF h"'V A.lUATION :-

While student evaluation through P.Xamination based 

on semester system or othervdse was considered. An attempt 

was made to find out if tbere existed any self-evaluation 

in any of the three universities. Before examining this 

aspec·t, it was thought necessp..ry to ascertain if teachers 

and students· knew anything about self evaluation at all. 

To this quer~r t;be re;3ponses obtained from Teachers 

and students are given below :-

1o Maximum percent of teacbers and students defined self 

evaluation ar:> r-walu8.ting one self. Other defittations 

given were :-

2. Self-evaluation is l1ow 2. :person compares himself with 

others. 

;.; • .!:;elf'-evaluatj_on is testinG one's ability. 

4. It is evaJ.uation ot· the self and self expression. 
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5. .Self evalua'liiOn i:3 ev2J.uation of the self, by the self, 

for the self. 

'£bus, self-eve.luation ar,:l defined above by the teach

ers was exaJnined in term~:> of the percent of teacher-students 

who favoured and did not favour the satne. Slightly more 

than 55~~ of teachers and 70% of students said t~at they 

favoured self Evaluation. Tbe reasons advanced by them 

for favouring self-eval12ation was that it v1ould he1p persons 

to know their own weaknesses and thus contribute to improv

ing one-self. .$orne other.s felt that self evalue.tj_on helped 

to develop confidence and desire to improve and 1 earn moreo 

A few others who did not favour self-evaluation said 

that in India the rnaturi ty of teachers and studtnts is not 

so high th:.=J,t self-evaluation will be objective. Some felt 

that it would be rather difficult to self-evaluate as each 

person think that he knows a lot and does not feel to accept 

that he doesn't. 

Wben asked, if they were :i.n favour of students eva

luating teachers as is b8ing done in Vlestern/T~ropesn countri

es? To this, maximum percent of teachers anci students respon

dents said that yes it should be done (i.e. by 6<)5t to 70%). 



Other said it is o.k and only very few percent said that 

it should not be done, of the latter, there were more tea-

chers than students. 

T'hose who favoured students evaluation of teachers, 

said that it will improve teaching. A few others said that 

it should be adopted as teachers should know about their 

capabilities. 

SUMMARY 
.. 
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The present study set out with the aim of ascertain-

ing the objectives of higher education as perceived by 

tea::!hers a."ld students of differa1t universities. Also an 

attempt was made to find out whether the p a-ceived obj e

ctives of higher education by teachers and students varien 

in terms of the university to which they belonged sex: factor 

and subject discipline. Not only the objectives werP 

considered in dPtail but ::m attempt was also made to find 

out what ty-pe of evaluation was being fOllowed by different 

univer~~ities and whether self evaluation also existed in 

the three universities. .Analysis of the datr-1 obtained in 
I 

all the above aspects led to the following conclusions :-
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1. T'eachemand studentsdiffered in their perception of 

objectives of r...igher education. The subject disci

pline of the teachers and students ( eg. science and 

social science) also ap'!_)ear ed to have had considerable 

influence on their perception of the objectives of 

higher education by the lar-gest percent of teachers 

and students of JNU considered objectives of highPX 

education to be one of, increasing creativity and 

developing analytical and critical ability; they 

differed from teachers and students of .TMI who consi

dered objectives of higher education to be to develop 

skill and knowledge for employment and evolving better 

society. As for DU teachers and students, they consi

dered objectives of higher education to be one of 

developing human and intellectual capacities. 

2. In regard to whether the method of teaching used in an 

university in anyway contributed to the achieving of 

objectives of higher education, it was observed that 

large percent of teachers and students felt. that 

method of teaching definitely contributed towards 

achieving the objectives of higher education. Within 

this trend, it was seen th~t 73% teachers Of J~I and 
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55% students of JNU were very positive about methods 

of teaching related to achieving the objectives of 

higher _P.ducation as compared to teachers and students 

of other universities. Again, 83% of female teachers 

of JMI university and 56% of female, students of JNU 

and males of DU felt that teaching method did help 

in achieving the objectives of higher educ'ation com

pared to other male and female teachers and student of 

other universities. 

.., 
3. Re~ponses in relation to the methods of teaching consi-

dered a~ very successful and o.k al.so varied amongst 

the three universities, teachers and students rmd also 

on the basis of sex factor and subject discipline. How-

ever-it was seen that maximum percent of teachers 

considered methods of teaching such as seminars, group 

discussion followed by lecture to be very successful, 

whereas students found group discussion ,seminar and then 

lecture method as successful in that order. The methods 

of teaching considered o.k by teachers and students 

of all the three universities was the 1 ecture method 

in the first place follovved by aSsignments, individual 

exercise and tutorials. 

4. In regard to the method of teaching used to the maximum, 

it was found that both teachers and students said that 
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ma'<:imum used method was the lecture method followed by 

group discussion and seminar in that order. 

5. In response· to whether they were satisfied with the 

prevailing tea9hing method,mF.lxirnum nercent of .TNU teach

ers and students said yes, whereas larger percent of 

JNJI teachers and students said that they were not satis

fied with the prevailing teaching methods. As for DU. 

l8rge percent of teachers of this university were satisfied 

with the prevailing methods of .teaching, whereas large 

percent of students were not satisfied with the present 

teaching· methods. 

6. In response to whether a person who has just presently 

completed his M.Phil/Ph.D without teaching experience 

is fit to teach at higher education level or do they 

need some training, maximum percent of teachers and 

students of all the three universities agreed that a. 
' . 

p-esh M.J?hil/Ph. D student is fit to teach as noted ea.tl,~er. 

In this context it was significant to note that more 

teachers (i.e. 66% - 78'1~) than students (59% to 66%) 

felt a fresh M.Phil or Ph.D student will be fit to teacho 

7. To the issue whether there was a need for training in 

teaching methods for teachers for improving teaching, 

it vn::1~; ob3erved that maximum percent of students respon

dents (54% to 66%) from all th8 three universities said 

that such training was needed and it would improve tea-



chin{~ at higher education levels. Whereas maximum 

percent of t enchers ( 48:% to 54~0 said that there was 

no need far training in teaching methods to teachers 

as they can teach. y.r_ell. without traip;ing. 

EVALUATION 
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In regard to the analysis of the data on evalua·tion 

follows conclusions emerges :-

1. In response to what the teachers and snJdents perceived 

as being evaluated at higher education level, maximum 

nercent of JHU teachers said th0y PV8.lu:::tted the degree 

of knowledge assimilated by students and their ability 

to expre8s th-2 :.:.:Tne. In .nrr !Tlaximum percent of teachers 

felt that tney evaluatPd the students seriousness in 

nerceiving the fun:i~"L'1tentals. 1.'Vl11~reas in DU the teachers 

felt, they evaluated the students capacity to critically 

analyse and degree of knowledge accumulated. In con

trast st~ldeut:-.5 ·J.i' J1.-.-(r ::.U1d DU felt that they were being 

cv::lluated in their capacity to grasp and remember. 

2. As regarding evaluation l~~ading to bette}:' tmd erst a.r1 di::-Jg 

of students achievemm~rt ir: a :p,1-rticular course. It 

vvas found that both teachers and stnc1cr:ts of thP- three 



universities unanimously felt that evaluation was nece

ssary to understand students achievement better. 

3. In regard to the type of evaluation system used in all. 

the three universities it was found that .nru followed 

the semester system with inyernal evaluation except for 

M.Fhil/Ph. D dissertation, for which EKternal evaluA.tion 

was sought. They used grades for evaluation. 

In .TMI and DU the evaluation system was once in 
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a year through the annual examination mostly internal and 

they used marks for evaluation.In DU in c~rtain subjects 

external evaluation was adopted. 

4o 'l'he students of all the three universj_ties 'Nere evaluated 

on the badis of their performance in written examination, 

whereaa only in JHU classroo::.'l participation was also 

evaluat:ed. in addition to the above written examination. 

5. Self-evall1ation o:\!a:·~ defined by ma';{iT.::T\.l:il perc<?nt of te.?.chers 

and students, as a process of evaluating one's own perfor

mance. In this regard maximum percent of teachers (55~) 

and students ( 70'1>) were also of the opinion that such 

evaluation was necess:=:.ry to know one~ s own wea'kn esses so 

that ::me can itnDrove and P.Xcel one's ovvn performance. 

6. In regard to student:3 evaluation of teachers :na:ci:Ju:::t 

pe-cent of teachers and. students (60'h to 70%) of all 

the t~ree universities responded positively and desired 



such evaluation to be introduced a~ it will improve 

teaching. 

Thus, this chapter dealt with the presentation of 

results of analysis of the presentation of results of the 

data including that 

R.. Objectives of analysis of higher education was per

ceived differently by universities, teachers and 

students; 
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b. Methods of teaching as followed presently was unsati

sfactory and needed a combination of more than two 

methods in addition to lectures. 

c. Within the existing methods of teaching,seminars,group 

discussion and tutorials were considered very success

fUL methods. Whereas lecture method was considered 

just an o .k method; 

d. Teaching method could be improved by giving orienta

tion in it (this was felt more by students than tea

chers): 

e. Teachers felt a fresh ~:!.Phil/Ph.D is fit to teach 

higher education cla;Jses, but the students felt less 

confident about this and suggested training for even 

tb e3e t eac·hers; 
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f. Evaluation was considered necessary by all for achi

eving higher education goals. 

g. Vlb;i.le teachers and students wanted self-evaluation, 

student evaluation of teachers was not supported much 

by teachers though students wanted it. 

These results have been successful in throwing 

light on certain assumed contentions in the field of 

higher education, by empirical analysis. Vlhile it was 

assumed that teachers of Univ::• will have almost similar 

concepts of objectives, Ofbigher education, the present 

study ·has shown empirically that these assumptions 

were rather faulty. Similarly while there had been 

a general feeling that lecture method was not very 

successful, none made it clear what they wanted. The 

present study has been able to spell out the teachers 

and students feelings and opinions about the different 

methods of teaching. 

Also in evaluation, while all along its need 

had been known and accepted none bad empl.rieally tried 

to explore what kind of evaluation was needed and what 

was the opinionof teachers and students. Though much 

more details could be worked out in regard to opera

tionalising these sugg~stions, the }!resent study in a 



limited way has contributed a fairly good understanding 

of what besets the teaching and learning process at the 

higher education level. Towards this end, one may say 

that the study has made a contribution. 

The next chapter discusse4·these results in the 

light of other studies in this area. 

**•********* 
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CHAPT~R : 5 

DISCUSSION 

Researches in the field of higher education, rela

ted to methods of teaching and eva1uation system have bem 

reviewed by Mckeachie ( 1963), Trent and Cohen ( 1973), Reddy 

and Joshi (1978), Buch (1974) and Mukhopadhyay and other·· 

. (1980). 'l'hese studies focussEd mainly on the effectiveness 

in the differ·a1t methods of teaching but did not however, 

compare teaching and evaluation system amongst different 

univeruities or in terms of factor or 6Ubject disciplineo 

The present study has tried to ascertain to what extent 

the universities differed amongst themselves on the basis 

of sex and subject discipline. 

As mentioned elsewhere in this thesis the1 present 

study set out with the main aim of ascertaining if univer

sities differed amongst themselves in their concept of 

objectives of higher educat:i.on, whether they used different 

methods of teaching and evaluation system, or if. the Opinion 

of teachers and students differed in regard to teaching 

methods used and the evaluation system prevailed in the 

universities and also to see if different subject disciplines 

such as science and social science as well as sex factor 

amongst teachers md students in anJl.vay contributed to 
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differential opinion on methods of teaching and evalua

tion eystem. 

The results emanating from the analysis of the 

data, showed that universities' differed in terms of what 

they perceived as objectives of higher education; and it 

also showed that teachers and students differed in their 

concept of which is the most succe$sful method of teaching; 

the differences were also obtained in terms of the subject 

disciplines viz-science discipline, teachers and students 

preferred laboratory method of teaching, whereas social 

science students md teachers preferred lecture md group 

discussion method. The universities also differed in their 

conceptc£,·;bich is a more adequate system of evaluation. 

The above results have been discussed in the light 

of other studies avai.lable in the field of higher education. 

The discussion will be on the basis of -

a. Objectives of higher education. 

b. Methods of teaching and objectives of higher _education. 

c. Ir'Iethods of teaching considered very successful, o.k 

and not successful. 

d. Maximum used method of teaching. 

e. ~atisfaction Viith prevailing teaching methods. 
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f. Fitness of teachers enployed. 

g. Need for training for improving teacbing. 

IN AJ)J NI'I OH 

h. What is Evaluated? 

i. Necessity of evaluation to know students achievemento 

j. Evaluation system usedo 

k. Areas in which students are evaluat edo 

1. Self-evaluation, and 

m. £tuden ts evaluation of teachers. 

OBJEC'riVEii OF HIGH~~R EDUClTION 

It may be recalled that three universities viz. 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, Jamia Millia Islamia and 

Delhi University were taken as sample ·for this study and 

a total of 151 teachers and 110 students were selected 

for this purpose. 

As mentioned in the previous , chapter objectives of 

higher education differed amongst all the three tmiversi

ties. The objectives of higher education as stated by 

JNU teachers and students was to increase cr~ativity, 

analytical and critical knowledge for economic and rocial 
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develorrnent. Whereas in J!iU, objectives of higher education 

was stated as, to develop knowledge for employment and better 

society, the Delhi Universitjl'steachers and students stated, the 

objectives of higher education as development of human and 
• 

intellectual capaci tieso 

'rhese results have supported the statements of 

·~ingh, Sharma, Veeraraghavan, Rehman ( 1986 ), who gave obj e

ti ves of. higher education as 

a. imparting in-depth knowledge of the rubjects concerned, 

b. developing critical and analytical abilities, 

c. developing the ability to relate and use this knowledge 

in real life situations, 

d. developing vocatj_onal and -rro fession al skills and 

e. developing social, ml tural and aesthetic values. 

Also,Inoom and his colleagues ( 1956) had earlier classified 

objectives as,•cognitive' (i.e. to do with comprehending 

knowledge and information), 'affective' (i.e to do with 

attitudes, values and. emotions) and 'psychomotor' (i.e to 

do with physic ~'11 skills). Bloom ( 1956) tri P.d to arrange 

objectives 'Nitbin each of these three areaso 

The difference in perception of objectives of higher 

education by three universities may be because the aim of 

three universities vary. JlTU believes in giving more of 
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JMI stresses on practical and action oriented training 

and D.U on theoretical teaching. 

M15TBOD3 OF TBACHllJG AND 0BJBCTIV1'}$ OF HIGH"I'l:R 41UUCATION 

In resnon se to contribution of methods of teaching 

in achieving objectives of higher education,it is seen 

that both teache:-s a1d students responded that methods of 

.__ ..... -

teaching defini-tely contributed to achieving the obj ecti-

ves of higher education. This supports findings of Davies 

(1976 ),that methods of teaching does contribute in achi-

eving objectives of hit; her education. In particular, 

Davies suggested that trad.i.tional methods of teaching help 

r ela ti vely more, in achieving objectives of higher education. 

METEDDS OF 'rEACHING - V~RY 3UCC"SSS:nJL 

As seen in the analysis of results, methods- of teac-

hing considered as 11ery successful differed amongst 

teachers Md stndents of all the three universities. ·rea-

chers considered seminar, group discussion fo110rJe0. by 

Group Discussj_on, seminar r:md then lecture to be very 

successfulc . 
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This supports the findings of University Grants 

Committee ( 1964 ), which also stated that student's considered 

lectures might be fewer and need not be compulsory if a 

greater use c.Juld be made of the seminar or tutorial. system. 

These findings are also rupported by Bliss and Ogborn ( 1977), 

Beard and Senior ( 1980), who stated that students often 

comment on poor lecturing tecrnique. 

Orr seeing if me tho ds o { t eac bing differed for different 

subject disciplines, it was found that science students of 

all the three universities said laboratory method to be very 

successful and they gave second prefermce to lecture method • 

. Whereas social science students preferred group discussion 

and seminar as the most successful methodzfol)_owed by lecture 

method. 

This difference amongst science and arts (social 

science) students was a1so mention e::l by M·arris ( 1964 ); and 

University Grants Committee ( 196 4), who in tbeir studies 

had found that science students in comparison to social 

science students considered lecture method to be more app

ropriate to introduce a ne\~ subject. P.owever, they opted 

for laboratory method more than other method.'i. 

I'his is understandable because science subjects re

quire a good deal of practical v1ork and even the theory to be 
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understoOj requires considerable demonstrations. Perhaps, 

this i::> why they prefer laboratory method to other method:J• 

ME'rHOD OF TEACHING CON ~IDERED O.K. 

Both teachers and students of all the three univer-

si ties stated that, 1 ~ture method is o.k at first place. The 

percent of st1ldent respondents was morein saying so. Next 

to lecture method, the methods considered o.k were individual 

exercise, tJtorial, and assignmmt,in that ordero 

Lecture method may be considered as o.k by maximum 

percent of respondents becaude of its certain merits and 

demerits viz. A. lecture :neth:Jd is inexpensive, it takes less 

preparation time, it also takes less time of students to cover 

the sarYJe material then with engagement in discussion. Lecture 

is specic:>..J.ly valuable for introducing and opening up a subjecto 

jpecially in science rubjects, lecture is considered as the ·best 

method to start a topic (university grants committee,1964)o 

Demerits of lecture method are that, it is unidirectional, it 

I '' is less easy to counter act, as a result, the lecture fails 

to Encourage creativity and ;;r:)blem-solving. .'mother demerit 

of lecture method is its poor effect on retention i.e students 

forget, or never learn of what is said. This is seen more 

in longer lectures ( Jo ::;eph Irenaman; as reported by Jlcl ei sh, 

19 76 ). 
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MAXIMUM USED lT~l'HOD OF TBACHTim 

-As was observed in the present research, maximum 

percent of both teachers and students stated that,lecture 

was the ma.'Cimum-used method of. teaching ir universities, 

which was followed by group discussion, seminar and their 

combination in that order. ·rhese findings support those of 

Khanna (1986) who found that,lecture was the most used tea

ching technique at higher education level and even when 

discussiom or seminars were used, lecture method was used 

to initiate discussion. 

The maximum use of lecture may be because of its being 

as- a means of coveying factual information. A.s stated by 

Mukhopc1dhyay and Nurtby ( 19R6) lecture methGd has consider

able })Otential for r1Chievin[~ certain objectives of teaching, 

like communicntion of information to studer.ts etc. Lecture 

method is also used because of its potential of effective use 

in a large group of students. _-t]_so combination of lecture 

m et:hod and discussion m ,:;t hod was used next, most popularly, 

as discussion method was found to be very eff\"'Cti,.Je. It ,nlso, 

vvas observed. to p~:cvide O]Jnortunities to students to share 

their feelings and opinion amongst themselves. 

;)eminar method was considered as an effective process 

and thus v~as used in teachj_ng at highe.r educatipn level. 
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This method,in addition to testing the learners grasp of 

the subject content, awareness, capacity for analysis, syn

thesis, ::-md organised and well-ordered presentation etc.,·~·· 

also tests the individual's capacity for research and creative 

thinking (.Moonis Raza, D. Chandra, Prakash Chander and Onkar 

Singh, 1986 ). 

Thus, these three methods ·appear to be used to the 

maximum bJT teachers of all tbe three universities, ·even 

though somP teachers dj_d report that, they also used other 

methods of teaching such as tutorial, assignments, individual 

ex:ercise etc •. as and when neededo 

SA'l'I SFltC'l'I ON WI1'l! I' RE\T !ULDTG 1'BiCiliHG TC8TEODS 

il'fl att t-Illpt wa:3 made in t bis study to ascertain if 

the teachers and students of the three universities were 

.satisfied vvi th prev;liline metl1ods of teachinr; being used 

in the university, and whetl;er teachers and students differed 

in their satiafaction v~i t b the teaching methods. ~is one 

would expect, th:: teachers wb<J '/Jere using tbe present method of 

teachine vvere naturally more satisfied with it than the stu

dents. Relatively le:Jser numcer of students were satisfied 

with the present method of teaching b ecause,there were too 

many l::>ctures on thP topics concerned and very little optoo 

for t}j em to tnt eract with t eac}lefS. 
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'l'hose 1,vho were unsatisfied with the prevailing 

teaching methods therefore,also suggested that in addition 

to_ the lecture method that is being used presently, teacbers 

should also adopt other methods of teaching and where possible 

they should suitably combine more than one method. Other 

suggest ions given by them in c1ud ed that there should be a 

complete reorientation of the entire teacbing methods. 

FITNE.33 Or"' I'EB.CI-TER3 EMPLOYED 

While more students aYJd 1 ess teachers felt that the 

present me.thods of teaching were rather unsatisfactory, it 

was interesti.ng ·to note tbat teachers and students also diff

ered in regard to fresh-graduates being considered as effec

tive teachers. While teachers again opined that, the fresh 

graduates CaYl be and often are very effective and fit to 

teach post graduate claases, the students did not however, 

feel so. 

The students also felt thnt,the nc:wly recruited tea

chers should b?. given traininp, before they are rtssigned thp 

job of teaching at post-graduate level. 

'rhese fi.ndi.nes find sunnort in the findings of 

universi.ty grants committP.e (1964), which stated that train

ing should b(! {!,iven before rccruJt1ng fresh cc:mdidates for 

teachi.ng jobs. This 1-vas state:l in a study undertaken by this 

committee,in which a1nongst a sample of university teachers, 

majority of tbem '.'lere in favour of tbP. view that 'newly 
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appointed university teachers should receive some form of 

organised instruction or guidance on how to teach'. In 

the present-day context also,after therevision of teachers 

pay-scales and in the introduction of the new education 

policy, there is a concerted effort to give orientation 

to n evvly recruited teachers. 

·Those teachers who stated that a fresh M.Phil/Ph. D 

can teach ·well, said so, because they felt th3.t a student 

get enough knowledge by doing Ph.D,attending SETIJinar and 

keeping himself u:p-to-date with current knowledge, and soif 

they are allowed to teach a topic of their choice they could 

not only teach very vvell and give the latest information, 

but, it will also increase tteir confj_d~nce in teaching. 

Other reasons givr:m by ::1ax:imum percent o:f respondents 

v.;ere tb~::.t, tbe fresh recruit would generally bring with 

him new ideas and knowledge and v.ould be relatively more 

motivated to teach better and be up-to-date in his · read

ing, whereas traj_ning will hn11 him like the rest who orient 

or train him. -~lso a person "becomes perfect to teach, throu

gh continued re:3earch and teachj_ng rather than by attending 

orientation coursesG 

l\1aximum percent of Tf'-!spond.ents, who were of one 

opinion that training should be eiven before recruiting a 

fresh condidat e for t eacbtng job, said so, because they 

felt teachj_ng was not just obtaining knowledge from books. 
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They should have knowledge of tackling students' problems. 

Thus practical training should be given to tackle students. 

Effective suggestions put forvvard were in the areas of 

training in language and teaching me·thodology"and a few 

more suggested real thorough refresher courses and semi-

nars be conducted by specialists in the concerned area, 

or topics to be handled by the fresh recrui tso 

TJ "SED FOR TRAH~ UTG FOR D.:J'ROVING T"l!!A.CHING 

It \vas found that t eacr,ers of all the three uni ver-

sities said that training in various teaching methods will 

not improve the standard of teaching,whereas students said 

that training in teaching methods will improve standard of 

teaching. l'his difference may be because,teachers in compa-

rison to students are more satisfied with prevailing teach-

ing methods, and perhaps felt that t they were a b 1 e t o 

teach VJithout training, tbere is no need to give training 

for te~ching methods. 

F.V ALU il T I QI\T 

WHA:T IS BV ALU A'rBD? 

. 
It was seen in resul c.., o.n alysis that 

1
m .~imum percent 

of respondents felt, the understanding of the students con-

cerning tb e s.~bject matter is evaluated. Other felt, the 
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capa:ci ty to grasp and remember, regularity in studies, 

seriousness in perceiving the fundamentals etc. are eva

luated. Others said,they .evaluated the critical and analy

tical ability as well as accumulation of knowledge,and also 

how much the teacher had conveyed to students and how much 

of it had been grasped ,and how much knowledge had they 

assimilated and their ability to ecpress the same. This 

supported the findings of Patel, Bose and Ranganathan ( 1986) 

who stated that, they evaluate student achievement in subjects 

and assessing the efficiency end effectiveness of instruc

tional procedures. 

NECB3>ii'rY UF E"vALUAl'IOH TO IOTOW ACHIEVBJ\~T<l·TT OF 3TUD"Ef'~·rs 

Di PAHl'ICUI .. H COUR~'S 

In response to this, it was found that almost all 

teachers and students of three universities said that eval

uation j_s necessary to know, the level a student has 

achieved in a particular course. Eval.u::Yt ion is also done 

because it also helps to knJw wh~ther the students are ready 

to take the course, whetber they need any further remedial 

course; vvhether ·~hey have accomplished tl1e 1 e8Tning o"l.;j ecti

ves, which students have failed to achieve vvhich objectives, 

v;hy they have :failed to d.o so; and what aspects of the 

instructional :rrocedures need improvemP.nt. It su-pports the 
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findings of Veeraraghavan ( 1986) who stated that if there 

was no &amination, the selection of candidates for any 

job or course v,ould tend to be affected by patrongage, nepo

tism end inefficiency. il"he also stated that,students gain 

a lot from the examination, for insta1ce, passing an examina

tion •. helps t hmn gain a certain degree of security , they 

can be also securEdin the knowledge they had gained. They 

get an ideas of their own assets, they gain confidence in 

their ovvn ability and gets a feeling of success and achieve-

1 

As seen in results analysis, the E~raluation .System 

used differed cunong st universities. It was found that in 

JNU the e-valuation system vvas semester-based and mostly 

internal, ex:cept for dissertation, both at M.Phil/P.hoD levels, 

external evaluation was sought. Grading system was preva.lent 

in JNU :md no marks were givm. In JMI and DU the evalua-

ti'on system was one e in a year through the annn al ex arhination. 

1·/iostly they were internal and they used marks for evaluation 

in each s11bj P.Ct. In DU_, in ccrt.1.in suhj ccts th c fVIlluation 

was also externalo 
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AREA-S IN WHICH -ii'flJDBNT S ARE EV ALU A'rED 

It was found that students of all the three universi

ties were evaluated on the basis of written examination,and 

in JNU alongwith written examination, students classroom 

participation is also evaluated. 

JELF-WvALU~~riON 

Self".!"'evaluation vvas defined by maximum teachers and 

student-s as evaluating one self. Other's defined self evalu

ation as, ho·w a person cornnares himself with others, testing 

one's ability and evaluation of the self and self-expression. 

It is seen from results analysis that maximum percent of 

teacbers and students said self-evaluation should be done, 

as it helps persons to know their own weal:messes and thus 

contribute to improve one-self. Some others felt that self

evaluation helps to develop confidence and desire.~.to improve 

and learn more, thus self -evaluation should be don e.. This 

supports the findings of Boud and Lublin ( 1983) who stated 

that,stut;ents st!ould develop a capacity for self-asse.ssmmt 

as itis anecess:1ry component of independent or autonomous 

thinkinrs· This VYas also suvnorted earlier by Bruffee ( 1978) 

who stated that,by it dee~)er understanding is achieved and 

it develops J.nsigbts into wl1at is required. 
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ctiSto 
It was LSeen in th)_s research that both teachers and. 

students said
1
that students should evaluate teachers, as it 

will help in improving teaching,also it helps teachers know 

about their capabilities. ( -\w e.d. t'?>a.lo-.c.h.a.JAdvll.'-' 1 \<\~I) 

Thus it is seen that .;...._ universities differed amongst 

the.11selves in regard to their concept of the objectives of 

higher educationo : , Methods of teaching.,according to both 

teachers and students,_offered to contribute towards achie-

ving the objectives of higher education. Group-discussion, 

Seminar vvere considered as very successful method of teaching 

by social science teachers and students, whereas science 

students opined that laboratory method a1d lecture nethod were 

more successful. The methods which were considered o .k, 

were Lecture, Tutorial, Project and Assignment •. - :.rhe maxi-

mum .. used method in_ the three universities was lecture followed 

by group discussion md seminar in that order. · _ Teachers 

were found to be satisfied with the prevail-ing teaching metho

ds, whereas students were not. They suggested that to make 

teaching more effective, group-discussion and semin<:tr or 

combination, or lecture method with other methods should be 

used. · : 'ifvhile more teachers felt that afresh r~:T.Phil/Ph.D 
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student was fit to teach 11igher education classes, more 

students felt tlJat they are not fit to teach,and sugtsested 

for giving training to them before recruiting. Relatively 

lesser number of teacbe.rs.in comparison to students,said that 

there was no need for training to improve teaching. In 

regard iJ.) eva.lu ation, teachers said that they evaluated stu-· 

dents' understanding of the subject • wherea;:; students said that 

their grasping power was "being evaluated. Almost a 11 the 

respondents said that it was necessary to evi':luate in order 
J . 

to knmv the students level of achievement ~ The evaluation 

system used in JNU was semestE:r based with r.;rades, whereas 

in J~n and DU it was annual exam,.nation with marks. ·. The 

students were evaluated on the basis of their written cxmni-

nation in all the three universities. ~Nnile in J1fU, class-

room participation ·:vas also given weighta(!;e, such ~;valuation 

was not obtaine(: in the othe-r two universitieso .Self-

evaluation was d':;fin ed. as, 1 evaluating one-self' by teachers 

and students. J,!ax:imum percent were in favour of doing it, 

as t;]:J ey felt it VIOUJ.d help setting right tl1 eir weak:ne sses. 

Hegarding students evaluating teachers, it vvas seen that 

more students tb:J .. n tenctcrs said,it sllould be adopted as it 

will help improve teaching. On tbe otber hand, teachers were 

of the view that in India, students have not l:een matured to 

that extent that they could (-;valvate( teacl:er;:; objectively, 

or that teachers wouJ.d t.s..ke t11e evaluation in the right 

spirit. 
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CONCLUSION.$ AND RECOM1vT:BMDA'l'ION.S 

,, 

Three Universities viz. Jawaharlal Nehru Univer

sity, Jamia Milia Islamia and Delhi University were 

~aken to see if they differed in concept of objectives 

o:f Higher Education and Methods of teaching and the 

Evaluation .SystE!Il being used. The sample consisted of 

151 teachers and 110 students from these three Univer

sities. The tool used for collecting above said 

informatiop. was a questionnaire common for both teachers 

and studentso· The data collected was analysed by using 

percentiles as this study is exploratory and descriptive 

in naturae The results obtained show that :-

Teacher and student differed in their perception 

of Objectives of highe~ education. The subject discip~ine 

Of the teachers and students ( eg. Science and Social. -

Science) also appeared to have had considerable influence 

on their perception of the objectives of higher .educationo 

Largest percent of teacher and students of JNU considered 

objectives of higher education to he one of, increasing 

creativity and developing analytical and critical ability; 

They differed from teacher's and stude1ts of JI.II who 
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considered objectives of higher education to be to 

develop skill and knowledge for employment and evolving 

better society. As for D.U. teachers and students, they 

considered objectives of higher education to be one of 

developing human and int ellectuaJ. capaci tieso 

In re.gard to whether the Method of teaching used 

in an University in any way contributed ~o.the achieving 

of objectives of higher education, it was observed that 

large percent of teachers and students felt that Method 

of teaching used definitely contributed towards achieving 

the objectives of higher education.Withl.n this trrod, it 

was seen that ·73% teaching of JMI and 55% student of JN'U 

were very positive about methods of teachizrg related to 

to achieving the objectives of higher education as 

compared to teachers and students of other Universitieso 

Again, 83% of the male teachers of JMI University and 

56% of the female students. of· JHU and male students Of 

Delhi University felt that. teaching method did help in 

achieving the objectives of higher education compared to 

male and female teachers and students of other Universi tieso 

Responses in relation to the methods of teaching 

considered as very successful and O.K. also varied amongst 

the three Universities, teachers and stud€nts and also on 
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the basis of' sex factor and subject disciplineo However 

it was seen that m ax:imum percentage of teachers considered 

methods of teaching such as seminars, Group discussion 

fOllowed by lecture to be very successfUl, where as 

students found Group discussion Seminar and then lecture 

method as successful in that ordero The Methods of 

t.eaching considered O.K. by teachers and students of all .. 
the three universities was the lecture method in the first 

place followed by assignments, individual exercise tutori-

als. 

In regard to the method of teaching used .to the 

maximum, it was found that both teachers end students said 

that maximum us·ed method was the lecture method, fOllowed 

by Group discussion and Seminars in that ordero 

In response to whether they were satisfied with 

the prevailing teaching method maximum percent of JNU 

teachers and students said yes, where as larger percentage 

of JMI teachers and students said that they were not 

satisfied with the prevailing teaching methodso .As for 

Delhi University, large percentage of teachers of this 

University were satisfied with the prevailing methods of 

teaching, where as large percentage Of students were not 

satisfied vJi th the present teaching methodso 
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In response to whether a person who has just 

pre$ently completed his M.Phil/Ph.D. without teaching 

experience is fit to teach at higher education level or 

need some training, maximum percentage of 

teachers and students of all the three Universities 

agreed tha~ .a fresh MoPhil/PhoD. student is fit to teach 

because of continued research by which he gets enough 

knowledge to teach. In this context it was significant 

to note that more teachers (ie 66% to 78%) than students 

(59% to 66~0 felt a fresh M.l?hil or Fh. D. student will be 

fit to teacho 

,(7) 1'o the issue whether there was a need for training 

in teaching methods for teachers for improving teaching, 

it was observed that ma'Cimum percentage of student 

respondents (54% to 66%) from all the three Universities 

said that such training vms needed and it would improve 

teaching at higher education levels. Wher~eas m:.:o::irnum 

percentar.?;e of teachers ( 48% to 54%) said that there was 

no need :for training in teaching methods to teachers as 

they can teach vvell without any training. 

KV.~U,UATION:-

In regard to the analysis of the data on evaluation 

follow.lng conclusions emerged:-
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( 1} In response to what the teachers and students 

(2) 

(3) 

perceived as being evaluated at }ligher Education level. 

Maximum percentage of JNU teachers said they evaluated 

the degree of knowledge assimilated by students and their 

ability to express the same. In JMI maximum percentage of 

teachers felt that they evaluated the students seriousness 

in perceiving the fundamentals, vvhereas in Delhi Universi. ty 

the teachers felt, they evaluated the students capacity 

to critically analyse and degree of knowledge accumulated. 

In contrast students of JNU and DU felt that they wer"' 

being evaluated in their capacity to grasp and remernbero 

As regarding evaluation leading to better under

stand.ing of students achievement in a particular courseo 

It was found that both teachers and students of the three 

Universities unanimously felt that evaluatlon was necessary 

to understand students acheivement bettero 

In regard to the tYPe of evaluation system used in 

all the three Universi tiP.s it was found that JJ~U followed 

the semester systen with internal evaluation except for 

M.Phil/Ph.Do dissertation, for which external evaluation 

was sought. ~rhey uoed grades for evaluationo 
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In JMI and DU the evaluation syste"!l was once in 

a year through the annual examination mos'tly internal 
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and they used marks for evaluation. In Delhi University 

in certain subjects external. evaluation was adoptedo 

The students of all the three universities were 

evaluated on the basis of their performance in Yvri tten 

exa11ination, where as only in JNU, Class room participa

tion w~s also evaluated in addition to the above written 

examinationo 

(5) Self-evaluation '~vas defined by maximum percent of 

teachers (55%) and Students (70%) were also of the opinion 

that such evaluation. ,.'Vas necessary to know one's ovm weakness 

so that one can improve and excel one's oyvn performanceo 

(6) In regard to students evaluation of teachers 

maximum percentage of teachers a.Yld students(60 to 70%) 

of all the three universities responded positively and 

desired such evaluation to be introduced as it will 

improve teacbingo 

Thus, this chapter dealt with the conclu~>ion of 

the researcho 
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that (a) Objectives of Higher Education was perce

ived differently by Universities, teachers and students. 

(b) Methods of teaching as follOvJed presently was unsatis

factory and needed a combination of more than two methods 

in addition to lectures~ (c) Within the existing methods 

Of teaching seminars group discussion and tutorials were 

considered very successful methodso Whereas lecture 

method was considered just an O.K. method; (d) Teaching 

methods-could be improved by giving orientation in it. 

(this was felt more by students than teachers)o 

(e) Teachers felt a fresh Mol?hil/:Ph. D. is fit to teach 

higher education classes, but tbe students .felt less 

confident about this and suggested training for even 

these teachers; (f) Evaluation was considered necessary 

by all for achieving Higher Education Go~:ll[>. (g) While 

teachers and students wanted self evaluation, student 

evaluatj_on of teacbers v;as not supported. much by teachers 

though students wan tea it. 

Tbese results have been successful in throwing 

light on certain assumed contentions in the field of 

Higher Education, by empiriaal analysiso While it was 

assumed that teachers Of Universities will have almost 
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similar concepts of objectives of higher education the 

present study has shown empirically that these assumption$ 

were rather faul tyo Similarly while there had been a 

general feeling that l~cture method was not very success

ful, none made it clear what they wanted. The present 

study has been able to spell out the teachers and students 

feelings and opinions about the. different methods Of 

teachingo 

Also in evaluation, while all along its need had 

been kno~n and accepted>none had empirically tried to 

explore what kind of evaluation was needed and what was 

the option of teachers and students. Though much more 

details could be worked out in regard to operationalising 

these suggestions, the present study in a limited way 

has contributed a fairly good understanding of what besets 

the teaching~learning process at the higher education 

levelo 

Towards_ thU end, one may say that the study has 

made a contribution in finding out the differences· amongst 

three unive'rsities viz. Jawaharlal Nehru University, 
~. ..... 'y "'ov...t. L; 

Jamia Milia Islamia and Delhi UniversityJ fer the methods 

of teachj_ng and evaluation systemo It has thrown light 
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\"'i\). 
onLprevelant teaching method, whieh is·not proper and also 

on evaluation systemo It is seen that though Education 

Commission and UGC had suggested for changes in evaluation 

system i.e./Grades in place of marks, .Semester system 

inspite Of Annual and Internal. Evaluation in place of 

external., it is seen that only Jawaharlal.. Nehru University 

is fOllowing these changes and the other two Universities 

i..e:;J aroia Milia Islamia and Delhi University are still 

proceeding with tradi tion.eJ. evaluation systen i..e:;Annual..~ 

with rna rkso 

0.... 
Thus·, this study has tried to introduce.(_few sugges-

tions for improving teaching methods and evaluation systemo 

LIMITATIONS.. 

The study being ex:plorato~y and descriptive in 

nature had mainly res9rted to describing the data either 

in terms of frequencies ~percentage of respondents 

reacEing to a particular question. This \'Jas necessary as 

it was not known how the respondents in the Universities 

will be able to provide ansv.,;ers to varied issues which 

were highly subjective in nature. If there had been enough 

aupporting evidence on the v;::;rious issues considered in 

either one or the other direction, mey be it would have 
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beem: possible to find out which objective Of higher 

:education was considered most appropriate or which metho-

dology of teaching should be adopted etco The whole field 

.of higher education has beE=>n such that many issues are 

treated as a convention, or as a precedence rather than 

what it should be or what it is/( With this background in 

mind. 1 f one looks at the present study, one may understand 

why it has to be eocploratory and descriptive in nature, 

and why had to resort to frequency. and percentile analysis. 

Thus the first major limitation of this study has bem 

one of obtaining highly opinionated responses and comparing 

the same amongst Universities, teachers and students and 

subject disc iplin eso 

The second major limitation of the study is that, 

knowing fully well that most of the colleges/universities 

use lecture as method of teaching an attempt was made to 

ascertain if other methods of teaching are worth while and 

which of the methods were being used at different levelso 

Here again, even though most institutions of higher 

education 'Nere ua ng mainly 1 ecture method, the exploration 

led to the knovvledge' that other methods were also being used 
rku. w"' dutvt. oJ "~'h-' """'OI(S il"e.Y 

? in some departments and whare not used-J_methods of teaching 

apart from tbe lecture method. J.'he criticism in this regard 
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would be that many may desire many things but actually 

being used is only the lecture method, which is very well 

known, and so why study this aspect? In reply to this, 

it must be pointed out that the study has been able to 

show that not only the teachers, even students vJere aware 
G.--

Of various methods of teaching and{few of the departments 

have successfully tried out a combination of two or more 

methods. 

Ideally speaking one may try out on the same or 

matched·popu.lation of students;different comb·C~Hon of 

·method~~1~d out their effect on the teaching-learning 

process. The researcher intends to take up such a study 

at :Ph. D. levelo 

Another limitation is similar to the second one above, 

but in the area of evaluation. As i:s well knovm all univer-

sities receiving UGC support more or less use the same 

method of evaluation barring very few modifications by a 

few universities. The criticism isJwhen it is w.all knO\'Jl1 

that all universities follow the same metl;od of evaluation 

an .empirical study to understand this phenomenon is not 

necesse.ry. In this regard it may be pointed out that 
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within the three uni vers~ ties selected it is revealing to 

note that the three universities differed in their mode of 

evaluation} ;~eriod Of evaluation and content of evaluationo 

Furthermore;it is equally interesting to note that both 

teachers and students appear to be aware of. accreditation_)· 

self-evaluation and student evaluation of teachers, and 

many dehi...,.-ed that these should be introduced in the 

university system. Therefore, one may not consider that this 

was a futile ex cerCi~ However, it ·would be very ideal 

to take up in the same University different methods Of 

evaluation and find out which system suits which department. 

It will also be important to ascertain if self-evaluation 

by teachers aYJ.d students in any way contribute to improve -

ment in tlleir o~m respective performanc eso .Simil:lrly 1 

another area of study can be evaluation of te11chers by 

students and the in traduction of accreditation in Uni ver-
I ! 

sities, ',vhether it \a)ovtol lead to 3ny bettement in students 1 

performMce, 8.s well as output of the Universities. 

It may be reiterated here th3t tbe various studies 

proposed and recommended to be conducted to some extent 

could have bern undertalc en by the researcher herself. 

However it was thought important to understand the pheno-

me:1on as it exists in Unive..rsities, before taking up any 
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specific issue and for exploration and further studieso 

Despite the above limitations the present study •.. 
'tD' \ ~j. • 

\., ~~ h~» tried to. achieve some of the objectives, with which it 
... .., ~·~- ··..,t?/./ 
~~_:..::if art ed its exploration., It bas negatived the myth. that 

all Universities have the same objectives, foliOw the same 

methods of teaching and adopt the same method of eva].uation 

anlhas also shown that students and teachers differed in 

regard to their opinion on various issues studied'in this 

research~ 

·ro the extent that it has sho\1\n that Universities, 

teachers and students, different subject disciplines and 

sex factor variation contribute to differential opinion 

regarding the teaching - learning process, the finc]Jngs of 

this study could be considered as a valuable contribution 

to the field of higher educationo To this extent the 

present study could be considered as a pioneering effort 

opening t:p many vistas Of research in this areao 
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APPENDIX 

QUESTIONNAiru:;;;. FOR METHODS OF TEACHING - ---------- ____.....,__ 

·''·'·"'''''''~' The information in this quest:f,onnaire will be kept confiden~··. ·· 
tial and will be used only .for my Dissertation work which is P1aft:~il~:, 
of my M. Phil degree. · ''''''""'~'" 

Thanks 1 Jagriti Malik 
(Research Scbol ar) 
J·.N. U. 

Name of the Person (·Optional) 1 

Profession/Designation s 

Name of the Institution • 

Address of the Institution s 

Subjects teaching/studying 1 

Educational Qualification : 

Monthly Income (Approx. ) : 

QUESTIONS 

1. Tick from following options what you consider as objectives 
of Higher Education :-

. .. .. 

(a) To develop human & intellectual capacities. 

(b) To develOp relevant knowledge useful to evolve better 
society and also for getting employment. 

(c) To make a person nature by broadening the vision and 
mental horizon so that they can solve their personal 
problems. 

(d) Englighterment, Social Commitment & Technical training' 

(e) To increase creativity & knowledge to analyae & critise 
and to acquire professional skills so that they can eontril:)ut:·e~ 
to economic ans social development of our nation •• 

(f) To provide the environment of study of puruit of 
knowledge which is conducive to the emergence of a rational, 
logical and balanced intellectual personality. 

(g) To train them and equip• .them with tools through which 
they can take up and contribute to a profession they choose 
to pursue. 

I 

(h) Freeing people of preconceived ideas and develop. under• 
standing of particular subject • 

Contd... 2 
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(j) Overall development in personality, understanding of 
wrong and t"ight and courage to stand by ·one• s convictions., 
installation of honesty, sense of duty, awareness, social 
consciousness in a way betterment of individual to become 
a beeter human being. 

(k) To train up young people for teach2 :lg, administration, 
Policy making, cognitive pursuit and better employment. 

(1) Imparting information, ability to think and making 
·students aware of questions and problems that have been the 
subject of debate and discussion in that fiel9. 

{m) Any other, please specify. 

2. Do you think the method of teaching will in anyway contribute 
to achieving of the above objectives ? 

3. What methods of teaching you use/your te.acher uses 1 

- -----------------------------·------------ -----------------Sl. 
No. ~ethods of teaching ·very successful OoKoioeo 

neither· succe
ssful nor un
successful 

Not 
Sac• 
cess
full 

---------------------------------------·------·--------------------------------
A. ~ecture Method 

B. Group discussions 

c. Seminars 

D. Tutorials 

E. Project 

F. Individual Exercise 

G. Laboratory Exercise 

H. Audio-visual aids 

I. Ass!gnements 

J. Workshop 

K. If combination of more 
than one of the above 
methods, specify. 

--·---------------------------·-------- ------------~--------------
4. Which method is used maximum by yo~your teacher ? 

s. A~ you satisfied with the prevailing teaching method ? 

YES/NO 

(a) If no what changes you suggest ? 
Contd... 3· 
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With the enormous advances that have been made in the field 
~f science. Do you think a fresh graduate or M.Phil/Ph.D. will 
be able to justice to subject matter to. b~ taught to the students ? 

··yes/No. 

{a) If Yes, in what way do you think the newly recruited teacher 
can really be effective without any orientation or training 1 

(b) If No, what kind of training or orientation would you 
suggest should be given to the teacher•s Who are assigned to 
teach graduate or post gr~~uate students 1 

7. Do you think by giv.in~ ·training in various methods of 
teaching the standard of teaching in college and university will 
improve 1 Yes/No, · 

a. Do you have arrangements to show the U.G;C.prograrrme for 
college university being shown on T.V. ? Yes/No. 

(a) If Mo, Why ? (i) 
(ii ) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

(v) 

We do not know such programme exists. 
It is irrelevant 
It is only for science students 
We would like to, but don• t have 
facilities to show. 
Any other .. reason, specify 

(b) If yes, do you think the T.V. programme in any way 
supplement on complements teaching in class ? Yes/No. 

9. Do you think rr.v. as a media can be used offectivaly for 
imparting instructions in college/university 1 Yes/no 

~UATION 

1. Is it necessary to have evaluation ? Yes/No 

2. What do you evaluate/What do you think teacher evaluate 

3· Do you think evaluation is pecessary in achieving the 
obj.ectives of Higher Eaucat~on 1 Yes/No. 

Conta. •• 4. 
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(a) If yes, what way ? 

(b) If no, what way ? 

4. kS evaluation necessary to understand the level which a 
student has achieved in regard to a: particular course ? Yes/No. 
Any explanation to justify your answer please specify 

s. What is the evaluation system- in your institution ? 

(a) Annual (b) Semester (c) Internal (d) External 

(e) Once in one semester/one ·year/two years (f) Any 

other specify 

6. What method of evaluation you use 1 /What method of. 
evaluation does your teacher use ? 

(a) Marks (b) Grading (c) Marks & Grades (d) Any other 

specify 

7. Do you use combination of different evaluation methods ? 
Yes7No · 

(a) lf yes, which methods of evaluation you combine ? 

(i) (!!) (iii)· (iv) 

Sa On what basis you evaluate your students 1. 

(a) Written Test (b) Class Room Participation/group 
dissions . (c) Internal A.ssignements (d) Project work 
(e) Any other, specify. · 

9. There are accreditation bodies in various uni versitieso 
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. Do you know about what accreditation is ? Yes/No 

(a) If Yes, do you tLink accreditations bodies effect 
evaluation system ? Yes/No. 

(i) If Yes, How ? 

10. What is self evaluation ? 

( a) Are you in favour of it 1 Yes/No. 

(i) · If Yes, why 

(ii) If No, why 1 

--· ·· ·11. 'In Auerican & other European/Western-Countrie~ there is 
a system of students evaluation of teachers 1 What is your 
opi~ion of adopting it in. India. 
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